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COVER STORY
One of the hardest tasks for the Sapper 
magazine editorial staff is to choose an 
appropriate cover for the magazine.  The 
past two covers of Sapper have rightly 
depicted our involvement in Afghani-
stan. However, whilst our thoughts and 
prayers will always be foremost for our 
sappers serving on operations, things 
can happen closer to home that need 
to be recognised and their importance 
also recognised.   

In late January 2009 heatwave con-
ditions developed across Victoria and 
on 7 February 2009 the temperature 
reached 46c.  On this day the calam-
ity of what was to become Australia’s 
worst ever bush fire began.  The fires 
were uncontrollable and devastating 
and were not brought under control 
until 10 March 2009.  During this time 
one hundred and seventy three people 
perished in the fires, hundreds of homes 
were destroyed, livestock, native animals 
and bushland perished.  

The response from the Australian 
people to their fellow Australians in need 
was, as you would expect, magnificent.  
The response and expression of sup-
port from the soldiers serving overseas, 
many of them sappers, is in part what 
helped the Sapper editorial staff decide 
what the cover of this edition of Sapper 
magazine should be.  We felt it was im-
portant and deserving to record in some 
way, the sapper support provided to the 
Victorian bushfire emergency.

4th Combat Engineer Regiment, ably 
supported by 22nd Construction Regi-
ment, provided the bulk of sapper sup-
port to the emergency response.  Their 

accounts are detailed in unit articles in 
the magazine and I have no intention 
of stealing their thunder.  I will only say 
from a personal observation that it is of-
ten the case that our Army Reserve sap-
per units are often the first to respond 
to these types of emergencies

The cover of the 2009 edition of Sap-
per depicts a sapper operating a chain 
saw (yes it is there somewhere) as a part 
of the search, recovery, clearance phase 
undertaken during and after the fires.  
The sapper depicted is Sapper Elizabeth 
(Liz) Canters.  She enlisted into the 
Army Reserve on 24 October 08.  In 
civilian time, Liz is undertaking studies 
at University.    In her Army Reserve 
time, Liz is a qualified combat engineer 
and holds several vehicle licence codes.  
Liz is currently posted to 4th Combat 
Engineer Regiment, 10 Combat Engineer 
Squadron, 6 Troop, as a combat engineer.  
To the best of our knowledge, SPR Can-
ters has achieved a number of firsts.  She 
is the first female combat engineer, post-
ed as a combat engineer, undertaking a 
combat engineer task, to grace the front 
cover of Sapper, and an Army Reservist 
to boot, you go girl.

So it is that the front cover of this 
magazine is probably not what you 
would normally expect.  I hope the in-
formation above goes some way into 
explaining why it is different and why it 
was used.  If you have any recommen-
dations for future editions the editorial 
staff would be pleased to consider your 
submission.  For the old and bold out 
there, no, we are not bringing back the 
centre page girl.

4 15
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A Message From The

Head of Corps 
Royal Australian Engineers

elcome to 
this 2009 
edition of 

Australian Sapper� The 
articles in this maga-
zine give me tremen-
dous pride in the work 
that Sappers are doing 
in Australia and around 
the world from Afghan-
istan to Puckapunyal 
and from Timor-Leste 
to Mount Bundy�

I want to thank every 
Sapper at every rank for 
what you do� Whether 
you’re involved in train-
ing, operations overseas 

or in a supporting role you need to know that what you do is 
valued and important for the Corps, the Army and the nation�

I extend special thanks to all families and friends of Sappers� 
They are a vitally important part of our Sapper team and I ask you 
to convey my thanks to them on behalf of the Corps�

Today, men and women of the Corps are experiencing new 
challenges in demanding operational environments like Af-
ghanistan� This is a tough fight and we are in it for the long 
haul� Unlike many previous conflicts, in this one there is no 
longer a ‘front line’ that distinguishes ‘safe’ from ‘dangerous’� 
We have to work more closely than ever with local popula-
tions to build their trust despite language and cultures and 
living environments very different to our own� In this diffi-
cult setting Sappers have to operate and excel in areas such 
as construction, Improvised Explosive Device (IED) clearance 
or fighting against a determined enemy – perhaps all of these 
things in one day

The good news is that our Sappers are excelling in these set-
tings offshore as well as demanding domestic operations like 
the Army Aboriginal Community Assistance Program (AACAP) 
and Exercises like TALISMAN SABRE� Sappers who are doing 
best are those who are continually learning and adapting� They 
have ‘a critical eye’ and continually look for practical ways to do 
things better�

It is in this area of continual improvement that I want to focus 
your attention� Having looked at many units on operations and in 
training there are a range of qualities that stand out as leading to 
professional excellence� Some of these are deeply embedded in us, 
such as Army’s values of courage, initiative and teamwork or the 
qualities that we aspire to in ‘I’m an Australian soldier’� However, 
there are five areas that I offer for you to particularly think about 
when building great Sapper teams�

We need to be brilliant at the basics as soldiers and in our 
trades� Realistic and demanding training that is focussed on mis-
sion essential requirements is the key to this success� 

We need to use our Sappernuity. This means we must 
think, decide and act in a smart and inventive way� It means we do 
not let ourselves be constrained by how things have been done but 
are prepared to look at fresh solutions to problems when they’re 
needed, even when we have limited resources�

We need to be resilient. This means we need to be able to 
‘bounce back’ when the going gets tough� So when we make mis-
takes or ‘things’ are against us, we are able to get back on track 
and keep performing� We must also recognise that at times we 
might suffer physical or mental health challenges that prevent us 
bouncing back as quickly as we’d like� We need to recognise this 
reality and give our people help and time to recover�

We need to be physically tough. This doesn’t mean fit-
ness like an Olympic athlete, but it is important that we are fit 
to operate for our Sapper responsibilities and trades, regardless 
of gender, in some really tough environments like Afghanistan, 
our region and in training areas across Australia�

We need to have compassion. All of our operations today 
require us to operate in cultures very different to our own and we 
must be able to operate within these communities in a compas-
sionate way� This does not mean we compromise our toughness 
or ability to take decisive military action when this is necessary� 
But is does mean that we give others a ‘fair go’ regardless of their 
colour, gender, education or cultural differences�

So, these are a few areas I ask you to especially think about in 
preparation for operations�

Looking ahead, I want to reinforce the important work that 
has been completed to establish the Modular Engineer Force 
(MEF)� As part of this, in January 2010 we will establish a 
new ‘Force Engineer’, Colonel Steve Alexander� He will be re-
sponsible for implementing a range of Adaptive Army changes 
that will strengthen the ability of the Corps to support land 
operations� We should give COL Alexander and his team our 
full support�

Finally, I want to commend one of the inspirational members 
of our Corps� Sergeant Michael Lyddiard is a brave Explosive Ord-
nance Disposal (EOD) technician who survived an Improvised 
Explosive Device (IED) detonation in Afghanistan that left him 
with considerable injuries� Despite this setback, Mick bounced 
back and is providing great professional service in the Combat 
Training Centre (CTC)� I think his resilience, professionalism and 
commitment are an inspiration to us all, as are the efforts of the 
wider Sapper Team and the Army to look after their own� Mick, 
keep up the great work�

So, in closing, I hope you enjoy this 2009 edition of Australian 
Sapper and take some time to reflect on some of the experiences 
that make life as a member of the Royal Australian Engineers an 
exciting, challenging and truly rewarding experience� 

Good soldiering,

Peter Clay 
Brigadier 
Head of Corps

W
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The major event for HOC Staff in 2009 was the RAE Corps Confer-
ence that took place at its regular home of The School of Military 
Engineering (SME) from 27 – 29 May�  The Conference Mentor 
this year was LTGEN Frank Hickling (retired) and the conference 
was presided over by HOC (BRIG Wayne Budd)�   This was almost 
his last act before deploying overseas and handing on the “HOC 
Baton” (albeit on a temporary basis) to BRIG Peter Clay�  

The highlight of this year’s conference saw the delegates 
putting the final touches to the MEF Submission before it was 
(successfully) submitted for consideration by CASAC�  Principle 
amongst the ongoing issues is LAND 400 and the provision of a 
suitable vehicle platform and variants to ensure the corps’ ability 
to provide relevant and appropriate combat support well into the 
future�  At the culmination of the conference the Corps Capabil-
ity Committee Meeting was held followed by the annual Corps 
Committee Meeting�  

In February SO2 HOC took over the management of The  
RAE Corps Shop (see advertisements and contact details in this 
magazine) on behalf of HOC�  First amongst the many tasks to 
make this commercial outlet viable, was the recruitment of a GRes 
SNCO (Sergeant Pat Doherty) as permanent Shop Manager�  This 
process took a lot longer than any of us had anticipated but the 

shop is now being capably run and is open regularly�  In future 
profit (after trading) will be paid annually into RAE Corps Funds 
account�  The Fund currently has a healthy balance but future 
outlay (RAE Corps History Volume V) will eat deep into that bal-
ance�  It is therefore considered vitally important that members 
continue to pay their RAE Corps Fund Subscription�  In particular 
we must remind GRes and Ex-members to make their payment 
for 2009/10 as soon as possible�  Subscribers have received their 
unique boxed pen but need to continue contributing to ensure 
the cost of these is covered (currently $35 each)�

September this year witnessed a seismic disruption in the 
production world of The Australian Sapper Magazine�  After 33 
years at the helm and with much regret, Mr Warren Ennis stepped 
aside from his role as Editor, Designer and Producer�  Warren has 
taken up a new post within SME that precludes his involvement 
with the magazine�  On behalf of the Corps we thank Warren for 
his magnificent efforts and in particular in helping to resurrect 
the magazine in 2007�  The new Editor will be SO2 HOC, Major 
Stu Pemberton ably assisted by Major Paul Hampton�  We have 
strived to maintain the high standard (set by Warren) for The 
Australian Sapper Magazine – and will let you judge if we have 
been successful� 

Head of Corps - Royal Australian Engineers

Staff Report

ROYAL AUSTRALIAN ENgINEERS CORPS HISTORY 

bOOK SALE
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Interview with

Chief of Army 
Lieutenant General 

K. J. Gillespie AO, DSC, CSM

ow wouldn’t you think that having a Grandfather who 
served throughout the Great War and a Father who 
served in World War Two would provide inspiration 

enough for a young man to want to undertake a career in the 
military?  Not so for the current Chief of Army, Lieutenant Gen-
eral Ken Gillespie�  As a youngster growing up on a farm in rural 
Queensland his imagination was stirred not from his families’ 
tales of soldiering, but through listening intently to a regular 
radio broadcast�  To be more exact it was a dramatisation about 
World War Two that included interviews with some of the re-
turned servicemen who told their personal stories live on air�  
The young Ken Gillespie was inspired enough to ask his parents 
to allow him to take up a military career which they fully sup-
ported�  Readily admitting that his academic achievements at 
this time were “below Par” General Gillespie entered the mili-
tary by way of The Apprentice College at Bolcombe�

Apprentice Bricklayer Gillespie recalled the college was an 

“austere and hard environment with few of the facilities provid-
ed for today’s apprentices� The standard of discipline was harsh 
and after hours the senior apprentices controlled the college�” 
He continued� “The training was insignificant when considered 
against what is on offer today�  There was no opportunity for the 
better quality apprentices to advance and little relevance in the 
type of training being delivered�  What does stand out though 
are the friendships with the other apprentices that were formed 
in 1968 and have adhered to this day” recounts General Gillespie 
“and those friends have always provided me with a very steadying 
influence that has definitely kept my feet firmly on the ground” 
he concluded�  

When asked if he could recall when he had last “picked up his 
trowel” General Gillespie remembered in some detail�  “I built a 
BBQ Area with the Group RSM during a UN Tour of duty in Na-
mibia and I also built some steps and a patio for Mum and Dad at 
their place in Killarney, Queensland many years ago” he recalled, 

Australian Sapper Magazine was granted an interview with the current Chief of Army – LTGEN Ken 
Gillespie.  The following article provides the reader with an insight into the background, military career and 
interests of the senior serving “Sapper” in the Australian Army:  

N
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adding that “had he not joined the Army he would probably have 
followed a trade�”  However, he concedes that “at the time, being 
full of the brashness of youth, I never had to consider an alterna-
tive career�” 

Already stirring in this ambitious young man was the possibil-
ity of a commission, “I was very impressed by the quality of junior 
officers at the college during my time” he said, “they demonstrated 
strong and admirable qualities of leadership�”  This subsequently 
led to him making a successful application for a commission that 
he began at Portsea in 1972�

A little known fact is that The Corps almost lost Officer Ca-
det Ken Gillespie at this time as he was seriously considering a 
commission in Armoured Corps!  On hearing of this the Senior 
Engineer Instructor Ed Brannigan “had a word” recounts General 
Gillespie with a smile – “The rest as they say is history�”  And, he 
stated “I was (and remain so) very happy with my career choice 
to go to RAE�”  

1972 was a very important year in the military that witnessed 
the end of National Service and also the start of what was to be-
come the full withdrawal of Australian Military personnel from 
Vietnam�  “Most of us believed that a tour in Vietnam was inevita-
ble” recalls General Gillespie; who was attending the Troop Com-
manders Course (forerunner of the current ROBC) at The School 
of Military Engineering (SME)�  “We had no idea that this would 
begin a protracted period of peace that ultimately meant there 
would be very limited opportunities for overseas deployments�”  

Having completed the course the new troop commander 
remained at SME for his first appointment as Transport Troop 
Commander where he remained for 10 months�  This was followed 
by a tour within the Depot Squadron until 1975 at which time he 
was posted as a Training Troop Commander to Kapooka although 
this lasted only 10 months�  General Gillespie was keen to add that 
he was “Posted Early” and not “Sacked” from this post!

Many of the lessons learnt in his formative years have re-
mained with General Gillespie and helped to shape his personal 
ethos, not least in his approach to training� Having held numerous 
training posts in Australia and Overseas in the past 40 years of 
service Chief of Army has strong views on what constitutes good 
training and a good instructor�  “It is my firm belief that training 
must be presented in such a way that people want to learn” stated 
General Gillespie�  “Training must be relevant and instructors 
should explain the implications of the training to students�  In 
the past instructors and instruction was too doctrine heavy and 
was never developed�  There needs to be an understanding of the 
requirement to change perspective�  Training instructors should 
be broad practitioners not teachers without practical skills�  In-
structors must work hard to deliver quality training and ensure 
their material remains relevant�”  He stated�

Calling to mind some of the people who have inspired his ca-
reer, General Gillespie recalled The Commanding Officer of The 
Army Apprentice College - Max Johnson (RAE)�  “He took the 
time out to meet regularly with the Senior Apprentices” General 
Gillespie calls to mind, “He taught us the important lesson of 
“Treat as You Find” and “Never to be in awe of people�” Both are 
valuable lessons that have stood Chief of Army in good stead and 
remain equally important to this day�

Another strong influence brought to mind from his earlier 
career was that of an unnamed Major who displayed great moral 
courage�  “There was a strong alcohol culture prevalent in Army 
of that time” reflects Chief Army, “and many instances of abuse 
on a regular basis�  The officer in question took a stance even 
though he knew this would be unpopular� However, it turned out 
that it was well supported across the ranks and that what had 
been needed was strong leadership in order to break the spell�  
Taking that stance demonstrated the best qualities of leadership 

and courage; equal to that required on the battlefield�” said Chief 
Army, “I am convinced that Officers and Soldiers of today possess 
the morale courage to stand up and do the right thing�” He said, 
adding that, “Alcohol abuse has not entirely gone away and I have 
real concerns over binge drinkers and the effects on individuals” 
said General Gillespie who concluded by saying, “complacency is 
not an option�” Chief of Army encourages anyone who has 
concerns regarding alcohol or substance abuse to report 
the facts so that individuals might receive help.

Continuing on the theme of inspiration General Gillespie 
named Sergeant Lyddiard and Private Tomlinson who he said, 
“are amongst a great many who have demonstrated the most 
heartening degree of personal strength, motivation, courage and 
determination to overcome adversity�  These men and many like 
them are a shining example of the finest qualities upon which our 
Defence Force is built”�

Leading on from this, General Gillespie talked about the 
changes that he had witnessed during his 40+ years of uniformed 
service�  “The most profound change faced by the service was the 
period of peace from the mid-70’s; with no military operations at 
all” he recalls� “Then we had Namibia in 1989/90 (where General 
Gillespie saw service with the UN Transitional Assistance Group 
on the first rotation) followed by a number of other UN missions” 
he recollects�  “The tempo rose significantly with the operations 
in Timor and has remained almost constant since 1999�  This 
has changed the character of the Army and as a consequence its 
training has developed relevance and purpose�” These, he consid-
ers, are the most significant changes to Army�  “Looking back” 
a reflective Chief of Army states that, “my greatest sadness has 
been the waste of young people to abuses of alcohol and drugs and 
as the result of misadventure�  And as a consequence the effect 
these have on families, friends and units�”

Field Marshal Montgomery is widely quoted as stating after 
the Battle of El Alamein that “There are never enough Engineers!”  
Chief Army believes that this statement remains relevant today 
and in particular with the current shortage of EOD and EDD Tech-
nicians�  “We have already made inroads into addressing training 
of new EOD and EDD technicians” said General Gillespie, “work 
is also underway at joint EOD to provide an agile approach to the 
problem�  I know a great deal of work is being undertaken within 
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The Corps to provide a workable and durable solution�  This means 
getting the balance right as the battle shifts�  It does not necessar-
ily mean more engineers, rather keeping those we have qualified 
in the right jobs�”  He went on to say that “addressing issues of this 
nature and complexity is a particular strength of The Corps; which 
always strive to find a workable solution�  This is particularly evi-
dent in the initiative taken by young Sapper commanders and 
leaders in identifying a need for the Corps to rebalance in order to 
better support Army�  This initiative has evolved (after significant 
effort) into the Modular Engineer Force that has received CASAC 
approval this year” acknowledged General Gillespie�

“The Corps has understood the intent behind Adaptive Army” 
he continued “and has worked hard to ensure it meets the modern 
requirements for effective combat support”�  Considering the fu-
ture General Gillespie added that, “The Government White Paper 
makes adequate provision for capability enhancement for Army 
whilst not specifically detailing all equipment variants�  Howev-
er, it is vital that we continue to make the agreed savings across 
Defence�  The Army element of this saving will provide me with 
the flexibility to reinvest into modern equipment that supports 
capability needs”� 

“There are of course some inherent risks within The White 
Paper for Sappers, specifically the lack of bridging equipment in 
the DPC�  This does not mean The Corps has missed out and it 
is acknowledged that existing bridging equipment is getting old�  
What it does mean is there is the need for a different approach in 
how we procure our equipment�  The days of large engineer fleets 
have gone to be replaced with cleverer contracted lease/hire ar-
rangements which are the preferred way ahead� In future, Army 
will have an established and robust contract with providers who 
will deliver what we want, to where we want it, when we want it�  
We need to avoid bureaucracy and find workable solutions that 
meet our requirement”�  General Gillespie also noted that, “Opera-
tionally RAE has been fully engaged in delivering Close Support 
and rebuilding, as ably demonstrated during RTF/MRTF Opera-
tions in Afghanistan�  The Corps will continue to play a central 
role in Nation rebuilding in future, but not the ultimate role that 
must be undertaken by other agencies�  The Army has the abil-
ity to react very quickly, with specialist people� The interim role 
would be setting contracts for reconstruction and then handing 

over to Non-government organisations and agencies�   The days 
of soldiers fighting wars and then rebuilding the infrastructure 
have passed�  Other agencies must assist RAE who can then move 
back and wait for the next disaster”�

There would be few surprised to learn that the Chief of Army 
is an incredibly busy appointment and leaves little time for Gen-
eral Gillespie to partake in one of his favourite pastimes; Golf�  
As a consequence his handicap has dropped to 13 (for those who 
fancy challenging him to a round), however, General Gillespie 
does make time to play on his favourite course in Sydney (where 
he is a member) once a month (or so) and he does try to play at 
the RAE Golf Course at SME when he can�  “I enjoy playing at my 
Golf Club in Sydney” said General Gillespie “because it brings me 
into contact with people I would not ordinarily meet�  I also very 
much enjoy playing on the course at Moorebank with my regular 
golfing partner�”

A widely travelled man, General Gillespie lists The UK as his 
favourite country after Australia�  “It is like a second home to me� 
I have many good friends from my two years as an Instructor at 
The Royal School of Military Engineering and later as a student 
for 12 months on the Royal College of Defence Studies”, said Gen-
eral Gillespie who also admits to having a yearning to visit South 
America to discover more of their language and culture�  “I would 
like to visit South Africa and return to Namibia to see how that 
country has progressed since my tour of duty there”� “These are 
also countries written about in great detail by one of my favour-
ite authors; Wilbur Smith” states General Gillespie who also lists 
Nelson Demille amongst authors whose books he particularly 
enjoys�  “I enjoy Wilbur Smith and Nelson Demille books as a 
source of escapism”, admits General Gillespie whose selection of 
reading material has changed dramatically as a consequence of 
the heavy reading (mainly reference works) he has to carry out 
as part of his job�

The Australian Sapper Magazine is very grateful for the op-
portunity to interview General Gillespie and hope that the 
readers enjoy the article.

Major Stu Pemberton 
Editor



What is your favourite TV Show?
Grand designs on Lifestyle Channel�

What is your favourite Movie?
Zulu�

When did you last visit the Cinema?
Last Christmas�

And what did you see?
Quantum of Solace�

 Do you have a nickname?
Not that I am aware of�

Who has had the most influence on your career?
The Major who had Morale Courage and my wife – for her support 
and enabling me to do what I have wanted�

Are you a spender or a saver?
Spender!

Who is you sporting hero?
I have to say John Eels; because he is a professional, a Leader and 
sets a fine Example to all�

What advice do you wish you had been given as an 18 year old?
Don’t marry too young�

What advice would you give to a young person about to start out 
on an Army career?
Do not specialise too early�

What was your best assignment and why?
Command at all levels and in particular the raising of 3 CER and 
Theatre Joint Intelligence Centre�  Command in Timor and War 
on Terror after September 11th and finally being Chief Army and 
having the opportunity to influence the organisation�

What make of car do you drive?
Lexus RX 350

What make of car would you like to drive?
Lexus RX 350!

F1 Motor Racing or V8 Super cars?
Neither!  But any Open Golf Competition�

What is the best piece of military equipment you have ever had?
The old ration pack can opener�

Who (outside of sport or military) do you most admire and why?
My Parents – because of the sacrifices Dad and Mum made to 
provide for 4 boys and the example they set for us�

Who from history would you most like to have met?
Genghis Khan�

Chinese or Thai?
Thai

Eat at home or Restaurant?
Eat at Home�

After Christmas Dinner – A walk in the park or Snooze in favourite 
chair?
Snooze in favourite chair�

Thongs or Sandals?
Sandals

BBQ or Picnic?
BBQ�

If you had one wish that would be granted what would it be?
To be 15 again, starting all over, with the knowledge I have to-
day!

60 SECOnD QuiCK FiRE
As a final act during this interview – General Gillespie agreed to 

answer a 60 Second quick fire selection of questions:

aUSTRaLIaN SaPPER – 2009 �
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n June this year the Chief of Army’s Senior Advisory Com-
mittee endorsed the Modular Engineer Force, in particular 
its employment concept, organisational structure and its 

command and control construct� The Modular Engineer Force or 
the MEF, as it is commonly referred, is the RAE’s Force Moderni-
sation Review (FMR)� The FMR is a formalised strategic plan-
ning process which considers all aspects of capability so that the 
force being considered, in this case the MEF, is prepared to meet 
future war fighting challenges� This article aims to provide you 
with an overview of the MEF, to answer some frequently asked 
questions and to outline what it may possibly mean for you� The 
MEF is not a Marine Expeditionary Force nor is it a mythical 
beast that some senior sappers get excited about - it is real and 
it is has arrived� 

What is a FMR?
A FMR is a strategic planning process that helps us to consider 
all aspects of a capability to ensure our future force is affordable, 
deployable and sustainable� FMRs are guided by strategic policy, 
such as the 2009 Defence White Paper and Adaptive Army� The 
policy tells us where we need to be in the future and the FMR 
could be viewed as the bridge we build to help us get there� Im-
portantly, FMRs help Army to make sure it has the right mix of 
land force capabilities and units to win the future wars we may 
be involved in� The bridge the MEF FMR is building is consider-
ing a wide range of factors and important inputs� Some exam-
ples include the introduction of new major equipment fleets; 
engineer unit structures; facilities for our units and equipment; 
trade reviews; command and management; engineer planning; 
individual and collective training; support from other organisa-
tions in Defence, national base support, logistic support and 
our people�

What is Adaptive Army?
Adaptive Army has restructured Army to ensure we are more ef-
fective and efficient in the conduct of force preparation training 
(training conducted just before you deploy) and force generation 
activities (everyday individual and collective training or com-
monly referred to as the ‘raise, train and sustain’ function) for 
the operations we are currently involved in and those we may 
face in the future� Through Adaptive Army the Army will make 
sure the lessons we have learnt from recent operations are pushed 
back into our training system to ensure that our preparation for 
operations and the conduct of operations is conducted in a man-
ner that allows us to be successful� The creation of Forces Com-

mand (FORCOMD), as a result of Land and Training Commands 
amalgamation, is a primary driver to achieve this outcome� The 
MEF is connected to Adaptive Army, in particular its ‘learning 
loops’, which is described in further detail later in this article� 
You can learn more about Adaptive Army by visiting the official 
website at the following address: http://intranet.defence.gov.
au/armyweb/Sites/CA/comweb.asp?page=182519&Title=A
daptive%20Army

How will the MEF do its business?
Flexibility is a key component of the MEF� As the name suggests 
the MEF employs a modular approach, which could be simply 
described as a ‘plug and play’ concept� Under the MEF construct 
we will be required to deliver pre-determined capability bricks of 
force elements for operations that will provide support to battle 
group, brigade and special operations� The concept seeks to sup-
port manoeuvre operations by ensuring the right capability bricks 
(size and role) are grouped together to provide desired engineer 
effects at the right time and place� Modularity and the flexibility it 
affords will be enabled by a robust engineer command and control 
structure, an engineer planning culture, technology, new equip-
ment fleets and integration of the Army Reserve� Elements of 
the MEF, our units, will also have the ability to accept and control 
capabilities from other force elements and services�

For some the MEF concept may seem no different to what 
we are already doing today; however a major difference will be in 
the way we conduct engineer operational planning and how we 
allocate force elements to operations� In doing so the MEF will ap-
ply the engineer employment principle of centralised control and 
decentralised execution as we want to be sure that our force ele-
ments achieve the right engineer outcomes in support of manoeu-
vre operations� The aforementioned principle will be executed by 
a new organisation within the MEF – the Force Engineer� Further 
information about the Force Engineer is provided below�

Integration of the ARES in the MEF force structure through 
HRR, Standby Reserve and potentially new employment initia-
tives will be essential in supplementing ARA capabilities, rein-
forcing operational tasks and undertaking specified domestic 
tasks� The ARES will also be tasked to maintain and deliver speci-
fied engineering capabilities requiring long lead time prepara-
tion and capabilities that may no longer exist in the regular 
force� Further work on the ARES employment concept within 
the MEF is ongoing� Further work will be undertaken in 2010 
in concert with the ARES Approved Future Force, which is es-
sentially the ARES’ FMR�

THE MODuLAR 
EnGinEER FORCE

– A Better Force For The RAE

MEF
The Modular Engineer Force: A foundation for great and adaptive Sappers

I
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I’ve heard about the Force Engineer. 
Where will the Force Engineer be located 
and what will the Force Engineer do?
Outcomes from experimentation and analysis over the last dec-
ade have concluded that an enhanced engineer command and 
control structure at the strategic, operational and tactical levels 
was required� At the June 2009 Chief of Army’s Senior Advisory 
Committee it was proposed that a MEF command and control 
organisation, led by a Force Engineer, be centrally involved in the 
prioritisation of engineer effort across the ‘raise, train and sus-
tain’ and operational environments� The proposal was endorsed 
and so the appointment of a Force Engineer with a staff of seven 
will be raised in January 2010� The organisation will be a com-
ponent of the CSISTAREW Group within FORCOMD� In time, as 
this organisation grows and matures, the Force Engineer will have 

staff representation from all of the military engineering functions 
e�g� combat engineer, construction, geospatial and emergency re-
sponder; within the domains of operational planning, force gen-
eration and force modernisation or capability development�

Engineer planning at the operational and strategic levels will 
be coordinated by the Force Engineer� For example, the Force 
Engineer’s staff will contribute to operational planning so that 
those leading planning activities are provided with the right en-
gineer advice and appropriate planning inputs� The provision of 
military engineering advice to manoeuvre commanders and joint 
planning staff, through a centrally controlled and technologically 
enhanced node, aims to deliver the right engineer effects at the 
right place and time�

The MEF will capture ‘lessons leant’ from ongoing operations; 
manage this new knowledge so that it effectively informs our eve-
ryday training environment and pre-deployment efforts� As previ-
ously stated the MEF is linked to Adaptive Army, in that it aims to 
work within Army’s different ‘learning loops’ (the Army Lessons 
Framework)� The loops include immediate inputs or the short 
learning loop (lessons learnt from operations which are used to 

inform Mission Rehearsal Exercises); the medium learning loop 
(changes to individual and collective training in the ‘raise, train 
and sustain’ environments) and the long learning loop (campaign 
lessons and lessons for modernisation)� Figure 1 below provides 
a graphic example of this concept and how the staff functions 
within the Force Engineer’s organisation relate to these differ-
ent learning loops� The Force Engineer will be well positioned to 
manage the implementation of engineer lessons learnt and will 
therefore be a vital link for ensuring we are capable of adapting to 
meet the challenges of future war fighting environments�

The Force Engineer will also provide reach back support to de-
ployed engineer forces primarily through its own force generation 
cell� The force generation cell will provide technical advice, share 
and capture technical information to facilitate adaptive learning 
through the Army Lessons Framework�

What will be the MEF’s command 
relationships with other organisations?
Within Army, the Forces Commander will have Operational 
Command (OPCOMD) of all engineer assets on behalf of Chief 
of Army� Given the Force Engineer will be located within FOR-
COMD, the Force Engineer will be in an excellent position to 
provide engineer planning and advice for the best employment 
of engineers� Technical Control of engineer assets will reside 
with the Force Engineer while the status of command for en-
gineer assets will be determined by the Forces Commander� At 
the June 2009 Chief of Army’s Senior Advisory Committee it 
was proposed that some engineer units would be retained at 
the FORCOMD level while some specific units could be delegat-
ed down to lower formations e�g� Brigades; under OPCOMD or 
Tactical Command (TACOCMD) arrangements� The proposal 
was endorsed but it is likely the construct will be reviewed and 
tested as the Force Engineer, FORCOMD and Adaptive Army 
mature over time� The Force Engineer’s command relation-
ship with MEF units, as endorsed by CASAC in June 2009, is 
shown in figure 2�
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What will the MEF’s force structure look like?
Generally speaking our force structures, from a unit level perspec-
tive, will not change a great deal from what you know and see 
today i�e� our CERs will remain as CERs and likewise for HQ 6 
ESR, IRR and 19 CE WKS� There will however be internal changes 
within some units; others will not change at all noting that some 
new capabilities will also be introduced, for example a Chemical, 
Biological, Radiological and Explosive Squadron (CBRNE Sqn)� 
While a broad depiction of the MEF organisation is shown in fig-
ure 2, it is highly recommended that you visit the MEF website on 
the DRN for more detailed information� The MEF intranet website 
address is listed at the end of this article�

The following commentary provides a brief synopsis, as en-
dorsed by the June 2009 Chief of Army’s Senior Advisory Com-
mittee, on each of the RAE units within the MEF organisation�

CERs. Will remain OPCOMD to their brigade headquarters and 
existing relationships will be maintained� The reallocation of CER 
engineer force elements, if required, to reinforce operational needs 
or force preparation activities will be directed by Commander FOR-
COMD� All CERs within the MEF have been rebalanced so that their 
structures are consistent� Small differences between units are a result 
of 1 CER’s larger logistic requirements and differences in the emer-
gency responder ARA manpower totals� Under the MEF concept, 

CERs are supplemented and rounded-out, in the main, by ARES HRR 
‘plug-ins’ and have the capacity to absorb and control specialist ARES 
capabilities when required� 

6 ESR. The unit will consist of two construction squadrons 
and a headquarters element and will be a direct command unit of 
CSISTAREW Group, controlled by the Force Engineer� Its RHQ will 
have the same structure as the CERs� 6 ESR will be responsible for 
‘raise, train and sustain’ of the MEF’s force engineering capability 

but can also be deployed as a regimental headquarters if required� 
6 ESR is supplemented and rounded-out by HRR construction and 
plant trade ‘plug-ins’ and some combat engineer HRR�

CBRNE Sqn. This capability will provide tactical level com-
mand and control of joint CBRNE assets in theatre; in support 
of conventional manoeuvre forces� The Squadron will provide 
CBRNE advice, including CIED, to tactical level and operational 
level manoeuvre commanders and has the capacity to accept a 
number of CBRNE capabilities e�g� EOD/CIED Teams (includ-
ing RAAF, RAN and RAAOC ATO); Weapons Intelligence Teams 
(WIT), search (including EDD) and CBRN reconnaissance and 
survey teams� The Squadron’s training teams are capable of sup-
porting both MRE and in-theatre training activities�

Geospatial Capabilities. 1 Topo Svy Sqn will be responsible 
for the ‘raise, train and sustain’ of the geospatial capability within 
Army� Under the MEF the unit is no longer within 6 ESR and 
is a direct command unit of CS Group, controlled by the Force 
Engineer� The geospatial capability will permeate the MEF and 
provide support to engineer operations� 1 Topo Svy Sqn will be 
supplemented by the ARES using a workforce employment strat-
egy that best enables the delivery of this highly technological 
capability, although it is noted that developing a mature ARES 
geospatial capability will be a difficult challenge�  

Geospatial operational support will continue to be provided to 
tactical and operational level headquarters throughout Army (e�g� 
battle group, formation and force level headquarters) as well as the 
joint community (e�g� HQJOC)� Geospatial support will be linked 
into fusion cells and will be a key element in the manoeuvre com-
mander’s ISTAR capability� The MEF geospatial concept will also ex-
plore closer working relationships within organisations like DIGO 
as a means of enhancing Army’s operational and planning needs� 
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19 CE WKS. 19 CE WKS is the ADF’s only deployable design 
and project management unit� The unit will remain an impor-
tant repository for technically qualified personnel to apply, re-
fine and build on their technical expertise� ARES supplementa-
tion in the form a works team could be sourced from the ARES 
or provided by appropriately skilled HRR� ARES works teams 
would increase the unit’s works capacity from three works teams 
(all ARA) to four (three ARA and one ARES)� 19 CE WKS will be 
a direct command unit of CSISTAREW Group, controlled by the 
Force Engineer�

Incident Response Regiment (IRR)� The IRR will remain a 
SOCOMD unit and will continue to provide intimate support to 
SOCOMD operations� A TECHCON link between the Force En-
gineer and the IRR will seek to ensure that specialist engineer 
lessons learnt are captured, managed and fed back into the force 
generation learning loop�  

School of Military Engineering (SME). SME will not ex-
perience a reduction in workforce numbers under the MEF� The 
School will be central in meeting Adaptive Army’s intent by en-
suring the delivery of timely and operationally relevant training� 
Focused operational training and adjustments to doctrine will be 
informed by Army’s Lesson Framework� Over time it is envisaged 
SME, once enabled by Adaptive Army, will provide a foundation 
for joint engineering concepts and grow to become the ADF’s joint 
centre of excellence in military engineering�

RAE ARES Units. RAE’s ARES units, through HQ 2 Div, will 
be responsible for generating capability which supplements the 
regular force� HRR combat engineer troops will be used to round-
out ARA CER force structures or as discrete elements of a company 
sized force elements� Still aspirational it is hoped the MEF employ-
ment concept would provide the Force Engineer with the ability to 
generate a third construction squadron built on ARES capability 
bricks� The capability would be used to support third or fourth 
operational rotations (given the lead time required for preparing 
ARES capabilities) and AACAP commitments�

Selected RAE ARES units will be given a Mission Essential 
Task Lists to generate and deliver HRR capability to supplement 
regular force commitments� It is anticipated that a new ARES 
workforce employment model would attract growth in the ARES, 
particularly if service was considered meaningful and regarded 
by ARES soldiers as making a genuine contribution to Army’s 
operational commitments�

When will the MEF be formally established?
The MEF will be established in January 2012� This means that 
Career Managers will be looking to post our people into the MEF 
establishment throughout 2011� The MEF establishment (engi-
neer units) will be confirmed in late 2010 through a Unit Estab-
lishment Review� The Force Engineer will have a very important 
role to develop a MEF implementation plan when it steps us in 
January 2010�

Will technical control (TECHCON) 
be a feature of the MEF? 
Yes it will be� TECHCON in the context of the MEF consti-
tutes the advice of a technical engineer nature regarding the  
coordination of engineer assets so as to maintain technical 
standards� All RAE engineer commanders are responsible to 
the next higher engineer commander for the soundness of 
their plans, operations and designs� The Force Engineer will 
therefore be the senior engineer and responsible for TECHCON 
across Army’s engineer force� An engineer technical regulatory 
framework will provide the mechanism for managing stand-
ards, certification and compliance in accordance with legislative 
requirements; risk managing and the efficient timely sharing 

of knowledge so that RAE force elements learn to adapt when 
it matters most�

Has the MEF considered the introduction 
of new major equipment fleets? 
Yes it has� The MEF implementation timeline presented to the 
June 2009 Chief of Army’s Senior Advisory Committee considered 
the introduction into service of new capabilities� It was important 
for the MEF FMR to make sure that MEF units were raised and 
capable of receiving new equipment e�g� a sufficient workforce 
existed to maintain the equipment and that the right numbers of 
people have been trained to operate it� For example the CBRNE 
Sqn will experience phased growth up until 2014, when it is at full 
strength, so that it is synchronised with a major capability project 
titled Joint Project 2110 - CBRN Defence� In time the MEF will 
also benefit from other projects that are focused on delivering 
protected mobility vehicles (engineer variants), geospatial capa-
bilities, manoeuvre support vehicles, CBRND, CIED, construction 
plant, enhanced gap crossing capabilities and bridging 

What does the MEF mean for you?
The aim of this article was to give you information about the MEF, 
some background behind its development, what it is now and 
where it is going� In some cases the changes brought about by 
the MEF will be insignificant where as other changes will require 
a major change in attitude so that we can adopt the right plan-
ning and training cultures; aligned with Adaptive Army� It has 
been some time since we have had an organisation such as Land 
Command Engineers or indeed a Directorate of Engineers� Argu-
ably, without detracting from the achievements of these legacy 
organisations, the Force Engineer has the potential to offers us 
more than what these previous organisations did� All of us have a 
responsibility to promote the MEF and the Force Engineer within 
and outside the Corps� More importantly we must make sure that 
we, as a Corps, champion the MEF so that it succeeds and is ca-
pable of delivering the right engineering effects in support of 
joint operations�

The MEF is our future so it is important that you seek to 
understand it and become involved in its ongoing development 
and implementation� You should try to provide information to 
the trade review process and a subsequent (MEF) training needs 
analysis� Your input will help to inform and confirm the skill sets 
and qualifications required by our future force� It should be noted 
that here is potential for some skills within certain trades, after 
a review process, to be disposed of and for new skill sets to be 
undertaken� A flow on effect form the conduct of trade reviews 
is representation to Defence’s Remuneration Tribunal� Although 
it may take some time the MEF will become a beneficiary of new 
equipment fleets delivered through major capability projects� 
These capabilities will enhance our abilities so that we are more 
efficient and effective in meeting future operational challenges�

Further information
You can learn more about the MEF by visiting its intranet 

website at the following address:  
http://intranet.defence.gov.au/army-
web/Sites/DCSSDev/comweb.asp?pag

e=180679&Title=MEF%20FSR

You can also contact the MEF FMR through 
the Adaptive Sappers email address that is: 

adaptive.sappers@drn.mil.au

Lieutenant Colonel A. Hollink
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1 Field Squadron – Overview 
– Major Mick Say

The handover from Reconstruction Task Force Four (RTF 4) to 
Mentoring and Reconstruction Task Force One (MRTF 1) was 
completed on 16 Oct 08� However, members of 1 Field Squadron 
(1 Fd Sqn) had been on the ground for nearly a month� At the 
time of the handover parade a majority of the Squadron Head-
quarters (SHQ) were not present as they were further to the north 
conducting reconnaissance for future engineering tasks� This set 
the scene for the remainder of the deployment with elements 
of the Squadron (Sqn) continually deployed forward in support 
of Combat Team Tusk (CTT), the Observe Mentor Liaise Teams 
(OMLT) or leading Sqn operations� 

A Sappers job in Afghanistan is one of extreme diversity, from 
building bridges and patrol bases, to searching for Improvised 
Explosive Devices (IED) and arms caches while always conducting 
the basics of soldiering� 1 Fd Sqn had a busy, challenging and re-
warding tour with MRTF 1� The broad scope of operations allowed 
the Sqn to showcase many of its diverse skill sets� 

The primary role for the only Australian Combat Engineer (CE) 
Troop in the Area of Operations (AO) was search and search they 
did, finding in excess of 70 IEDs and component caches ranging be-
tween complex Mod-5 Spider - Dual Tone Multi Frequency (DTMF) 
initiated Radio Controlled Improvised Explosive Devices (RCIED), 
to anti-personnel (AP) mine initiated, Vehicle Operated Improvised 
Explosive Devices (VOIED) and simple pressure plate VOIED�

On the morning of the 27 Nov 08, an Infantry Platoon Bush-
master struck a VS50 AP mine initiated VOIED that yielded two 
15kg HME containers, the blast ripped through the rear of the 
bushmaster� The VS50 has an extremely low metal content and 
given the location of the IED emplacement (a river bed) it was 
near impossible to detect and resulted in the first IED strike for 
MRTF 1� It also identified a new insurgent TTP that would test 
CE Search Teams for the remainder of the deployment�   

Initially the role was largely force mobility but as the months 
rolled on the tasks evolved into a more offensive role, finding the 
IED’s and weapons before they could be used against Coalition 
Forces (CF) in targeted area and building search� It was very suc-
cessful finding over 25 caches ranging from small arms to explo-
sives to IED components and drugs; and confiscated more than 
$23M Afghani� 

Searching for IEDs was not the only threat� As Engineers gen-
erally lead the patrols to conduct search tasks, many Sappers fre-
quently found themselves in contact and had to revert to Infantry 
tactics and work closely with the supporting Infantry call signs� 

In Dec 08, the CE Troop were given the task of re-building 
two bridges that had been destroyed by insurgents on Highway 
1 near Zabul, a key road linking Kabul and Kandahar� The Troop 
was assisted by two members from the Plant Section, an Explosive 
Detection Dog Team (EDD) and some locally employed civilians� 

The bridges themselves were Mabey & Johnson Fixed Modular 
Bridges that no one in the Troop had any first hand experience 
with� The Troop was given a quick identification of all the bridge 
parts, handed an instruction Pam and wished good luck!

The major feat associated with the construction of one of the 
bridges was the boom� Due to some physical restrictions of the 

terrain, the bridge had to be constructed 150m from the gap� 
The boom was conducted by placing the 21 sets of rollers at eight 
metre intervals and then using the ASLAV R to drag the bridge� 
Then began a long and arduous task that saw the Troop man-
handling the rollers from the back to the front as the bridge was 
dragged forwards� 

The main occupation that kept the deployed tradesman busy 
was keeping dry things from becoming wet and wet things from 
becoming dry� A great deal of their work revolved around power 
and poo, unfortunately there was often too much of one and not 
enough of the other� 

It needed a great deal of effort to overcome the combination 
of the small number of horizontal and vertical tradesman and the 
not so easy task of transporting men and materials up and down 
the Tarin Kowt bowl and the Baluchi Valley�  However, despite 
this the Troop still managed to complete a significant number of 
construction tasks during their deployment� 

The Planties worked tirelessly with everyone within the AO at 
some time wanting something filled, dug, pushed, pulled, loaded, 
or unloaded; the Plant Section Operators responded profession-
ally� Supported by the CE Troop they moved hundreds of tons of 
dirt and worked long days to construct a new Combat Out Post 
in the heart of the Baluchi Valley� This was a major strategic vic-
tory for MRTF 1 enabling a permanent force to occupy what was 
previously an insurgent stronghold� 

Closer to home they moved mountains (quite literally), as they 
quarried 24000m3 of material in support of the US Forward Op-
erating Base (FOB) Ripley expansion� They ground dirt and rock 
and burnt diesel for weeks on end as they won fill to level the 
hangars for an entire US Helicopter BN and to fill over 1�7km of 
Hesco baskets as part of the new perimeter extension� 

The Construction Sections made a valuable contribution to the 
security infrastructure through enhancements and maintenance 
of current Patrol Bases and the construction of Combat Outpost 
Mashal� Each of the Patrol Bases within the AO was visited on 
several occasions and the section repaired or replaced plumbing 
and electrical reticulation, constructed showers, toilets, kitchens 
and mosques� As well as improving facilities within FOB Ripley 
through the construction of a new laundry facility and an exten-
sion to the gymnasium� 

The Works Section was a small team within 1 Fd Sqn, MRTF 
1 who were responsible for the design, project management and 
supervision of local Afghan contactors working on infrastructure 
projects in the Uruzgan Province of Afghanistan�

The section consisted of seven members and was a self-suf-
ficient Project Management Team� The team comprised of two 
Project Engineers, one Works Manager, two Works Supervisors, 
one Surveyor and a Draftsman� The Team was drawn from 1 CER, 
19 CE Works, 1 TOPO SVY SQN and 22 CONST REGT� The Works 
Section employed the services of two Interpreters and mentored a 
local Afghan in Computer Aided Design (CAD) operation�

The projects that Works Section were involved in helped to 
build the capacity of the local community by providing healthcare, 
educational and economic infrastructure in consultation with 
provincial ministries� About 25 projects were at various stages of 
design or construction at any given time totalling about US$ 11 
million of reconstruction works each year� The skill sets within 

OPERATiOnS
Mentoring and Reconstruction Task Force One
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the team allowed for the complete design, management and su-
pervision of projects that promoted better building practices and 
increased capacity within the Uruzgan Province� 

The Engineer Training Section continued the development of 
the Afghan National Army (ANA) Engineers from the 4th Kandak 
that had been an ongoing process from the previous RTF� Whilst 
the previous mentors had concentrated on basic combat engineer 
and construction skills, MRTF-1’s mentors concentrated on en-
gineer search skills utilising support from the CE’s and Explosive 
Ordnance Detection (EOD) technicians in the Squadron for some 
of the training�

There is a significant shortage of qualified tradesmen in Tarin 
Kowt and so in an attempt to alleviate this The Trade Training 
School in Tarin Kowt was established in 2007 by RTF-1� The aim 
of the School is to train students in one of several trade disciplines 
and to assist them in gaining employment within the local com-
munity� The School has steadily grown since inception and is be-
coming more productive with each deployment rotation� Course 
numbers are steadily growing and student interest has exceeded 
expectations� It is now not uncommon to be training in excess of 
30 local students per day on an array of different Trade Courses 
being run by the school�

Herding Cats – Captain Tim O’Brien
1 Field Squadron had a challenging and rewarding tour with 
MRTF-1� The broad scope of operations allowed the Squadron 
to showcase many of its diverse skill sets� Conducting search op-
erations, bridging, delivered construction (on camp and outside 
the wire), managed works, road repairs, Patrol Base maintenance, 
Afghan National Army training… the list goes on and on� With the 
task of Squadron Headquarters (SHQ) being to plan, de-conflict 
and manage all of these tasks in conjunction with the troops and 
sections� And we can’t forget our favourite task of all; the liaison 

up, down, across (and around) the various chains of command 
and with our coalition partners�

Now being in SHQ can at times sound like it’s all Beer and 
Skittles� But let me tell you that I didn’t see a lot of Beer or Skit-
tles floating around in the HQ� Well maybe there were a few Skit-
tles (thanks to all the care packages from the OC’s wife… thanks 
Wendy!) and a lot of coffee… Whilst the majority of the Squad-
ron spent the time conducting operations outside the wire, SHQ 
spent a large amount of its time organising and planning all the 
various operations�

Having said this, the HQ staff did manage to get out and run a 
few of the operations� The OC (MAJ Mick Say) and his trusty SSM 
(WO2 Matt Dickson) took the Sqn to conduct some pretty good 
engineering tasks over the nine months in Afghanistan� Some of 
these tasks included the “Mabey and Johnson” Bridges built in 
Zabul province, the construction of Combat Outpost Mashal in 
the Baluchi Valley, a water tower for the Basic Health Centre at 
Sorhk Morghab plus a culvert and a couple of other construction 
tasks along the way�

Even the 2IC (CAPT Dave Phillips) managed to get out for a 
number of missions including the added joy of being embedded 
with the Dutch Battle Group (BG) during the building of Combat 
Outpost Mashal� This was an experience that he will never forget 
and has made him want to travel to the Netherlands in the near 
future� This was also the reason why he tried to attend as many 
meetings with the Dutch as he physically could!

The Squadron OPSO (CAPT Tim O’Brien) spent a lot of his 
time behind a computer typing out Orders� But he too got the op-
portunity to get out and work with some of our coalition partners� 
In particular he conducted the recon for the Zabul bridges with 
the Rumanians and the recon of Combat Outpost Mashal with 
the Dutch Recon PL� But unlike CAPT Phillips he has no desire 
to visit the Netherlands (not ever)�

SHQ also did its part in trying to get some new equipment for 
the Engineer Searchers to make them safer and more effective� 
Unfortunately we didn’t see any of the new equipment during our 
tour but set the wheels in motion to ensure future incumbents 

Below. a site inspection at Kowtwal Crossing; an all weather crossing 
north of Tarin Kowt
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are better off� With a bit of luck all the hours/days/months spent 
typing up requests and researching equipment will pay off and 
some shiny new toys will come the Squadrons way�

Overall SHQ had a very busy and challenging time throughout 
MRTF-1�  And all the members (all four of us) came away feeling 
a sense of achieving something and leaving a good starting point 
for the next Engineer Headquarters� And whilst we have enjoyed 
sitting in a metal container (an “armoured jail cell”) for nearly 
nine months, getting back to Australia, family and friends will 
do just nicely!

“Ubique”

The IED Hunt –  Sapper Garret
The tour started slowly with the handover from RTF 4, as their 
experience was limited to only one “find” that was later identified 
as a strike� The methods they had used over the last six months 
were the same as ours, only more relaxed� 

Conducting our first patrols took a long time due to our mini-
mal knowledge of the different areas� Most of them were just small 
day trips; setting up Vehicle Check Points (VCP’s) and adjusting to 
the new environment� On one such task a local approached one of 
these VCP’s with a bandage firmly wrapped around his arm and 
he asked for a Doctor� With the medic on the other side of the 
VCP, a Combat First Aid (CFA) trained Digger from 5 Section was 
called to give first aid to this obviously sick man whose arm had 
been bitten by a dog two days ago and was filled with puss� The 
wound was almost 10mm deep, his eyes were blood shot and he 
was frothing from the mouth� Later it was confirmed that the man 
was suffering from rabies� The CFA trained members of the search 
sections would be very busy during the tour, with many cases 
from sick locals, to wounded Diggers; one case being the treat-
ment and evacuation of a soldier who was shot during a contact 
in Chora in late 2008� During the evacuation Call Sign E22B was 
engaged by insurgents with sporadic rocket and small arms fire 
whilst attempting to clear and secure the Landing Zone (LZ)�

The primary role for the troop was search and search they did, 
finding in excess of 16 devices ranging between complex Mod-5 
Spider - Dual Tone Multi Frequency (DTMF) initiated Radio Con-
trolled Improvised Explosive Devices (RCIED), to anti-personnel 
(AP) mine initiated devices and simple pressure plate Vehicle Op-
erated Improvised Explosive Device (VOIED)� The first of which 
was found on the approach to an overwatch closely followed by 
another identical device 20min later also on an approach� They 
were both crush plates connected to 15kg of Home Made Explo-
sive (HME) extremely easy to detect but deadly enough to punch 
a decent hole in an ASLAV� Two days later a third device was set 
off by a local riding his bike down a small road� He had initiated a 
type 72 AP mine but lucky for him the main charge, (four 82mm 
mortars) did not explode� The explosive used to pack the deto-
nator cord was blown out which rendered the device harmless� 
When our patrol arrived to investigate all that was left was the 
locals surprisingly undamaged bike but he was no where to be 
seen� This device had only recently been placed and was only out 
of our line of sight on the overwatch by 1-2 meters� Until then 
the presence of AP mines in our area of operations had not been 
confirmed� This find would change the way and the speed in which 
we searched for the remainder of the trip� 

The morning of the 27 Nov 08, Call Sign I11 struck a VS50 
AP mine initiated IED that yielded two 15kg HME containers, 
the blast ripped through the rear of the bushmaster wounding a 
Platoon Sergeant and one of the attached interpreters� The VS50 
has an extremely low metal content and given the location of the 
IED (a river bed) it was near impossible to detect� Our CFA’s were 
on the ground once again conducting first aid and administering 
pain relief to the wounded� One of the CFA’s was thrown back two 

meters when the blast went off and was rendered unconscious for 
a short amount of time� On regaining consciousness he started 
assisting the wounded� This would not be the last time that we 
would be hit by such devices but our finds well out numbered our 
strikes� Deflagration would become our best ally, the initiator/
detonator would explode but the main charge would not, leaving 
the occupants of the vehicle shaken but unharmed� This occurred 
many times�

Our job was largely force mobility but as the months rolled on 
our tasks evolved into a more offensive role; finding the IEDs and 
weapons before they could be used against us in targeted area and 
building search� Having great success in this area we found over 
25 caches ranging from small arms, explosives, IED components 
and drugs; and confiscated more than $23M Afghani� At Mirabad 
IED’s, (ready to be emplaced), were found along with the compo-
nents to make additional IED’s� Little did we know that a month 
earlier the Dutch had been given intelligence that the building 
was heavily booby-trapped, which fortunately turned out to be 
incorrect� Building search is a dirty but necessary part of our job, 
sometimes involving climbing through animal and even human 
faeces to reach every corner of a building� 

The infantry conducted more and more dismounted patrols� 
As a result smaller IED’s were being emplaced along footpaths to 
target the dismounted patrols� This in turn led to a brick of en-
gineers being sent on most patrols thus increasing our workload 
and required us to call upon our (long forgotten) skills in minor 
infantry tactics� 

Whilst searching for IED’s they were not our only threat� 
As Engineers generally lead the patrols conducting search tasks 
many Sappers have found themselves being engaged by insurgent 
small arms fire� The first was a few short bursts in the direction 
of the searchers and fortunately nothing accurate� We were also 
engaged in contact on the 12 Apr 2009 in the green zone�  This was 
a day that ended with around 20 enemy dead, one trip wire IED 
destroyed and an extremely large arms cache destroyed by having 
an air-strike called in; resulting in five 500 pound bombs being 
dropped� Subsequent intelligence later indicated that two Tier 2 
Insurgent Commanders were killed during the contact�

The CE sections deployed on MRTF-1 have experienced the 
full gambit of operational challenges� They have worked in bone 
chilling cold and blistering heat, patrolled up hill and down dale, 
have been in contact and treated the wounded, have constructed 
infrastructure and blown up the landscape� Overall, the deploy-
ment was an excellent opportunity to exercise the skills attained 
over long periods in training and on exercise and will always be 
remembered for the challenges�

“Follow the Sapper”

Stop The War, It’s Time For Smoko  
– Sergeant Pete Piccinelli
The main things that keep a deployed tradesman occupied are 
keeping dry things from becoming wet and keeping wet things 
from becoming dry� A great deal of our work revolves around 
power and poo, unfortunately we often have too much of one and 
not enough of the other� You will often find our machines digging 
holes in the dirt and filling other holes with the dirt� 

Given the small number of horizontal and vertical tradesman, 
and the not so easy task of transporting men and materials up and 
down the Tarin Kowt bowl and the Baluchi Valley, Support Troop 
achieved its role and tasks to a high standard� In addition, we had 
to deal with the ever changing dynamics that are the “Crazy Dutch 
Bastards,” the Afghan National Army, and the sometimes extreme 
weather conditions� Directing and controlling this mayhem was 
Troop HQ of Captain Tom Whale, Sergeant’s Pete Piccinelli and 
Paul “Rocket” Redman�
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At one time or another, everyone within the AO wanted 
something filled, dug, pushed, pulled, loaded, or unloaded and 
the Plant Section Operators responded, if not always enthusias-
tically, then at least professionally� The Section was made up of 
Corporal Daniel “Chook” George, Lance Corporal’s Wayne Cook 
and Beau Smith and Sapper’s Chris Burdon, Jesse “JDog” Hall, 
Donald “Hano” Hansen, SPR Thomas “Val” Vallas and two mem-
bers who returned home early to undertake essential postings to 
SME, Corporal’s Gav Williams and Ben Michalk� 

The boys moved hundreds of tons of dirt and worked long days 
to complete the new Combat Outpost Mashal in the heart of the 
Baluchi Valley� This was a major strategic victory for MRTF-1, ena-
bling a permanent force to occupy what was previously a Taliban 
Stronghold� Closer to home they moved mountains, quite liter-
ally, as they quarried 24000m3 of material in support of the US 
FOB Ripley expansion� The boy’s ground dirt and rock and burnt 
diesel for weeks on end as they won fill to level the hangars for an 
entire US Helicopter BN and to fill over 1�7km of Hesco baskets 
as part of the new perimeter extension� 

As the task neared completion, Tarin Kowt received its great-
est April downpour in 30 years� Somewhat dejected, the section 
was required to repair several large sections of the wall that had 
been pretty much washed away in a torrential downpour� Water 
marks measuring 1�2m high left a reminder of the torrent of wa-
ter which was raging past the construction site� The force of the 
flash flooding resulted in the shell of a wrecked car being washed 
from the range and through the perimeter fence before eventually 
coming to rest some 800m away from its start point�

With hardly enough time to blow the dust out of their filters, 
the section had moved onto the new 250 man camp and began 
clearing and levelling a 1000m2 pad and you guessed it another 
500m of Hesco�

Alongside our horizontal construction experts was another 
happy band of volunteers, these eager smiling faces belonged to 

the vertical construction tradesman the Plumbers, Electricians 
and Carpenters of the BG�

The Section very rarely deployed together, more often only 
one or two trades were required to undertake the myriad of 
minor construction, new works or maintenance tasks in the 
Patrol Base’s� The section was made up of Corporal Paul “Esky” 
Kraseveskis, Lance Corporal James Haw and Sapper’s Ryan Grif-
fith, Ji “Hoppy” Hopkins, Shaun “Jimmy” James, Tim Lee, Alex 
“KFed” Mcphedran, Glen Miller, Mark Smith, Ryan Griffin and 
Shaun Walsh�

Each of the Forward Operating Bases (FOB) within the AO 
were visited on several occasions and the section repaired or re-
placed plumbing and electrical reticulation, constructed showers, 
toilets, kitchens and mosques� They built Hesco Accommodation 
Bunkers (HABS) which consisted of Aluminium, Steel, Timber, 
Plastic and Dirt covering the full range of building materials� The 
boys also dabbled in gun towers and strong points; they filled 
Hesco baskets and concreted vast tracts of the countryside�

Back within the confines of FOB Ripley their efforts were di-
rected toward building the laundry for the Australian element, 
expanding the gym to twice the size and the construction of an 
IED training lane and classroom� There was also the mountain of 
smaller tasks that arise from living in an operational environment 
and requiring a small degree of home comforts�

The third section of Support Troop consisted of the happy 
campers of Camp Maintenance Team (CMT)� Many a smile and 
laugh have been had by these guys (NOT)� This section was re-
sponsible for the ongoing maintenance (more poo and power) 
within Camp Holland and Camp Russell and had to divide their 
time between MRTF, SOTG and our Dutch landlords�

The section also looked after the hugely popular “Bunning’s 
Nights” where Australian members were invited to construct 
small and basic furnishings for their accommodation� The section 
would often come to blows trying to decide who would supervise 
these Tuesday and Thursday nights�

CMT was made up of Corporal Peter “Jeffro” Jeffery, Sapper’s 
Guillermo “Ags” Aguilar, Lindsay Armstrong, Andrew Ryan and Below. a site inspection at the Tarin Kowt Boys Primary School
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Ben Weston� Unfortunately Corporal Jeffery suffered a back injury 
mid tour and returned to Australia� CMT was then swallowed by the 
beast that was Field Support Unit (FSU) and the Section was then 
tasked and directed outside of the influence of Support Troop�

In addition to the conventional roles of construction we were 
part of MRTF-1 and the mentoring part was provided by Corporal 
Michael Cole� He was responsible for training and deploying “Out-
side the Wire” with the ANA Engineers� He did an excellent job by 
providing an important capability to the ANA and reducing some 
of the workload being dealt with by the MRTF-1 CE’s�

Trade Training School, run by Lance Corporal Josh McLaren 
and ably assisted by Sapper’s Shelley Cossar and Duncan Stamp 
gave local civilians a chance to attend a course in various trade dis-
ciplines� Due to the efforts of the instructors many local nationals 
now have a basic trade that will help them to secure employment 
and most likely give them a better quality of life�

Deployment requirements included regular WTT’s, an ever 
growing list of items to be Tech Inspected and monthly range prac-
tices� A particularly memorable range saw an emergency cease fire, 
as some crazy Dutchman had decided to start teeing off golf balls 
directly in front of the Bushmasters remote weapons system�

Throughout the deployment the tempo was always a constant� 
Six and a half days a week for nine months, multiple tasks and 
maintenance requirements being placed on the soldiers� Our de-
ployment has thrown us many challenges, as Engineers we are ex-
pected to rise to those challenges and produce results� The Troop 
has worked hard and maintained the operational tempo that has 
been asked of us� Every member can be proud of what we have 
achieved as a group since arriving in Sep 08�

Back To School – Sapper Duncan Stamp
The Trade Training School (TTS) in Tarin Kowt, Afghanistan was 
established in 2007 by RTF-1� It has steadily grown since this time 
and is becoming more productive with each deployment rotation� 
Course numbers are steadily growing and student interest has 
exceeded our expectations� It is now not uncommon to be train-
ing in excess of 30 local students per day in an array of different 
Trade Courses being run by the school�

There is currently a significant shortage of qualified trades-
men in Tarin Kowt� Therefore, the aim of the School is to train 
students in one of several trade disciplines and to assist them in 
gaining employment within the local community� 

It quickly became evident to the MRTF-1 TTS staff that much 
of the training being offered by the school in the past did not cor-
relate with the type of construction being completed locally� The 
vast majority of the building works undertaken in the region, by 
the local populous and coalition forces are focused on concrete 
and masonry type construction, due to timber not always being 
readily available for building as it is often more sought after as 
a source of fuel� 

Upon our arrival, a large drainage channel was being con-
structed through the middle of our yard� We were informed that 
all of the steel fixers working on this project had been brought in 
from Pakistan, as there was a severe shortage of qualified steel fix-
ers in Tarin Kowt� This led us to draft the Concreter & Steel Fixer 
course program in an attempt to fill this void in the local building 
industry� The course is now being run with great success� 

We then decided to review and update the training packages 
that were being offered� After talking with twenty-nine local con-
tractors, we established which skill sets would give our trainees 
the best chance of permanent employment upon graduation� It 
was discovered that prospective employers preferred someone 
who was trained to a higher level in one trade field than someone 
who had become the proverbial ‘jack of all trades’ as was the trend 
in the past�

This dialogue between TTS staff and the contractors has led 
us to delivering the curriculum we are teaching today� After much 
discussion and debate it was decided that the areas we would 
focus on with our courses would be Concreting & Steel Fixing, 
Plumbing, Painting and Tiling�

When one of the local builders won a large contract with the 
American military to build accommodation blocks he expressed 
interest in employing qualified carpenters from the school to 
build roofs on brick buildings� In order to deliver the most ac-
curate and beneficial training we consulted with the American 
project manager, who provided us with a copy of the standard 
roof truss plans that they intended using on the majority of their 
upcoming projects� A roofing course was then added to the suite of 
courses offered by the school, covering all aspects of truss design, 
building in situ and pre-fabricating smaller manoeuvrable trusses 
on the ground� The course also covers skillion roof construction 
and roof sheeting�

The Basic Construction Workers Course (BCWC) has also been 
revitalized in order to cover the skills needed to embark upon a 
more advanced trade specific course� It has been designed to give 
students the necessary foundations to build upon in their single 
trade stream� In doing this, we have stopped focusing on pure 
carpentry skills� Instead, it gives students a broad exposure to 
many of the basic trade skills and concepts, that we as Austral-
ians take for granted as ‘common knowledge’ and prepares them 
for whichever trade course they start� In doing this the three 
week package also gives us the opportunity to identify student’s 
strengths and weaknesses and for them to decide which trade 
appeals to them the most�

After the completion of the three week basic course the stu-
dents take part in a five week trade specific course rounding the 
entire package into a two month cycle� During their training, stu-
dents complete practical, realistic tasks which benefit the school 
and its surrounds as well as many, theory driven pure training 
examples� Some of the tasks that have been completed by courses 
during the MRTF-1 rotation include:

• Building the roof above the timber storage area and installing 
the horizontal timber screening;

• Extending the BBQ roof to provide the students with an all 
weather lunch area;

• Enclosing the workshop wall in an attempt to combat the cold 
in the winter months;

• Building the plumbers drainage sandpit and roof;
• Installing two picket fences across the frontage of the 

school;
• Extending the entire rear of the school to create a laundry, 

instructors room and a students locker room;
• Moving the Dutch interpreters chalet and ablutions block out 

of our yard and completing the associated concreting, drain-
age and culverts;

• Covering the Pakistani built drainage channel with suspended 
slab bridges, removable hardwood boardwalks and a deck;

• Re-painting the entire school; and
• Building a plumbing training house which mimics a federation 

Queenslander�

We invite as many of the local contractors as we can to the gradu-
ation ceremony in an attempt to get graduates job offers then and 
there� This has proven quite effective and many of the contractors 
have been so impressed with the quality of the students work, 
they have employed them on the spot�

This interaction with prospective employers, coupled with 
the record keeping and reporting on the students has meant that 
many of them have found stable employment with the skills they 
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have acquired here at the school� Fostering a close relationship 
with contractors and using the local national instructors to keep 
up to date with former student progress should continue to keep 
them employed and thereby boost the local economy�

One of the other stand-out initiatives established by the 
TTS was the crutches building program� On the completion of a 
BCWC, the best student was chosen to undertake the manufac-
ture of crutches for the Netherlands Role Two Hospital in Tarin 
Kowt� Khaliq Dad, the star performer of the course, began produc-
ing crutches under the supervision of the TTS instructors� After 
a series of trials the best product was selected and he produced 
over a hundred pairs in his time working at the school� After his 
first batch, he was invited to the hospital to personally distribute 
his timber crutches� He was extremely proud of his work and all 
recipients were truly grateful�

TTS Staff have also established a library during the MRTF-
1 rotation� Mid-way through the tour we requested that our 
families and others within Australia send the TTS second hand 
educational books� The response was excellent and enabled us 
to introduce an educational component into all of our courses 
and also deliver higher level training to the seven local national 
instructors� This could not have been achieved without the gener-
ous response from our friends and families at home�

The need for this type of training has become apparent as the 
province in which we are situated has one of the poorest rates of 
numeracy and literacy in all of Afghanistan, with around 70% of 
adults being illiterate� Most locals have never received any formal 
education due to a culmination of many years of constant warfare 
and the simple lack of opportunity and resources� As such, many 
of the students who attend courses at the TTS are unable to read 

or write in their native Pashto, let alone in English, and this has 
presented some difficulties for them when trying to understand 
certain mathematical concepts associated with learning a trade�

We have thoroughly enjoyed our time and experiences whilst 
working at the TTS in Tarin Kowt� It is an extremely rewarding 
job and enables us to get a full appreciation of Afghan culture 
with the daily interaction with students and trainees� It has been 
a very busy eight months but I’m sure we will all look back on this 
experience as one of the highlights of our ADF career�

Dogs Of War – Sapper Brett Turley
The nine months of rain, hail, shine and sometimes snow on 
MRTF-1 is the longest overseas deployment on operations ever 
conducted by any Australian dog handling agency� The blistering 
heat on our arrival into Kuwait signalled what we were in for 
when we hit Afghanistan� Tarin Kowt didn’t disappoint when we 
finally arrived, the heat and dust alone was enough to make the 
dogs want to jump back on the plane� Our RTF 4 counterparts 
were waiting with a bottle of water and a cold pool to let the dogs 
“acclimatise”� The Section consisting of Corporal John “JC” Can-
non and Storm, Sapper Brett Turley and Gus, and Sapper Troy 
“Strawbbs” Croton and Scuba; were more than keen to get our 
training under way� We were fortunate to have two of our handlers 
on their second rotation; JC first saw the sights in 2005-2006 and 
Strawbbs with RTF 1 as an FE in 2006 – 2007�

The deployment began with continuation and buried hide 
training�  We were all fully aware of the importance this would 
play and how it would effect and assist the CE Search Sections 
in finding IED’s� What didn’t help was the persistent heat and 
bulldust blanketing our training hides� However, the dogs loved 
the challenge and often when searching finished we were left with 
more dust than dog� With the training going according to plan it 
was time to get down to business�

Route search, overwatch search, vehicle search and the oc-
casional Quala (local dwelling) was all in a days work for our four 
legged mates� Long working hours ensured that the mutts well 
and truly earned their ration of dog biscuits and a sly feed from 
a ration pack here and there� The dogs as loyal and committed as 
they are, often showed that their interest was more focused on 
the back seat of the Bushmaster� Never the less the boys soldiered 
on through the whole nine months, giving their all� 

Not content with simply combating the elements, the long 
hours, occasional rounds over head; the dogs also had to watch 
out for the local hounds that were less than friendly�  

When the heat started to drop and the snow started to fall it 
brought a renewed vigour to the dogs; with Storm chasing snow 
flakes, Scuba still chasing food, and Gus giving me the unim-
pressed wet dog look� The dogs participated in the bridge builds, 
the COP Mashal build and all other operations conducted whilst 
in Afghanistan, truly showing that they can go anywhere and 
do anything� Apart that is from conveniently not being able 
to build Hesco� Along with the cold weather, Christmas also 
made an appearance with all the wives and families sending 
more presents to the dogs than us� This will be addressed upon 
our return�

The ROCL/ROCTFA (mid-tour leave) period was an inter-
esting time for the dogs and especially the handlers� With the 
boys jumping out of their skin, handlers made a dash for two 
weeks of freedom and the “occasional” beer� That also meant 
one of our brethren, Lance Corporal Josh “Colo” Colbourne 
with his dog Harry made an appearance to provide support 
in our absence and give the dogs a well deserved break� With 
the worlds cutest EDD in hand Colo went out and helped with 
the on going patrols carried out whilst we were gone� Much 
appreciated mate�

Below. Corporal John Cannon and Storm; working
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Highlights of the trip included, the finds by the dogs, which 
I might like to add out numbered all four previous RTF deploy-
ments put together� The many laughs we had at, and with, the 
dogs out on patrol� We loved watching the ever searching Storm 
and the constant escape and food hunting antics of the big red 
dog, Scuba� An IED Strike featuring Gus, AKA “chunks” as known 
by the boys in 1 Platoon, and the many days we spent just relax-
ing with our best mates either in the FOB or out and about� We 
also enjoyed watching the little part of home they gave the boys 
in the platoons�

Without doubt this is the hardest and most challenging thing 
an EDD Handler can do in his career� However, the memories of 
the last nine months with this group of mates and dogs will last a 
lifetime� Now with the trip all but over it’s time to head home see 
loved ones and of course have a couple of cold ones� 

“Seek On”

Working For The Man – Sergeant Ricky Morris

Works Section (WS) is a small and dedicated team within the 
engineering element of the Mentoring and Reconstruction Task 
Force (MRTF)� The primary role of the WS is to manage all levels 
of design, project management and supervision of local Afghan 
contactors working on infrastructure projects in the Uruzgan 
Province of Afghanistan�

The section consisted of seven members and was a self-suf-
ficient Project Management Team� The team comprised of two 
Project Engineers, one Works Manager, two Works Supervisors, 
one Surveyor and a Draftsman� The team was drawn from 1 CER, 
19 CE Works, 1 Topo Svy Sqn and 22 Const Regt� The Section 
employed the services of two Interpreters and mentored a local 
national Afghan in Computer Aided Design (CAD) operation�

The projects that we were involved in helped to build the ca-
pacity of the local community by providing healthcare, education-
al and economic infrastructure in consultation with provincial 
ministries� About 25 projects were at various stages of design or 
construction at any given time totalling about US$ 11 million of 
reconstruction works each year� The skill sets within the team 
allowed for the complete design, management and supervision 
of projects that promoted better building practices and increased 
capacity within Uruzgan Province� 

Inception, design and construction management is a team 
effort and the collective knowledge helped produce quality de-
sign plans for construction� The Project Engineers provide the 
technical advice and approval of design drawings completed by 
the Draftsman� The designs were in accordance with Australian 

Standards and helped to improve construction practices of the 
Afghan contractors�

Site surveys were conducted for all projects and the data col-
lected was translated to the design drawings to best utilise the 
land and its purpose� The Supervisors provided advice on all as-
pects during the design phase�

Once construction works commenced the Works Manager and 
Supervisors ensured that quality control and good construction 
practice were being met� 

The completion of the Tarin Kowt Hospital project, the Kowt-
wal Crossing project, the Sorhk Morghab Basic Health Centre 
and bazaar projects as well as the Afghan Health Development 
Services project have seen positive outcomes for the partnership 
between the local community, the provincial government of Uruz-
gan and the MRTF� 

The nature of the works undertaken by The Section neces-
sitated numerous trips “outside the wire” to inspect projects� On 
any given trip the team could be inspecting up to five different 
projects�  Each site posed its own issues that required information 
or clarification via the interpreters�  Some of the body language 
displayed at times didn’t need any interpreting when the contrac-
tor was told to “pull it down”�  

The team worked out of the one office and as with any close 
working environment, (and to help pass the time), some healthy 
bantering was always close at hand� Practical jokes were very 
much the order of the day and no one was immune to them re-
gardless of rank� 

It is amazing how high a man can jump when an air horn is 
sounded one foot away from him and after six months in country 
just how funny that was�

Well, for a dynamic group of people to come together from 
different units to make up the team, this inevitably brings a set 
of individual personalities:

Captain Mick “Thommo” Thompson from 1 CER was the Sen-
ior Project Engineer on the deployment� He was very pro-active 
in moving all projects through the inception phase and into con-
struction� Thommo enjoyed the challenges presented to him on 
the deployment; this was very much noticed in the many photo 
opportunities he was in and by winning the section’s “Shame-
less Photo’s of Self Promotion” competition� his projects included 
the Kowtwal Crossing, TK Boy’s High School, TK Boy’s Primary 
School, Mirabad pedestrian and motorcycle crossing to the East 
and the Sorhk Morghab Basic Health Centre and bazaar to the 
North of TK�

Captain James “Jimmy” Scott from 1 CER was the section 
2IC and also a Project Engineer� Jimmy provided technical ad-
vice and design approval for his projects during the deploy-
ment� He oversaw the inception, design and construction 
phases of the TK Waste Treatment Facility project and the TK 
Ministry of Energy and Water project as well as the completion 
of the Afghan Health Development Services HQ and Tarin Kowt 
Hospital redevelopment projects� Spinkechah crossing to the 
South West of Tarin Kowt was another project he conducted the 
inception and design for� Captain Scott took full advantage of 
the old saying “sleep when you can” whenever the opportunity 
presented itself�

WO1 Neil “Sir” Goodbun from 19 CE Works was the Works 
Manager for the section and provided a wealth of knowledge and 
experience to all members of the team� Neil had a special skill 
that he has developed through nearly 40 years service within the 
Corps; a roll of his eyes followed by a deep intake of breath, invites 
other members present at a meeting to re-think decisions� Neil 
was involved in the Kowtwal Crossing project, the Tarin Kowt 
Boy’s Primary School and the Sorhk Morghab Basic Health Centre 
and bazaar to the North of Tarin Kowt� 

Above. The completed afghan Health Development Services Training Centre.
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Sergeant Phil “The Shooter” Lawlor from 19 CE Works 
was the Building Supervisor for the section and he provided 
valuable advice for design and construction phases of projects� 
Phil was very much in his element on the deployment and was 
often commenting on how much he loved being there� The 
unofficial “shooter” of the section Phil often provided close 
protection to VIPs when they came on site inspections� It was 
in his eagerness to provide this “protection” that he ended up 
equal second in the section’s competition� The Shooter was the 
Supervisor on the Tarin Kowt Boy’s Primary School project, 
Ministry of Energy and Water project, the Mirabad pedestrian 
and motorcycle crossing�

 Sergeant Ricky “the Choc” Morris from 22 Const Regt was 
the Plumbing/Electrical Supervisor for the section� Deployed 
from the Reserves on Continuous Full Time Service for the eight 
month tour his nickname was derived from the term given to 
Civil Militia Force personnel during WWII; a term suggesting that 
they melted under heat� Playing his part to perfection, you would 
hear him yell “I’m Melting!!” This was generally after orders were 
given or some detailed instruction for a moral boosting BBQ for 
the soldiers to attend was being organised� The Choc decided he 
could not maintain his level of fitness by running one day a week 
or one weekend a month so decided to go on a “get fit” campaign� 
He looked the part in his PT gear doing stretches but could not be 
taken too seriously with his version of spandex being a garbage 
bag cut down to fit under his t shirt� The Choc was supervisor on 
the Tarin Kowt Hospital phase 2, the Tarin Kowt Waste Facility 
project, the Tarin Kowt Wells project and was involved in incep-
tion and design of several other projects�

Corporal Mark Tennent from 1 Topo Svy Sqn provided the 
survey support for the deployment� Mark also supervised the 
completion of the Afghan Health Development Services project 
and was the supervisor on the Talani Crossing project� Mark was 
the IT guru of the team and all the technical advice for personal 
computers were channelled through him� Mark was custodian of 
the movie library and was instrumental in streamlining the huge 
array of movies into folders relevant to the theme of the movie� 
His filing system was a little confusing though; to watch a good 
horror movie you needed to look in the children’s movie folder�

Lance Corporal Darren “Bathy” Bath from 19 CE Works was 
the resident draftsman; his skills and knowledge of the CAD sys-
tem allowed for detailed drawings that were easy for the local 
contractors to read� Darren was given the opportunity to be at 
the opening of the AHDS project, a project that he helped design 
and draw on RTF 2� Darren also had opportunity to get out of 
the office and on one of these occasions was the “chainie” for 
Mark on a survey for a possible river crossing� Darren being the 
professional soldier he is got all the relevant equipment together 
and was dressed ready for the survey� A more recent recce photo 
might have saved Darren embarrassment as some locals and fel-
low soldiers looked at him in a strange way with a pair of waders 
on standing in a dry river bed�

The interpreters employed by the section were a very important 
part of the team as they provided the means of communication with 
locals and also the contactors� The language barrier, at times, proved 
a little difficult and it was with some humour to see the blank looks 
on their faces when a little Aussie slang was being used� It is a little 
hard to explain the meaning of “how’s ya bum for grubs?”

The works section was a small team that operated in a close 
working environment for the deployment� The individual per-
sonalities and their own sense of humour allowed work to roll 
along at a good tempo with plenty of laughs� The banter helped 
all members of the team get through the long deployment away 
from family and loved ones�  

“Terra Atollo”

A Bridge Too Far – Sapper M. Khoshnevissan 
In December 2008, 2 Troop were given the task of re-building 
two bridges that had been destroyed by insurgents on highway 
1 near Zabul; a key road linking Kabul and Kandahar� The sec-
tions selected for the builds were 5 and 6 Section since 4 Section 
was about to depart on some well earned leave� The OIC of the 
bridge build was Captain Jimmy Scott, with the assistance of our 
Troop Commander, Lieutenant Nick Trotter� Also attached were 
two members from the Plant Section, Explosive Detection Dog 
Teams and some locally employed civilians� 

Preparations went well� The bridges themselves were Mabey 
& Johnson Fixed Modular Bridges that no one had any first hand 
experience with� We were given a quick identification of all the 
bridge parts and Captain Scott was given an instruction Pamphlet 
and wished good luck!

The first part of the trip was to get to Kandahar Airfield (KAF) 
which involved a 160km drive that took 12 hours due to search-
ing of the route being used� Once at KAF we loaded the necessary 
(and unnecessary) parts of the bridges’ onto the trucks� This was a 
task in itself and was by no means easy due to the poor standard 
of trucks allowed to drive the roads of Afghanistan (Aka Jingle 
trucks)� The rails for attaching loads were either snapping off un-
der stress due to rust, or were non-existent� I will not mention 
how the loads were finally attached, but if we were pulled over in 
Australia, the Cops would have got their monthly quota of fines 
in one go!

We arrived at the first bridging site two days later; the insur-
gents had blown the bridge from the centre supports, collapsing 
it through the centre in the process� You could see the skid marks 
leading 100 meters up to the bridge from when the first poor bug-
ger found out that the bridge wasn’t there anymore! 

Below. 2 Tp build a bridge to reopen the road between Kabul and Kandahar.
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On site two challenges presented themselves; firstly the build 
itself and secondly to avoid the Paparazzi in the form of the PAO, 
Captain Simmonds, taking photos and making minor celebrities 
out of us� The weather was cold, the days were long (sometimes in 
excess of 20 hours), but the spirits were high – at least we knew 
there was no reverse bank strip to be done this time� The bridge 
was completed in three days and to spur us on Intelligence told 
us of what would be known as the ‘Kabul Biker Gang’ was on its 
way� This consisted of a group of 70 insurgents armed to the teeth, 
riding this way on the back of small motor bikes and mopeds, but 
for some reason they never showed�

After completing the build we tagged the side of the bridge with 
a ‘lazy E’ and headed off to FOB Lagman for a day of well earned 
rest, fresh food, and fruit specially flown in from Australia�

The following day we headed to the second bridge site� There 
was damage caused to the far side but none to the centre or near-
side supports� So the task was to build another Mabey Johnson 
Bridge from the centre to the far side of the bridge� The weather 
took a turn for the worst and couldn’t make up its mind to rain 
or snow, so it just took turns at both� Once again the days were 
long� We are also pretty sure we saw Captain Scott turning the 
plans of the bridge upside down, then the right way up a couple 
of times� This resulted in the bridge getting three nose jobs and 
we were starting to think it looked a bit like Michael Jackson but 
finally the nose section of the bridge was built� 

After that it went relatively smooth and everyone was ready 
to go back to KAF upon completion of the bridge� The definite 
highlight of the second bridge build was Habib the Local Crane 
operator and his music being blared from the tape deck of his 
crane (imagine a cat being swung by its tail to the beat of bongo 
drums and you start to get the picture)� 

The major feat associated with the construction of this bridge 
was the boom� Due to the physical restrictions placed on us by 
the terrain the bridge had to be constructed some 150m from the 
gap� The boom was conducted by placing the 21 sets of rollers at 
eight metre intervals and with the assistance of the ASLAV R to 
drag the bridge� Several challenges now presented themselves� 
First of all the rollers were too far apart and the bridge dipped 
between them almost touching the ground� This was rectified in 
quick time by halving the distance between the rollers� Then a long 
and heavy game of back rollers to the front commenced to shift 
the rollers as the bridge was dragged� The other problem was get-
ting a straight pull on the bridge� No overall fix was found for this 
problem other than going slowly and making manual corrections 
when the weight of the bridge transferred between the rollers�

The mission itself was a good experience for management and 
the boys and provided a much needed helping hand to the Afghan 
people for travel between their two major cities� All in all – A 
Good Days Work!

“Facimus Et Frangimus”

Awww Yeahhh!!! – Corporal Michael Cole 
and Lance Corporal Isaac Williams
The Afghan National Army (ANA) Engineer Training Section con-
tinued the development of the Engineers from the 4th Kandak 
that had been an ongoing process from the RTF’s� Whilst the pre-
vious mentors had concentrated on basic combat engineer and 
construction skills, MRTF-1’s mentors concentrated on engineer 
search skills, utilising support from the Combat Engineers (CE’s) 
and EOD technicians in the Squadron for some of the training�

To say it was unexpected to be filling the role of ANA Engineer 
mentors when they deployed to Afghanistan is quite the under-
statement� With Corporal Michael “Coley” Cole being deployed 
as section commander of the Trade Training School and Lance 
Corporal Isaac ‘Boxcar’ Williams being deployed as section 2IC of 

6 section, they were both none the wiser that their deployment 
‘world’ was about to get flipped onto it’s head!

Two ANA Engineer search sections were raised, Group Awal 
(Team 1) and Group Du (Team 2), each with an Australian (AS) 
CE mentor� These sections each underwent a formal search course 
and receiving ongoing mentoring and training from their AS CE 
mentors before deploying on operations� 

Coley was selected to teach and then mentor the first ANA 
engineer team� He set about working through the many liaison 
issues which come with the Squadron not having any ANA train-
ing personnel directly in the chain of command� Working with 
the Dutch Operational Mentoring Liaison Team (OMLT) at times 
proved to be very confusing, (mostly to them)� Having to also 
liaise with the Australian OMLT and 1 Fd Sqn to get tasks com-
pleted and equipment organised, proved to be quite frustrating at 
times� And ob top of all that was liaising with the ANA HQ�

The ANA soldiers that undertake the course are quite poorly 
trained and the Afghan Army as a whole lacks the professional-
ism that we as Australian soldiers have become accustomed to� 
The course program is quite intense compared to the training the 
Afghans are used to and keeping them motivated and consistently 
in attendance proved to be just some of the issues faced as the 
first MRTF-1 course commenced�

However with the issues under control for the time being, 
Coley started running the first ANA engineer team (Group Awal) 
through a course in high risk engineer search� Assistance was pro-
vided, when required, from the Sappers of 1 Fd Sqn� The course 
proved to be very successful and the ANA Sappers learnt skills 
in identifying the variety of and detection of mines and IED’s, 
identifying components required to construct the IEDs, how to 
safely excavate buried IED’s and caches, terrain analysis, and the 
many types of search such as personnel, vehicle, occupied and 
unoccupied building search�

The job of passing on as much information as possible to the 
ANA in a short amount of time and keeping the training realistic 
while controlling 12 ANA engineers, kept Coley on his toes�

Meanwhile Boxcar had been continuing the job of 6 Section 
2IC and his ROCTFA was fast approaching when he was asked if 
he’d like to mentor another ANA Engineer section� Having spoken 
to Coley a few times and given him a hand on occasion Boxcar 
thought he was well aware of the job requirements� After some 
initial hesitation, at leaving 6 Section, Boxcar started the job� 
With Coley on ROCTFA when he started the process he quickly 
grew to appreciate the complexities of managing the training and 
administration of ANA soldiers� With the assistance of members 
of 1 Fd Sqn and the OMLT the first course of 2009 ran smoothly 
and the ANA engineers were taught the skills required of engi-
neers conducting high risk search� They were soon operating well 
as a team enabling them to complete the course without difficulty 
and team two were now keen and ready for their first mission�

To say all went smoothly on operations would not be entirely 
accurate, as the blokes from 4th Kandak were always doing their 
best to ensure their mentors were kept on their toes� Some of 
their more interesting moments include removing their rear bal-
listic plates in order to carry Naan Bread instead, plucking an AP 
mine out of the ground to take and show their mentor, stripping 
off for a wash in an aqueduct during the middle of a green zone 
patrol, mounting an optic sight onto an M-16 with electrical tape 
and placing their ballistic plates on the firing mound at the range 
to test the penetration power of their rifles just to name a few� 

The opportunity to work with Combat Team (CT) Tusk, The 
Dutch BG, 2nd Kandak and ANP elements on various operations 
allowed the search teams to gain a large amount of experience and 
dramatically improve their skill level� As well as building working 
relationships with Australian and Dutch search teams� The success 
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of the ANA teams was shown time and again with solid finds of 
munitions and IEDs during patrols, impressing the ISAF forces�

With two teams now well established and the mentoring con-
tinuing, (thanks to the MRTF1 ANA Engineer Training Team), the 
ANA are now in possession of a well skilled and trained high risk 
engineer search capability that they have not previously had at 
their disposal� This capability enables the ANA to conduct future 
operations in a safer manner and allows them to take control of 
their own mobility and security sooner� Equally they possess the 
ability to deny the insurgents munitions and weapons that are 
being used to de-stabilise the country� 

“Love the Tang”

Having a Blast – Sapper Andrew Moir
Like all winter missions it is cold, very cold for those exposed 
to the elements by standing up in the vehicles� All expect this 
mission will be easier then most� The concept is simple� Move 
to an area several kilometres North of PB Qudus, sit there 
and construct a Combat Outpost (COP) and occasionally go 
on patrol� Simple!

As all soldiers know, HQ always does it easier than those on 
the ground� Not wanting to break with tradition and disappoint 
the lads in this respect, I was going to ensure that I would not 
run out of coffee� To that end I had packed an entire echelon bag 
with coffee bags, which is in the vicinity of 350 individual cups 
of coffee�  

At 1000h we departed, along one of the many routes lateral to 
the Main Supply Route (MSR) which came together at a central 
point� The trip went without incident; we are yet to encounter 
any hostile action in this region� By 1300h all personnel were 
in location at Patrol Base (PB) Qudus entirely without incident� 

The advance party immediately moved out on the single MSR to 
the build site� It was not long before one of the call sign called a 
halt to the move and requested EOD assistance� By now we have 
conducted so many of these it is a well formed drill� People are no 
longer so excited but always exercising extreme caution� It simply 
would not do to underestimate the enemy in their back yard�

The lead call sign had discovered a AP mine which if stepped 
on requires only 10kg of pressure to activate the 220gm main 
charge, which, in turn would initiate the 20kg of Home Made 
Explosive (HME) to which it was connected� It is 1400h and light 
would soon start to fail us, deep in the valley, we still had 6km 
to go, the main body has not even started to roll and EOD still 
have no categorisation� But all went faster than anticipated and 
at approx 1500h we were on the move again�

Disaster struck for the main body on the move north when 
the lead engineer call sign struck an IED, (same make up as the 
last one we found)� The vehicle was badly disabled and could not 
be driven due to the front right wheel being all but blown off plus 
other damage� Thanks to the V-hull design only very minor inju-
ries were reported by the occupants� All members of the section 
preformed admirably having not only to evacuate themselves, 
but conduct their own isolation ensuring no secondary device 
existed� Then they had to clear a safe route in order to allow ex-
trication and rearward recovery of the stricken vehicle and allow 
the convoy through� Once completed the call sign moved back 
and squashed in with the infantry in their vehicles for the rest 
of the trip�

The remainder of the move went without incident with the 
advance party arriving, setting security and clearing the work 
site all before dark� The only problem was that the main body 
were still nowhere in sight� Although in constant radio contact it 
was not until 1800h that they were spotted� It looked like a long 
glowing snake moving along the valley floor, when looking down 
at the convoy with their lights on� 

Despite the rain the construction effort went entirely with-
out incident for the first couple of days� The Squadron was able 
to build the front wall complete with firing steps and two fully 
completed towers; with the third well on the way� Some interest-
ing construction methods were employed by the lads during the 
construction the towers� These methods were innovative, but in 
Australia would not really have been considered OH&S friendly� 
Several issues arose when it came time to fill the roof Hesco, but 
once again this was overcome by bending OH&S rules to conform 
to operational requirements� 

Having only brought up five armoured buildings a call sign and 
escort had to return to PB Qudus and pick up the remaining build-
ings and the resupply� Having the best interest of the sections 
in mind it was decided to let the section which had previously 
been blown up get out and have another crack� It was not long 
after departure that ‘Green Smoke’ and ‘Contact IED’ was called 
over the radio� That very same engineer call sign had struck yet 
another IED� This one was similar to the last only a whole 10kg 
larger� Several members of the Section were thrown clear out of 
the vehicle with the “Rear Gunner” landing on the roof of the ve-
hicle the commander on the road surface� Reportedly this caused 
more confusion in the already confusing environment, when the 
first person out the door was met by the commander who was 
already out of the car� 

Without hesitation they treated their own casualties�  One 
sapper required treatment inside the vehicle which was provided 
with great care by Sapper Hogan and Lieutenant Wines�  The team 
needed to extricate the casualty from the vehicle and after much 
pulling and pushing they managed to drag the (now full of Mor-
phine) sapper outside�  Once again he was made comfortable and 
treatment was provided for his injuries�

Above. Engineers take a break at Patrol Base in Uruzgan Province.
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 While this was occurring the remainder of the section cleared 
a safe lane, isolated the area, cleared a Casualty Control Point 
(CCP) and moved two Priority three Wounded in Action (WIA) 
and a priority three EDD named Gus to the CCP� The WIA was 
evacuated from Tarin Kowt and en-route to Kandahar in less than 
one hour from the blast; thanks mainly due to the co-ordination 
efforts of call sign G41�  This was the sections third detonation 
of which two had been in the last five days�

As always it is a busy job as the section 2IC let alone having 
to organise your own clean up when you have been involved in 
the blast yourself� That was the position Lance Corporal Williams 
found himself in� After clearing a safe route he was then busy 
collecting evidence and involved in the questioning of several 
Afghans� Whilst collecting the evidence into a bag at a central 
location he was disappointed to see a helicopter land in the vicin-
ity of his hard work and blow it from one end of the AO to the 
other� As soon as practicable they were relieved of their duties 
while EOD took over� 

Due to the number of attacks the troop and EOD have become 
very competent and increasingly efficient at conducting post blast 
assessment� The area was just about cleaned up and the job com-
pleted when Sergeant Austin, the EOD tech, screamed out some 
jumbled mess which was assumed to mean ‘Mines Freeze’� But 
he had the desired effect as everybody froze� He had just found a 
lone PMN close by the vehicle as a secondary device targeting first 
responders� While onsite the EOR technician; Corporal Collins, 
directed that some of the ordnance was unserviceable and would 
not be in any condition to travel� With the assistance of Corpo-
ral Barrand the pair set about throwing the damaged Thermite 
grenades� Unfortunately one of them was in fact yellow smoke� 
This caused two problems, firstly the radio traffic increased ex-
ponentially; as everybody tried to ascertain why smoke had been 
thrown� Secondly yellow smoke is used to mark targets for Com-
bat Air Support missions, which in itself is a reason for concern�

More bad luck for the section� They only intended to be out 
for the day and despite advise to the contrary from their troop 
sergeant, they did not take their sleeping kit� Now having to over-
night in the cold Baluchi Valley in winter they were forced to beg, 
borrow and steal sleeping equipment�

The next morning was a slow move north, with all possible 
precautions being exercised� Unbeknown to us the day was about 
to take a very favourable turn for us� At the half way mark, E22D 
commanded by Corporal Nest, located a YM-1 AP Mine (smaller 
and harder to find than PMN, requires less than 10kg pressure to 
function, limited in distribution, made in Iran) connected to 20kg 
of Home Made Explosive (HME)� All were very excited with the 
find as the YM-1 is extremely difficult to locate� Sergeant Rodda 
(EOD) immediately moved up having already a HOT ROS and 
category and destroyed the IED in place� 

The detonation of the device blew off the door on a nearby 
Quala complex� Some engineers who went to replace the door 
discovered a large battery, big enough to trigger another IED, sev-
eral weapons complete with webbing, magazines and ammo, $2 
million Afghani, documents, photo ID and several head photos 
of armed members and several mortar fuses� This was a really 
good find� But the day was still young, and more was just around 
the corner�

Shortly after that job call sign G41 were again on the ball and no-
ticed two people acting strangely and quite unlike the general popula-
tion� Armed with this info the Dutch moved up and detained them� 
Both tested positive to being in contact with explosive and shortly 
there after so did another two Afghans� In all that day the Dutch 
(with the assistance of MRTF-1 personnel), back loaded six Afghans 
(who had been in contact with explosives in the last couple of days), 
to Tarin Kowt for questioning by Dutch intelligence personnel�

The next few days were well received with bright sunshine al-
lowing a BBQ lunch, although one day it was so bitterly cold that 
even without the clouds it still snowed� Several ‘shows of force,’ 
(fighter jets flying low and fast), were displayed by various na-
tions� The French provided two Mirages 2000’s the first one was 
so low that the HQ vehicle sitting on a low feature had to look 
down to see it� The British flew a Harrier over the same HQ and 
almost took the top of a 10m mast antenna� It was during this 
time that several dismounted patrols were conducted through 
the green zone resulting in several people being detained but 
later released and several Qualas were also searched� Although 
several suspicious items were recovered they later proved to be 
of little significance�

Two Troop was tasked to remain on the construction site and 
complete the COP which was achieved 6 days ahead of schedule� 
The move back to Tarin Kowt meant following the Dutch forces 
giving all the searches a well deserved break� The move home was 
delayed by several hours when the Dutch search team located an 
IED of unknown construction located in the wheel ruts of the 
route we were taking home� This device would have taken Aus-
tralian EOD approx 90min to identify and destroy, however the 
Dutch took about 4 hrs� Once that was dealt with the trip went 
without incident 

Despite my best efforts and those of the SSM and the occa-
sional visitor, in the end we were beaten by the coffee, return-
ing home with approximately 50 cups of coffee remaining in the 
echelon bag� Consideration in this matter must be given to the 
four 500g blocks of plunged coffee and the nearly 2000 packets of 
instant coffee that were also consumed during this period�

Post Script: I am pleased to report all casualties reported in 
this article are expected to make a full recovery� 

The events over those days serve to highlight just why the 
Army has always chosen to, and will continue to… 

“FOLLOW THE SAPPER”

H.E. Rocks – Corporal Thomas Collins 
A fitting title for a summary of a team that has been busy to say 
the least, with over sixty reportable incidents including; numer-
ous IED’s, vehicle strikes, caches, hoaxes and hand-ins�

The team (Wallaby 1) arrived in Uruzgan in late September 
2008 unsure of what was to come of our tour and ready for any-
thing, or so we thought� Our first indication of what was to come 
occurred during our first combat team lead patrol around Khorma 
in October when two IED’s were found simultaneously on the 
third day of the operation� The chaos of the first jobs gave us our 
first real look at what we were up against and moulded us for the 
months to come� 

Wallaby 1 has never had a dull moment whilst in country with 
the most notable being the strike on our own car in early January� 
This led to two very amused EOD technicians laughing about yet 
another bullet dodged and one very emotional anonymous LT “M” 
(the crew commander) yelling at the two to “stop their party in 
the back while he changed his pants�”

Over the duration of the tour many varying IEDs were expe-
rienced by the team� Some good some bad and some that could 
only be described as “mind blowing”�

The lowest point during our tour would have to be the death of 
a good mate and fellow EOD tech Sergeant Brett “JT” Till� He was 
killed while conducting a render safe procedure on an IED with 
SOTG� You will be forever missed within the trade mate�

By the end of the tour the team who after the first two patrols 
honestly believed that IED’s were a myth, is looking forward to a 
decent break from a country that can only be described as more 
random, than a box of random�

“Softly Tread the Brave.”
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Sappers from 1 Troop, 3 Troop and 23 Support Squadron com-
bined to form the Engineer Troop of Timor Leste Battle Group 
V (TLBG-V)� During the eight month deployment from Sep 08 
to Jun 2009 the Troop conducted a wide variety of tasks, all 
of which were approached with enthusiasm and a positive at-
titude� The work varied in nature and complexity, from routine 
maintenance and sustainment to challenging horizontal and 
vertical construction� 

The engineer troop was quick to commence work whilst be-
coming acclimatised to the sights and sounds and especially the 
smells of the nation’s capital Dili� Organisation and improvements 
to the stores yard at Forward Operating Base (FOB) Chauvel were 
soon followed by installation of a water tank at an orphanage at 
Maubara and upgrading the facilities at the FOB in Maliana� 

The impact Engineers could have was quickly apparent and 
a short turnaround between jobs saw 1 Section travel to Baucau 
for further FOB improvements, much to the appreciation of the 
members of Charlie Company, TLBG V� Meanwhile, Corporal Shel-
don and 2 Section were dispatched to a school in Gleno� They com-
menced work re-roofing an existing building to create another 
classroom in order meet the demands of an expanding school 
population� Not only was the roof finished faster than expected 
but the section constructed awnings, fitted doors and installed 
black boards to the delight of the students and teachers�  

Under the guidance of carpenters Sapper’s Brice and Vonar-
burg members of the Troop had quickly adapted to construction 
based tasks and relished the opportunity to develop and employ 
their skills in an operational setting� 

The first major troop task was undertaken in the remote vil-
lage of Uaimori that was known as the heart of the resistance 
in East Timor during the Indonesian occupation� 2 Section were 
charged with construction of a medical clinic, whilst 1 Section 
ensured locals had access to the facility through construction 
of a pedestrian non-equipment bridge� The Troop was joined 
by their engineer colleagues of the Timorese Defence Force  

(F-FDTL) to complete the construction prior to the onset of the 
wet season� The Troop thoroughly enjoyed the opportunity to live 
and work in the community and experience the local culture� Once 
tools had been downed for the day it was common place to see 
games of soccer and volleyball being enjoyed by all� Upon comple-
tion of the medical clinic the villagers of Uaimori and all involved 
in the construction were joined by the President of Timor-Leste 
who showed his appreciation of the hard work and effort with a 
lavish opening ceremony�  

Between jobs and when possible, life at FOB Chauvel included 
tasks such as maintaining the emergency water supply (i�e� pool) 
and keeping recently acquired trade skills current (constructing 
a bar and improving the Engineers Rest Area)� 

During a long deployment the true character of “The Sapper” 
shone through and Engineers ensured that other Corps within the 
BG didn’t take themselves too seriously� With some light hearted 
fun, enterprising Sappers ensured the prized 5 RAR Tiger mascot 
did not miss out on any of the work on the job site, much to the 
surprise of the RSM�

Engineers also had the honour of constructing a new memo-
rial to thank the people of Timor-Leste on behalf of the members 
of the 2/2nd and 2/4th Independent Companies for their assist-
ance during World War Two� Work on the memorial site at Dare 
was completed with the cooperation of the adjacent school and 
soon to be opened museum�   

The excellent work of 1 Section lead by Corporal Miller was un-
veiled during the re-dedication ceremony held on ANZAC Day and 
attended by many dignitaries� The section was also thanked by a 
presentation and performance from the local school children who 
were also surprised and excited to receive a new set of swings�

The final two months focused on upgrade works at F-FDTLs 
Metinaro Range located approximately 25 kilometres east of Dili� 
The improvements will assist in developing capability and provid-
ing a suitable training facility for both the F-FDTL and Interna-
tional Stabilisation Force� 

With only limited resources the plant operators, Sapper’s 
Collins and Livermore, were kept busy with earthworks to clear, 
the classification range to level as well as improving the access 
roads�  A can do approach combined with some external assist-
ance saw work quickly progress on construction of the Standard 
Grenade Range� The Combat Engineers were keen to show they 
were up to the task as were their tradesman counterparts and all 
members became fully involved in the reinforced concrete and 
block construction� 

The Troop was set a challenge to complete the project within 
the limited timeframe whilst overcoming some logistics and de-
sign issues and using construction techniques they were unfa-
miliar with� They relished the opportunity to prove themselves 
and the end result exceeded expectations and earned them well 
deserved recognition from across the Battle Group and Joint 
Task Force� 

Operation Astute, for Engineer Troop, was a rewarding experi-
ence� Many challenges were faced and overcome and significant 
tasks were completed� Members of the Troop can be justifiably 
proud of their efforts knowing they have made a valuable con-
tribution to the people of Timor-Leste and to the development 
of a Nation�

Engineer Troop

TIMOR‑LESTE BATTLE GROUP V
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School Of Military Engineering
Response to the MEF and Contemporary 

Operating Environment
t is no secret that the contemporary operating environ-
ment is ever changing; the old adage of training for “the 
war” versus “a war” is well and truly being debated� SME, 

like all other training establishments, constantly tests and ad-
justs to provide world class training to support both theatre 
specific requirements as well as ensuring foundation warfight-
ing skills are not eroded�

SME Restructure
In response to the Modular Engineer Force (MEF), operational 
requirements and the introduction of ACMS, SME has restruc-
tured itself to deliver better the training requirements of the 
Corps� Engineer Operations Wing has been retitled to “Engi-
neer Tactics Wing” and will now be responsible for all core Of-
ficer and Soldier training (less IETs)� Combat Engineer Wing 
has been retitled “IET Sqn” and will be solely responsible for 
IET throughput; to include the management of Holdfast Troop, 
which peeked at over 150 soldiers this year� Specialist Engineer-
ing Wing has been restructured to optimise training throughput 
(through like capabilities) and includes; EOD, Force Protection 
(Search/EDD/MWF/EHAPT), Maritime (WAB/Army Dive), and 
Basic Combat Engineering (Field Engineering/Demolitions)� 
All wings have been adjusted to include operations cells (to 
include instructor spt) in direct response to the introduction 
of ACMS�

Training Continuums
The Officer RAE training continuum went through a full re-
view earlier this year to better align training outcomes (com-
petencies) attained from the myriad of officer courses to actual 
job competencies required� The Combined Officers Advanced 
Course has been restructured and more work is required to 
align the Regimental Officers Basic Course and Battle Cap-
tains Course� It is envisaged that work will be complete by 
mid 2010�

The Soldier RAE training continuum is also to go under review� 
RSM SME will take the lead and it is expected that we will have an 
outcome by the end of 2009� The main areas for redevelopment 
are the Subject 2 and 4 for WO (CE) and Subject 4 CPL (CE)�

Equipment
Very conscious decisions are being made in respect to equipment 
being taught on individual courses at SME� Noting that training 
days are limited, it has now become a case of “what’s out” if you 
want to introduce new training requirements� As an example, we 
have had to remove the ROWPU/WOPU training from the IET 
program, to be taught as a stand-alone course within units (SME 
support), to introduce the Portable  Explosive Mine Breaching 
System (PEMBS)�

The Handheld Stand-off Mine Detection System (HSTAMIDS) 
has been rapidly acquired for use within the MEAO and tempo-
rary training lanes have been constructed at SME� SME continues 
to support the train-the-trainer concept for this capability and it 
is envisaged that this piece of equipment will not enter the train-
ing continuum for some time to come�

Sapper Branding
Significant effort has been made this year reference Sapper Brand-
ing� The “Sapper of Excellence” coin (key ring) has been distrib-
uted throughout the Corps and we hope to see some well-earned 
Corps recognition for those Sapper’s doing exceptional things� 

The RAE Corps shop has finally been able to settle into its new 
shop front within the new RAE Museum and we have been able 
to secure a Reservist on 3 days a week to run the books� A new 
website should be up and running very soon and our aim is to 
make the new shop nationally accessible for trading�

The Challenges We Face
Like every other unit in the Australian Army, SME faces day-to-
day challenges� We rely heavily on external support to meet our 
directed training requirements and I would like to thank person-
ally all who have willingly contributed to the SME training output 
for the benefit of the Corps�

The School looks forward to meeting the changes of the future�

LTCOL Mark Coyle 
CO/CI SME

Combat Engineering wing 
– Brilliant at the Basics
The ever increasing demand for Sappers in 2009 made for a very 
intense training year within Combat Engineer Wing� Operational 
requirements and the continued redevelopment of the numerous 
roles of the Sapper saw a number of changes to equipment, skills 
and capabilities�

IET SQN had a very productive period training over 300 new 
Sappers for employment within the various trades within RAE� 
The Squadron, often operating undermanned due to promotional 
and professional development course, made an exceptional effort 
that saw not only new Sappers brought into the Corps, but also 
saw the introduction of specialist equipment and enhancing of 
soldier skills�

In keeping with the out with the old and in with the new 
theme, CPC was removed from training, (and subsequently the 
School) and Sappers now receive familiarisation training on the 
Water Purification Unit and the Reverse Osmosis Purification 
Unit� In addition to this, Sappers are trained on the Heavy and 
Training Models of the Portable Explosive Mine Breaching Sys-
tem for breaching minefields� Our search phase incorporates the 
old principles combined with the latest’s lessons learned from 
current operational deployments� 

The IET course field phase has also been reviewed and while 
still comprising of digging, wiring, sandbagging, and revetment, 
it now incorporates battlefield clearance, the construction of bun-
kers and Hesco walls and an increased focus on urban operations� 
This has seen a major development of the Jaquinot Crt training 
area and the practising of Explosive Hazard Awareness skills�

The Corps’ IET requirement for specific trades has also 
changed to accommodate the Geomantic and Multi Media Tech-
nicians, as well as the Tradesman and Emergency Responders�  

I
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The GEO and MM Techs only complete Phase 1, the basic field 
engineering component, while the Tradesman and Emergency 
Responders complete the majority of training, minus the WAB 
and Water Purification component�

The introduction of a weapons training package, including 
qualifications on the GLA, 66mm, Mag 58, F1 and F3, 9mm SLP 
and the claymore has also proven beneficial to gaining units by 
enhancing their solider skills in addition to their engineering 
expertise� The next step in the process is to skill up the junior 
leaders with range qualification to support continuation training 
within Units�

Mine Warfare Cell expanded its mandate in 2009 with the 
delivery of the Explosive Hazards Awareness Instructor Course 
(EHAPIC)� This venture proved successful as Mine Warfare and 
EHAP are an all corps skill and understanding of both is key to 
force element Force Protection� 

The major muscle moves in Demolition Cells has been the 
contribution to the Urban Breaching capability at the School of 
Infantry� Basic Combat Engineering, who is responsible for water 
purification is engaged heavily with DMO on the training needs 
analysis to have this capability correctly brought into service� Ad-
ditionally BCE, in consultation with other stakeholders, is devel-
oping the frame work for Force Engineering to be throughout the 
entire RAE soldier training continuum�  

Watermanship and Bridging section commence the year with 
the conduct of a BEPB course for IET SQN instructors� Shortly 
after WO2 Abrahams was welcomed back as OIC, he drove the de-
livery of watermanship and bridging training in courses, such as 
the ROBC, SUBJ 4 CPL and Sergeants, Bridge Erection Propulsion 
Boat and the Floating Support Bridge (FSB) Instructor course� In 
their spare time WAB staff constructed training aids, conducted 
maintenance on boats and bridges� Key lessons lesson learned at 
WAB in 2009 included: ensure the OBMs are warmed up slowly or 
they will seize, ensure the nuts are fully removed from the BEPB 
trailer prior to lifting it on to a LRV and if you break anything 
then report it immediately�

The 2009 squeaky wheel finally got the oil with some end of 
financial year funding to enliven the transformation of the 1950’s 
Jacquinot Crt to the modern FOB Sapper� The FOB, constructed 
with support from across SME and nearby units, is a 50-man 
camp with sleeping and work accommodation� The design, based 
on operational FOBs similar to those currently being developed 
or manned overseas, contain various construction methods as 
examples of force protection� 

The FOB is a work in progress� The FOB is similar to the 
Plant Dustbowl but with above ground construction� The 
FOB is a training area that will allow many courses over many 
years to develop first hand FOB construction/maintenance 
skills� The Wings who have contributed are: Construction 
Wing – drainage, Hesco construction, building construction 
and plumbing; Geomatic Engineering Wing – Basic geomatic 
survey; Engineer Tactics Wing – TEWTs detailing Force Protec-
tion design proformas and; Combat Engineering Wing – BCE 
Quality assurance and CE troops to develop the Force Protec-
tion measures

By using it as an IET construction task it allows the IETs who 
worked, sweated, slept and guarded the FOB during their field 
exercises to gain a understanding of FOB construction techniques 
and life in a environment similar to what they will be expected to 
work in their units overseas�

CEW continues to make every effort to deliver realistic, chal-
lenging and relevant training, across the multiple skill sets re-
quired of a Combat Engineer� Knowing that today’s Sapper is in 
high demand and performs a job that is often complex, dangerous 
and can be done by no other�

Specialist Engineering Wing ‑ Search Section
The importance of thorough Search planning and TTP imple-
mentation cannot be underestimated, especially in Afghanistan� 
Whilst training must broadly encompass the diverse range of 
Search operations that can be conducted, the focus of the Search 
Section continues to be on what soldiers and officers will be ex-
pected to achieve, and what they may encounter, in Afghanistan 
and other potential Areas of Operations� 

This challenge has been met with a combination of operational 
experience, and the information received from Engineer Regi-
ments, the Explosive Hazards Centre, and the Counter Impro-
vised Explosive Device Task Force�

Search TTPs are constantly evolving to mitigate the enemy’s 
lethality� While doctrine provides examples of how Search opera-
tions can be conducted, the fluid, and at times reactive nature of 
Search operations means that training relies heavily on informa-
tion being relayed from theatre� This information greatly assists 
in broadening the knowledge of personnel at all ranks� 

By the end of 2009, the Search Section will have qualified 
more than 60 Search Advisors, 70 Search Team Commanders, 
four Explosive Detection Dog (EDD) Supervisors, eight EDD Basic 
Handlers, and trained more than 15 EDDs� 

Looking forward to 2010, Search operations will continue to 
be a significant component of mission planning and task execu-
tion� Route Search will continue to be the area in which signifi-
cant TTP development occurs based on the threats being faced by 
Australian and Coalition forces� The fluent passage of information 
between deployed forces and personnel in Australia will ensure 
that members being prepared for operations have the best pos-
sible understanding of how to reduce the threat of Improvised 
Explosive Devices� 

Explosive Ordnance Disposal Section
The EOD Section has continued to develop training delivery in an 
attempt to reduce the high failure rates that have been seen over 
the last few years�  The last two years have seen the introduction 
of the Ordnance Hazard Reduction course into Subject 4 CPL�  It 
is envisioned that the Corps will see the benefits of this in the 
years to come�  The EOD section has prepared itself for a very 
busy few years�  This combined with the AT/ATO fraternity being 
directed to undertake the EOD course will see the numbers of 
trained technicians (EOR/EOD) double from 24 EOR’s to 48 and 
12 EOD Techs to 24 in 2010�  The section has also increased its 
equipment holding from 2 1/2 teams to five�

The future of EOD training is in the throws of a significant 
change with the development of a Joint EO School�  It is expected 
that by 2011 a Joint School incorporating EOD will stand-up un-
der the Manager Joint Training EO (RAAF) with the EOD wing 
headed by an Army Major�

SME continues to support Mission Rehearsal Exercises and 
provide advice in both capability development and training im-
plementation�

There are some significant changes to EOD equipment and 
units will be able to draw on this equipment in the very near 
future�  These include Equipment kits for the individual, Impro-
vised Explosive Device Disposal, EOD Light Operations, EOD 
Heavy Operations, Explosive Ordnance Clearance to name a few�  
This combined with the introduction of new light robots is finally 
bringing the EOD capability back up to world standard�

EOR and EOD Operators will in the very near future have 
proficiencies for each piece of equipment which will assist in en-
suring people maintain currency�  This will shortly be rolled in to 
the requalification program�

It should also be noted the level of assistance units have provided 
to EOD Section over the last twelve months has been outstanding
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CBRND Section
The CBRND Section has been busy this year with the delivery of 
courses across the school while at the same time working closely 
with DSTO on a trial with CS�  The CS trial has confirmed that 
the current procedures and quantities of CS used in the MTF are 
of the appropriate level to ensure members confidence in the use 
of CBRN IPE�  Part of the trial also validated a COTS piece of 
equipment to be used in an MTF to ensure the correct concen-
tration levels are maintained throughout different serials�  The 
final outcomes of this will be reflected in an update to doctrine 
early next year�

Army Work Dive Section
The Army Work Dive Section has had a bumpy last few months 
which has resulted in an amount of equipment being grounded 
and some changes in the way dive is conducted�  Of note is the 
reintroduction of the Dive Chapter in to SAFETYMAN�  The chap-
ter has been reviewed in detail and now provides the latest policy 
and procedural requirements for Army Work Diving�

It is expected that Army Dive Wing will transition to Royal 
Australian Navy Dive School in 2012�  This move will see the Dive 
capability managed centrally�  As part of this transition plan Army 
Work Diving will undergo a complete Training Needs Analysis, 
commencing late this year�  This combined with a review of equip-
ment should set up this capability to better support Army’s re-
quirements in the future�

infantry Get The Go Ahead For 
Explosive Breaching
With the development of the Urban Operators Course by the Ur-
ban Wing at the School of Infantry, the students would be taught 
the various ways of operating and gaining entry into buildings 
manually, ballisticly and for the first time (outside the Royal Aus-
tralian Engineers, Assault Pioneers & Special Forces) explosively�

The first hurdle was to define the parameters of what explo-
sives and demolitions accessorises the Infantry would use within 
their need to gain entry, whilst keeping the course length down 
to a minimum�  It was agreed that the Infantry would concentrate 
on gaining entry through doors, windows and internal walls only�  
This is now classed as Light Urban Breaching�

The development of the explosive element of the course then 
rested with the Demolition Section at the School of Military Engi-
neering to achieve a syllabus which would allow students to safely 
handle, prepare, place, fire and supervise the use of explosives 
within a short space of time�

After establishing that the course would only need to cover 
detonating (Det) cord charges only (due to the targets that they 
may encounter) we had our course syllabus approved�  The next 
step was to get the Urban Wing Instructors qualified to teach the 
course themselves�

The Train the Trainer (T3) Course was to be conducted for all 
Urban Wing staff involved in instructing on the course over the 
period 18 – 22 May 09�  After much liaison with WO2 Hapgood 
(Happy) and Cpl Ben Frith in getting the classroom, training areas 
and ranges squared away, we had the more important task of get-
ting the stores including the explosives and accessories in fairly 
quick time Happy took up the challenge and came up trumps, also 
securing Non el (shock tube) to be introduced into the course to 
allow greater control of the firing of the breach�

With all our stores loaded Sergeant Ben King, Sergeant Greg 
Wright and myself headed up to Singleton on Sun 17 May 09 in 
order to get set up for the course starting the next morning�  On 
arriving at Singleton after sitting at a level crossing for about 20 
minutes waiting for a goods train travelling at about 2 kph, we 
were shown to our accommodation by Ben Frith and then un-

loaded the stores at the classroom before sampling the culinary 
hotspots of Singleton�

The next morning we had our first contact with the Infantry’s 
IT system and ended up moving the whole course from the Urban 
Wings training theatre up to the main wing classroom�  After de-
livering the first set of lessons: Introduction, accessories, Safety 
and urban breaching the students got their first feel of Detonators 
and Det Cord even if it was just inert�  Once the students had prac-
ticed and gained confidence with the handling of the explosives 
and accessories, the course moved on to preparing and making 
the 4 different charges that they would be able to use (strip, linear, 
slant and light satellite charges)�  The next part Frithy took the 
students through the firing systems, using Det cord and Shock 
tube to complete their light urban breaching charges�  Last but by 
no means least, the course was taught how to calculate the various 
safety distances that assaulting personnel could be from the seat 
of explosion without receiving injury�

At the end of what seamed a very long day with the students, 
we prepared for the next days training, where the students would 
be assessed and tested on what they had learnt and then move on 
to the confidence range�

Day 2 and all paraded down by the training theatre where the 
charges had been placed out in a circuit to enable us to assess 
them in fault finding regarding construction and placement of 
the charges�  An assessment on test burning of Det cord and a 
safety exam and the course was ready to progress to the confi-
dence range�

On arrival at the Confidence range which we were sharing 
with the Assault Pioneers who were conducting a DEMO course, 
Frithy informed us that we had not been issued any FBT for the 
confidence practice, so after some consultation with the Assault 
Pioneers we were back on track�  This was the first time for some of 
the students to handle explosives and detonators, and it became 
very clear about the importance for calculating the correct length 
of FBT in order to be at a safe distance before the charge fires� 

After completion of the confidence range it was back into the 
classroom for some more lesson’s this time on how to conduct 
a deliberate and hasty breachers brief’s to the members of the 
assaulting party�  The course then moved on to planning and con-
ducting Light Urban Breaching range practices and learning the 
in’s and out’s of planning demolition ranges�  Then to finish off, 
the students had to write a range instruction for the up coming 
range day’s in which they will be assessed as Officer’s in Charge, 
Safety Officers, Target Supervisors and Safety Supervisors for 
Light Urban Breaching practices�

Day 3 the course had to pass the exams on Safety, Calculations 
and Theory�  The students sat down to start the exams, all goes 
well and we have success all round�  The course then collects all 
stores and equipment such as helmets and body armour for the 
ranges over the next 2 days�  The only thing left to do is for the 
students to be given there first tasks for the next day so that they 
can write their respective breachers brief’s for their target�

Day 4 and all students are ready to see just what results they 
will get with the charges that they have been tasked to prepare 
against the targets that they must breach�  Whilst the course 
get ready to travel to the range, Kingy, Greg and myself head to 
range control to do the formalities of booking on and getting 
the comms�  After positioning the sentries and the delivery of 
the explosives and accessories, the students turn up�  Once the 
mandatory briefs are conducted the course is broken into their 
bricks for the day�

The first part of the day is a demonstration of what effects Det 
cord will have on the targets they are about to attack�  The setting 
up is complete to show what will happen if the charge is confined 
and not in the open� 
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After withdrawing to a safe area outside the minimum open 
fragmentation safety distance, we show them what could happen 
if you get things wrong and why the use of explosives must be 
planned effectively�

Next, it was a run through of shock tube with Frithy to show 
how controllable the assault can be using shock tube against FBT�  
The course was then tasked with setting up there charges, deliver-
ing their hasty breachers briefs and conducting a show and tell for 
their targets and what result they are hoping for�

The School of Infantry CO visited and saw what the students 
will be able to achieve on the course, the CO leaves a happy man; 
and we get on with rotating the students though the different 
appointments that they must be assessed on�

Day 5 is very similar to yesterday with rotations and practice 
so that by the end of the range day all students had achieved a 
very competent knowledge of the Light Urban Breaching activi-
ties that they themselves would be expected with to teach on their 
Urban Operator course, with Frithy as the main liaison with the 
Demolitions Section if the need arises�

After closing down the range and clearing up after the course, 
we return to SME with a job well done, and the Infantry advancing 
their tactical capability for the future�

Geomatic Engineering Wing
Since the last update in Australian Sapper, Geomatic Engineering 
Wing (GEW) has had a dynamic and innovative year which has 
brought about necessary and cutting-edge changes to the train-
ing being delivered to GEW students� Following on from changes 
to TMPs made last year, more TMP reviews have taken place for 
both the Geomatic Basic course and the Geomatic Intermediate 
course� Both courses have undergone major overhauls, bringing 
the training being delivered more in line with the Hardened Net-
work Army (Adaptive Army?) requirements and enabling trainees 
to slot straight into a deployable element within Army geospatial 
elements upon completion of their training� 

The major overhaul and restructure of the Basic course will 
make the training more pertinent and realistic for the trainees� A 
more logical flow of the course, combined with the course becom-
ing modularised will ensure more efficient and effective training 
taking place within GEW� The changes on the basic course then 
flow onto the Intermediate course� The changes with this course 
will ensure that SPRs are better prepared to take the next step to 
becoming effective JNCOs within the geospatial realm� 

The new TMP for the Survey Technician course is still in its 
finalisation stage� The new TMP is designed to integrate two dif-
ferent courses into one, streamlining training and bringing train-
ing into line with operational requirements currently faced by 
our surveyors� This new TMP has been a long time in the mak-
ing; however, the changes which will eventually take place will 
no doubt benefit the survey skill set within our Corps� The pilot 
course is scheduled to commence in 2010� 

Through revised and updated TMPs, the Multi Media Techni-
cians (MMTs) are now delivering dynamic and diverse training 
packages to trainees� The extension of the PsyOps module within 
the Basic MMT course has proved to be beneficial to trainees, 
ensuring streamlining and an increase in capability for the trade� 
The outsourcing of this training to Defence Intelligence Training 
Centre ensures that relevant training is provided for this added 
element to the MMT realm� For more senior MMTs, the outsourc-
ing of MMT training for the Subj 4 CPL and Sergeant courses to 
the South West Sydney Institute (SWSI) TAFE continues to be a 
successful and viable alternative to in-house training� The SWSI 
provides up to date continuation training with the most recent 
technology, ensuring that MMTs are able to provide relevant 
visual communication methods in support of Army operations� 

GEW was in desperate need for new computer equipment 
which was able to sustain and help deliver the training required 
for our trainees� In 2006, a business case was submitted for the 
installation of new computers, plotters and a new server� After 
concerted efforts and coordination across the SME, this refur-
bishment of IT equipment is now mostly complete� New servers 
are now installed and have undergone software configuration to 
ensure it meets training demands� Three out of four classrooms 
have been fitted with new workstations, and two serviceable plot-
ters are now in each classroom� A GEW network has been estab-
lished and this essential asset has transformed the method of 
delivering training� Trainees are no longer restricted to working 
on one workstation, as the network allows mobility between all 
training facilities within GEW� This IT overhaul has, and will con-
tinue to, enhance the training delivered and improve productivity 
for the trainees who often spend an inordinate amount of time 
waiting for data to be processed by the old computers� 

The staff of GEW continue to support numerous displays by 
the SME to showcase the RAE skills and diversity� Exercise Chong 
Ju, and other various visits throughout the year provide an ex-
cellent opportunity to promote the Geomatic trade and educate 
personnel on the roles and capabilities that Geo Techs and MMTs 
can provide to the Army� 
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GEW staff continue to strive for technical excellence and de-
velopment by attending a wide variety of professional develop-
ment courses and seminars throughout the year� This training 
aids instructors in developing and enhancing their technical 
skills, and also keeps them up to date on developments within 
the industry� These new found skills in turn, are passed onto the 
trainees throughout periods of instruction� 

For many years now the geomatic trade has faced manning 
issues which have had a detrimental effect on fulfilling geospa-
tial positions within units across Australia� However, recruiting 
methods have now been restructured to broaden the scope of 
recruitment to include civilian recruits as well as in-service trans-
fers� This restructure will ensure that maximum intake will be 
achieved and the geomatic trade can continue to deliver geospa-
tial support to all units across Army� 

A tradition of GEW is to support the RA Survey Corps at vari-
ous times of the year� This year, all trainees and available staff at-
tended the ANZAC Day march in Sydney and marched in support 
of the RA Survey Corps� This tradition continues to provide train-
ees with invaluable insight into the history of their trade while 
also providing ex-Survey Corps members the support required 
to continue their work within the Survey Corps community� The 
GEW WSM plays a major role in preserving the RA Survey Corps 
history by being heavily involved with the Survey Association 
and the SME museum� 

With the redesign and overhaul of TMPs, the future is an 
exciting and innovative time for GEW� New training, new IT 
equipment and enthusiastic and dedicated staff provide a solid 
grounding for the successful delivery of courses to come� Con-
tinual review of TMPs and instructional techniques will ensure 
that GEW provides relevant and up-to-date training which will 
meet trade, Corps and Army needs�

Engineer Operations Wing
Engineer Operations Wing (EOW) continues to provide the pro-
verbial glue that binds together Corps-specific promotion train-
ing from Corporal level upwards, with the focus being on teaching 
trainees to draw from the specialist training they receive at other 
wings and apply it in operational situations�  EOW aims to deliver 
RAE Officers and NCOs who can analyse a situation, develop a 
plan and execute that plan in an efficient and effective manner�

EOW has spent the past year consolidating the reforms to 
the delivery of operations training that were introduced in 2008�  
After running pilots in 2008 for Subject 2 Warrant Officer (All 
Trades), Subject 4 Warrant Officer (Combat Engineer), Reserve 
Regimental Officer Basic Course (ROBC) and Engineer Opera-
tions Officer Course (EOOC), this year has seen these courses 
developed to the point where TMPs are either published or in 
the final stages of drafting�  A good deal of effort has been placed 
into developing the operations module for the Subject 4 Ser-
geant courses�

2009 marks the end of the Engineer Battle space Analysis 
(EBA), and the return to teaching the Mission Appreciation Proc-
ess (MAP) as the primary tool for planning Engineer tasks�  The 
Individual MAP (IMAP) is now taught on Sergeant and WO2 sub-
ject courses and the ROBC, and the Staff MAP (SMAP) is delivered 
to the EOOC in order to prepare RAE Captains for the Combat 
Officers Advanced Course (COAC)� 

EOW has this year worked closely with CATC to review COAC 
Module 2 and help to smooth the path from EOOC to COAC�  The 
success of this work will be measured by the level of dominance of 
RAE Captains on the COAC in August/September 2009�

Any article on EOW would be sadly lacking if the majority of 
the text was not devoted to the ARA ROBC, thus reflecting the 
proportion of the wing’s effort demanded by this one course�

In January, an unusual mix of Junior Officers began the ROBC 
together at SME The group consisted of former sappers, tech-
nically qualified Civil Engineers, a Mechanical Engineer, former 
tradesmen, a SSO, a former ACT Brumbies Fullback, Air Force 
and foreign personnel, as well as recent RMC graduates, were all 
there to learn how to command Sappers�  Despite the variety of 
backgrounds, commonality was quickly found around the Offic-
ers Mess bar�

The 24 week RAE ROBC (the longest in the Army) covered the 
whole spectrum of engineer tasks with the focus being on provid-
ing sufficient knowledge and skill in each area to be able to plan 
tasks and command sappers on operations� The course covered 
basic combat engineering, demolitions, mine warfare, waterman-
ship & bridging, force engineering, blast effects and specialist 
engineering (search and CBRND)�  It included lessons, demon-
strations, TEWTs, recon reports and Ex LAE (lasting 3 weeks)�

There were numerous highlights throughout the course, both 
curricular and extra-curricular, and the ROBC members had plen-
ty of time to become acquainted� Several Mess dinners occurred 
during the 6 months including the (in)-famous Waterloo Dinner� 
These dinners were a great way for the latest cadre of Engineer 
Officers to socialise with their instructors and other senior of-
ficers, including Chief of Army, in an informal setting� During 
the summer months, the pool was used extensively by certain 
members and when the weather turned colder, the fireplace and 
Pianola became the centres of attention� 

Ex LAE was the culminating field activity, utilised for assessing 
trainees on planning a mission, leading a troop and conducting an 
Engineer Reconnaissance and itself providing a number of valua-
ble learning outcomes� The exercise forced trainees to employ all of 
the skills taught throughout the course in order to defeat the Mu-
sorians�  Conveniently, the Musorian army this year developed a 
preference for Improvised Explosive Devices (in line with the Chief 
of Army’s training directive) to go with their traditional fondness 
for Chemical Weapons (which conveniently kept the trainees in 
MOPP 2 during the harsh Holsworthy winter)� Once the exercise 
was complete, the course members separated into their different 
specialist courses (Geospatial, Construction Commanders and 
Search) in preparation for joining their new units�

In conclusion, this year EOW staff has continued their efforts 
to remain responsive and deliver relevant operations training to 
the Corps, thus meeting the training needs of RAE units and the 
Army as a whole�

Construction Wing
Construction Wing (CW) has continued to support the current 
operational tempo of the Australian Defence Force by support-
ing the recent MRE with observer/trainers�  Four personnel from 
CW have deployed overseas in the past 12 months including two 
members to OP ASTUTE in East Timor and two members in sup-
port of OP SLIPPER in Afghanistan�  

This year CW has been fortunate to receive further funding to 
complete an infrastructure project at the School School of Mili-
tary Engineering (SME)� The construction project involves the 
management and delivery of two lecture facility classrooms for 
SME� This project is being undertaken in conjunction with train-
ing to provide current and realistic value to a number of courses 
being conducted;  from a project and construction management 
perspective right down to on-the-job training exposure for the 
Trade Training Troop (TTTp)�  

Building Squadron 
Building Squadron (Bldg Sqn) had a busy start to the year with 
many new staff marching into the wing, lengthy induction train-
ing, including Certificate Four in Training and Assessment and 
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the commencement of promotion courses has seen the section 
rally together and deliver�  The tempo has still not slowed and we 
are well over half way through the year�

Works Training Section (WTS) has undergone the following 
changes in the conduct of courses currently being delivered: 

Works Managers Course – For the first time, the Works Man-
agers Course was fully developed and in a position to be delivered 
as a pilot course but was unfortunately not funded and therefore 
could not run�  As a consequence, the section has gone back to 
the drawing board to review the course and is in the process of 
providing various alternative options��  These include a combina-
tion of civilian detachment and a TAFE component, or a twelve 
month full time university component�  These elements would 
become a mandatory component for promotion and selection as 
a Works Manager� 

Subject Four Sergeant and Corporal (Construction) - In refer-
ence to the Subject 4 Construction Core training continuum for 
CPL and Sergeant, the Subject 2 training continuum (Engineer 
Operations Module) has now been fully incorporated into the 
courses and is front loaded at the commencement of each course 
for all trainees ARA, ARES and RAAF�

Subject Four Sergeant and Corporal (Civil) – A review is be-
ing conducted into the Subject 4 CPL and Sergeant Construction 
‘Core’, ‘BES’ and ‘Civil’ modules to determine commonality in 
training subject areas�  This is intended to eliminate duplication 
as well as identify knowledge areas that are important to all trades 
based on a member’s construction career progression to Works 
Manager�  Currently the section is conducting workplace analysis 
and mapping exercises to see where rationalizations can be made�  
The anticipated outcome will witness a reduction in training time 
that will ultimately benefit user units in the long term as students 
only need to attend a single rather than multiple courses�

WTS has been providing some input and feedback to Doctrine 
Cell in the updating and acceptance of the Construction Manage-
ment handbook LWP-CA(ENGR) 1-3-1� The future release of this 
publication will provide some much anticipated guidance when it 
comes to managing Army construction projects and link into the 
already existing quality and procedural systems being used by the 
various engineer units�

Trade Training Troop
In August 2009 Trade Training Troop (TTTp) conducted Exercise 
Tradie Warrior� The object of the exercise was for our Sappers to 
get taste of modern day reconstruction deployments, basic field 
engineering and a touch of AACAP thrown in for good measure�

True to the Army’s unofficial motto of ‘Hurry up and wait’ the 
exercise got off to a rocky start with limited transport available 
for the troops, several trips were needed to ferry everyone out to 
the Holsworthy Range Training Area� Once out at the FOB, the 
boys quickly and efficiently went to work setting up a mini tent 
city, while a few of the Electricians (sparkies) put their skills to 
task setting up the FPGDS for the camp�

The exercise was run on a rotational stand basis with each 
section commencing a new task at the beginning of each day the 
role of section commander was decided each day with a Russian 
roulette allocation� Each stand was vastly different and had a wide 
variety of learning outcomes available to every individual soldier, 
whether they are the section commander for the day, learning 
how to write and present orders, or a plumber learning from a 
chippy on how to cut timber�

One of the Combat Engineering tasks was route clearance and 
mine detection� For the vast majority of the boys it had been more 
then a couple years since this was last touched on and proved to 
be quite the wake up call, with the number of notional fatalities 
climbing each day� To see what the Combat Engineers are doing 

overseas and what some of them have to go through on a day to 
day basis was a real eye opener�

The main vertical construction task was the setting up of a 
strong point and the task combined basic carpentry and minimal 
plant; it also saw the troop introduced to Hesco baskets� Although 
they have been around for a while now they were still not in when 
the junior courses went through IETs a couple of years back� Snap 
VCPs and a patrol route which resembled more of an introduc-
tion into rock climbing were a couple of other tasks which also 
involved basic IMTs�

As everyone knows, we at TTTp really love to get our war dog 
on, which our Troop Commander was only too happy to oblige by 
setting up a Troop size ambush�  Whilst not specifically a trade 
related activity, the task was conducted to show us the basic am-
bush on a much broader scale� With diggers taking on the role of 
all NCOs from Troop Sergeant down and the weather failing to 
disappoint and giving us our coldest night out, the boys dug in 
and waited and really learnt to appreciate the fact we are tradies� 
But the main objective was not lost on us and a lot of valuable 
lessons were taken from this, and despite the inexperience of the 
appointed commanders the task was successfully completed� 

Overall the exercise was a success even though not all the 
tasks were completed by the set time or the Land Rover pulled 
the right distance, the troop was able to learn to work together 
and adapt to new tasks and settings often at the last minute� Even 

Above. Strong Point FOB Holsworthy Range

Below. Strong Point FOB Holsworthy Range
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the plumbers were able to use there expert skills when the toilets 
began to overflow on day four� On a serious note though, the 
exercise served  to integrate and blend both the junior and senior 
courses together and have them work in new environments and 
the primary outcomes and objectives were achieved�

AACAP 2009 – Mapoon 
 This year AACAP (16) support from within SME saw twelve Trade 
Trainees (four Carpenters, four plumbers and four Electricians) 
deploy to Mapoon located one hours drive North of Weipa in 
Western Queensland�  Our task would be to assist the trades-
persons with the construction of a number of three bedroom 
domestic dwellings� 

This is the story according to one of the Trade Trainees SPR 
White, who has just returned from a first hand experience as to 
what life will be like once he is a qualified Electrician:

Initially there were many briefs that would cover topics such as 
health and hygiene, project routines, down time and the all important 
Cultural Awareness Training focusing on the local Indigenous Com-
munity.  We then flew to Weipa via Hercules C130 transporters’ and 
completed the trip by bus up to 17 Construction Squadron (17 Const 
Sqn) camp located ten minutes South of the Mapoon community.

We were broken up into three trade sections and from here the 
real work was undertaken, with the finalisation of the camp set up 
being a priority. This included connection of services to tents, ship-
ping containers, ablution facilities and some miscellaneous structures.  
We then moved onto the construction of three dwellings for the local 
community which were not your average three bed-room home that 
you might expect to find in the Sydney Metropolitan Area and this 
presented a real challenge for those involved.  Initially we were used 
as general labour to assist the carpenters with site setting out and 
many more general tasks.  At first we all thought that this was crap 
and that we were not being employed within our respective trades, but 
as the days passed we realised that we were learning valuable skills.  
Most focused on the difficulties and technical issues that tradesmen 
have with the construction of any facility, whether it is a domestic 
dwelling or a light commercial building and we all considered the ex-
perience valuable.

When construction of the dwellings finally got to the stage where 
we could carry out the electrical rough in, we were all excited with the 
prospect of our first real time task.  One of the main points noted, was 
the fact that Indigenous housing is vastly different from anything that 
we had experienced prior to AACAP and we quickly picked up on all of 
those skills required to complete the task.  The construction techniques 
and standards were varied and on most days you would hear a com-

ment like; “that is not how we would carry out that task when working 
in Sydney” and for the most part they were correct.

However, it was not all hard work and no play with ample time for 
us to enjoy the spectacular sites of Weipa and the surrounding country 
of Mapoon.  There were plenty of excellent fishing spots within easy 
drive of the squadron camp to throw a line in, and as long as a keen 
eye was kept on the local crocodile population many good fish were 
bought back to cook for dinner.  The facilities within the squadron camp 
were not four stars but it was well enough equipped to satisfy most 
after hours activities and I did not hear too many complaints from 
the other Trade Trainees.  We all admitted that between the gymna-
sium and scheduled physical training we all lost a couple of unwanted 
kilograms.

At the end of the day, AACAP 16 – Mapoon was an excellent op-
portunity for us to get away from TTTp for a short period and learn a 
whole heap of valuable new skills both directly trade related and from 
within the other trade groups.  The experience will no doubt set all of 
us up to be sound tradies, and we are looking forward to completing 
all of the required competencies and qualifying as competent trades 
persons ready to be employed within any ADF unit. 

RAE Museum Project
The RAE Museum of Military History has come along way in the 
past twelve months and this is mainly due to the securing of much 
needed resources and commitment from within Trade Training 
Troop and the wider Defence and corporate civilian sector�  The 
allocation of funding from within the RAE Corps Fund and a 
generous donation from Komatsu has allowed the continued im-
provements within the museum to progress and take the project 
through to Stage Four�

Works that have been undertaken include the construction of 
the RAE Corps Shop, a small theatre with a seating capacity for 
forty personnel to undertake training or conferences and working 
accommodation to permit museum staff and volunteers a clean 
quiet space to carry out their respective duties�

The tasks were ideally suited to the trade capabilities within 
TTTp and the Trade Trainees gained much needed trade compe-
tencies from the work including, timber framing, internal linings, 
fitment of doors and windows, electrical, minor plumbing, air 
conditioning installation and commissioning and general fit out 
and finishing skills�

The next step is to keep the momentum going and secure 
funding to progress onto Stage Five of the project and commences 
construction on the internal patrician walls that will ultimately 
create sections within the museum for displays�  Once this has 
been achieved and each section is respectively climate controlled 

Above. The Gymnasium Squadron Camp. aaCaP 2009 Mapoon QLD
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(air conditioned) then the current display’s in the old museum can 
be progressively relocated to within the new museum� 

The Museum Heritage Area is another ongoing project 
that has lost a bit of momentum mainly due to school train-
ing commitments, but needs to be kick started again�  There 
is a lot of work to be undertaken outside of the main museum 
building with the creation of an artificial lake, non-equipment 
bridge, rail head bridge and tank display, reinforced concrete 
pathways to link displays, various outdoor structures to house 
small mechanical displays and sheltered rest areas for weary 
walkers to enjoy�  There are already many of the resources 
available for the projects and securing technical expertise and 
labour component seems to be the biggest hurdle�  We must 
endeavour to improve the quality of our heritage displays and 
surrounding areas if we are to preserve the old for the benefit 
of our future sappers�

Civil Squadron
Civil Squadron (Civil Sqn) at SME continue to expand the ADF 
horizontal construction capability through 2009� Soil, plant, 
manual handling and promotion courses have this year seen an 
increase in non-RAE attendance, in the form of RAAOC, RACT, 
even RAINF and RAAF� The second Construction Civil Plant 
Course (CCPC) for the year was also attended by reserve train-
ees, significantly increasing the reserve plant capability; an asset 
heavily utilised in the aftermath of the Victorian bushfires earlier 
this year�

Construction Civil Plant Course - The bi-annual plant course 
run at SME will undergo a major restructure in 2010 with the 
aim of improving training outputs through the modularisation 
of the course� Each code will have its own autonomous TMP and 
students will train on one variant of the equipment at the SME, 
becoming more proficient, competent and confident in their 
method of operation� Units will be required to provide familiari-
sation training on variants held within respective plant troops to 
translate these skills�

The CCPC had a 30% RAAF throughput in 2009, reinforcing 
the requirement for a RAAF instructor position at the school� The 
increase in RAAF attendance was made possible due to a decrease 
in Army nominations� This decrease also allowed the course to 
be offered to reservists, resulting in a large capability increase to 
Sydney area reserve engineer units�

Future Developments - Civil Sqn personnel conducted an 
initial investigation into the simulation training used by the 
mining industry� Further evaluations have been recommended 
into the feasibility for simulation training within the Army plant 
training continuum� 

The Squadron has worked closely with DMO to assist in the 
industry briefs to replace aging Army plant equipment� Recent 
acquisitions include a new light tracked excavator, light wheeled 
tractor and investigations have commenced for light dozer, roller 
and scraper replacements�

Standing Orders for Vehicle Operation - CATC has been work-
ing with Civil Squadron staff on the SOVO rewrite� The chapters 
on C & D vehicle operation have been updated to reflect changed 
safety requirements and new equipment in service� 

Retirement - This year has seen the retirement of Mr Paul 
Godbolt, who worked within the Squadron and its predecessor 
for over 40 years� In addition, CPL Greg Jackson, the School’s 
soil instructor, was farewelled from the Army after 22 years of 
loyal service�

Course Attendance - Again this year, most courses run by Civil 
Squadron have been under prescribed� The positive result is that 
the squadron has been able to extend its training beyond RAE, 
however, this may present a capability gap for Army in the future�

Training Courses
Construction Wing has trained the following number of person-
nel in the various Construction Engineering disciplines during 
the period Jan to Sep 09:

PHOTO CAPTiOn
Enter your own caption below:

a. Regimental Officers Basic Course Trainees: 37

b. Construction Commanders Course Trainees:16

c. Construction Civil Plant Course Trainees: 28

d. Subject Four Warrant Officer Construction Trainees: 0

e. Subject Four Sergeant Construction  Trainees: 23

f. Subject Four Sergeant Civil  Trainees: 0

g. Subject Four Corporal Construction  Trainees: 34

h. Subject Four Corporal Civil  Trainees: 9

i. Overhead Linesman Course  Trainees: 20

j. Advanced Field Power Generation Course  Trainees: 24

k. Miscellaneous Plant Equipment Courses  Trainees: 14

l. Telescopic Handling Equipment Course  Trainees: 15

m. Soils Technician Course  Trainees: 4

 Total Trained: 224
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oyal Australian Engineers (RAE) Trade Managers 
have two main functions� The first is the employment 
category managers, or trade managers, of all 14 RAE 

trades� The second function is the design and development of 
Training Management Packages (TMPs) that enable the conduct 
of RAE courses and supports the trade structures� Each of these 
functions is performed on behalf of the Employment Category 
Sponsor and the Training Authority, who is the Commandant of 
the Combined Arms Training Centre (CATC)� Logically, much of 
the work we do directly relates to RAE and our main stakehold-
ers are School of Military Engineering (SME), RAE units, Career 
Advisors and Career Managers�

One of the main tasks that result from these functions is 
the development of trade employment structures� These struc-
tures are created to achieve the desired capability requirements, 
to create a sustainable and achievable structure and to enable 
appropriate remuneration and career progression� Another sig-
nificant follow on effect of the cell’s two main functions is the 
development of the Employment Specifications (ES) (this is the 
old Manual of Army Employment (MAE) and Employment Cat-
egory Standing Orders (ECSO) rolled into one document)� The 
new ES went live in June 2009� Probably the most time consum-
ing task is the provision of advice and analysis of the impacts of 
Defence policy�

The future trade structure within RAE will be heavily influ-
enced by the ongoing development of the Modular Engineer Force 
(MEF)� Work is progressing well� The Corps will be progressed 
through the Army Personnel Committee (APC) stages next year� 
The Army Emergency Response trade will be leading off in Febru-
ary 2010, followed by the Geomatic Trades; including Multi Me-
dia, then Combat Engineers and finally Construction� The reason 
Construction is coming last is because we have a body of work that 
must be completed beforehand�

All trades, (with the exception of the Construction), have a 
fairly recent Occupational Analysis dating back no more than 
5 years� We will argue that the occupation for those trades 
has not changed significantly and that with amendments in 
training we will be able to deliver the required capabilities as 
required for MEF that will meet the ADF requirements for a 
Combat Support�

The Priorities here at RAE TT for the next 6 to 12 months 
will be:
• Review the TMPs for each course and have them loaded 

onto TMPSS;
• Provide advice to SME (where appropriate) into the construc-

tion of the MEF Concept papers for trades;
• Prepare, disseminate, and Analyse the Job Analysis survey 

that will inform the Training Needs Analysis(TNA) for each 
trade to support the MEF structure;

• Progress changes in trade through the Employment Category 
Review Endorsement Meeting to fund new trade training as a 
result of the TNA;

• Prepare the relevant Army Personnel Committee  (APC) pa-
pers to support MEF, and;

• Review and amend Employment Specifications - which is ongoing�

The Changing Face of RAE TT in 2010:
The following changes will take place in 2010 due to posting of 
current staff:

Position Posted Out Replacement

SO2 RAE TT MAJ T� Marchant MAJ R� Kirby

CRSM WO1 N� Johanson WO1 T� Quirk

CBT TM WO2 J� Dash WO2 M� Durnin

GEO TM Sergeant K� Baker Sergeant S� Bourne

MMT TM WO2 G� Tyson WO2 A� Westover

Combat Engineering Trades – Trade 
Manager WO2 John Dash
The Combat Engineer trade has gone through significant changes 
to its structure requiring a rewrite of the Employment Specifica-
tions (ES)� These ES have had some teething problems and are 
being amended as they are identified� 

The commencement of the MEF makes the requirement for the 
trade to go to Army Personal Committee (2010) (prior to DFRT) 
a priority� This review will determine what training/skill sets are 
required by MEF as opposed to the current Army requirements� 
This will involve a review/survey of skill sets at all ranks from a 
CE Sqn and Spt Sqn within 1 CER and 3 CER� The results should 
give a good overview of current training and whether the trade 
is over/under training or with the modern battle field changing, 
does the trade require new skill sets or specialist within the CE 
Troop/Sqn�

Geospatial Technician – Trade 
Manager – Sergeant Kim Baker
The implementation of GORPS saw a large proportion of the trade 
receive a substantial pay increase across CPL, Sergeant and WO 
ranks� The Specialist Geomatic (ECN 395) was rolled into the Geo-
matic Technician Trade model as ECN 423-4� 

The trade underwent an Occupational Analysis in late 2008 as 
part of a Trade Review� On completion of the review, only mini-
mal changes in work or capability were identified for the ARA 
trade� The review did however identify the lack of an ARes Trade 
Model and disparity of the employment category name and role 
performed� 

Engineer Trade & Training developed a submission proposing 
a sustainable ARes trade model based on emulating the existing 
ARA training continuum� As a result it was proposed that ARes 
soldiers will be remunerated on equivalent pay groups based on 
skill grade and work value� The proposal also included changing 
the name from Technician Geomatic to Geospatial Technician 
(GT), in-line with other similar Defence agencies and civil or-
ganisations�

The proposal was presented to the Employment Category Re-
view Committee (ECRC) on 13 May 09 and accepted� The proposal 
is now awaiting the final determination to be delivered by the 
DFRT, which is expected to occur late November� 

The 2010 posting cycle will see Sergeant Sue Bourne taking 
over the Trade Managers position� The next two years will be busy 
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due to the implementation of the ARes model and the ramifica-
tions to the trade of the Modular Engineer Force and restructur-
ing into Forces Command� 

Multimedia Trades – Trade 
Manager - WO2 Geoff Tyson
There have been few reportable changes in 2009 within the Multi-
media Technician trade (MMT)�  Therefore the focus of trade man-
agement has been on stabilising the trade structure post GORPS� 
The Employment Specification revamp continues to be a priority, 
with the Trade Manager (TM) endeavouring to ensure the final 
specifications will be clear, concise and easily interpreted by all�

The biggest change to the MMT for 2009 is the Forces Com-
mand restructuring of TTC and LWDC into the Army Learning 
Production Centre (ALPC), Puckapunyal� This change has resulted 
in a transfer of trade positions from Sydney to Puckapunyal to 
commence in 2010 bestowing ALPC with the largest asset of 
MMT personnel across Army�

The 2010 posting cycle will see WO2 Andrew Westover move 
into the TM role at HQ CATC, with the current TM WO2 Ge-
off Tyson leaving Army to attend to university studies� With the 
trade due to undergo an Occupational Analysis in mid-2010, WO2 
Westover will be extremely busy in his new role�

Army Emergency Response – Trade Manager 
– Sergeant David (Dibsy) Rideout
The Modular Engineer Force (MEF) has been the largest influ-
ence on the Army Emergency Response (AER) trade this year� 
The embedding of the AER Tp’s into the CER’s has been seen 
as a win-win situation for both the trade and the Corps� This 
has the potential to increase the opportunity for further deploy-
ments and develop the Emergency Responder (ER) into an even 
more capable ‘ battle ready ‘ soldier� The embedding of the AER 
into the CER’s gives the CO’s immediate capability of provid-
ing highly expert advice and manpower to Brigades in the form 
of CBRNE and HAZMAT� Major changes that will occur to the 
trade in the not too distant future will include the raising of a 
Tp at 2 CER within 7 Bde� The Tp will consist of both ARA and 
ARes soldiers� 4 Tp IRR at the School of Army Aviation will be-
come civilianised and those soldiers redistributed amongst the 
trade� (This will happen concurrently)

An initial Concept Paper Working Group for the Army 
Emergency response trade has been programmed for Septem-
ber 2009� The information provided from this working group 
will be used to develop the Concept of Operations paper for 
the trade which will lead into the Training Needs Analysis, re-
quired to affect changes in the training continuum IOT deliver 
the Army capability requirements� In early 2010 the AER trade 
will be presented to the Employment Management review and 
Endorsement meeting followed quickly by the Army Personnel 
Committee (APC)� Following this process, further progression 
through to the Employment Category Remuneration Review 
Committee (ECRRC) and the Defence Force Remuneration Tri-
bunal will be dependant on changes to the Work Value of the 
trade� “Wait-Out�” The new Truck Fire Fighting Rural (TFFR) 

has been procured by DMO� Updates in regard to purchase 
and the training on these vehicles will be forwarded to units 
through RAE TT� CATC will be developing the training package 
required for both RAAF and Army on the operation of the new 
vehicle, in co-operation with the RAAF Security and Fire School 
(RAAFSFS)� In conjunction, Land 998 phase 2 is working on the 
procurement of replacement Airfield vehicles for the ADF which 
will see the E One Titan sent into retirement� More to follow on 
that as information is received�

In regard to the ARes soldiers, the Army has approved a re-
duced training requirement for AER, and endorsed the High 
Readiness Reserve (HRR) component� The ARes AER is now only 
required to complete phase 1 of the IET Cse� Once the initial RPL 
/ RCC process has been completed for the ARes soldier they are 
to complete the Operator Emergency Response (OER) Cse as well 
as 12 months On job experience� 

If ANY of my fellow Sappers need to discuss any of the con-
cepts put forward for the AER trade please feel free to contact 
Sergeant Rideout at HQCATC�

Construction Trades – Trade Manager 
– WO2 Aaron (Nev) Watts

A Construction Trades Working Group was conducted at ALTC 
with representatives from most RAE units present� The working 
group was able to finalise some of the outstanding issues from 
previous working groups and highlighted a number of current 
issues that are in the process of being addressed�

The implementation of GORPS saw pay increases to the Car-
penter, Plumber, Electrician and Operator Plant trades� Signifi-
cant changes have been made to the Employment Specifications 
(ES) in relation to the skill and qualification requirements of each 
trade and rank level� All personnel should review their ES to en-
sure that they are aware of their trade requirements� Minor issues 
have been identified, mainly in relation to the Army Reserve re-
quirements; these will be addressed in the near future�

Standing Orders for Vehicle Operations (SOVO) Vol 3 1999 
is currently undergoing a major rewrite in order to bring it in 
line with the release of the CA Directive - Licensing of Army per-
sonnel performing High Risk Work and working in Prescribed 
Occupations and the handover of D Vehicle (Material Handling 
Equipment) to ALTC in 2009� This rewrite will see a change from 
the current paper based license (PH444) to a Card license similar 
to those issued for B vehicle endorsements and the introduction 
of a license expiry / requalification period�

A new training continuum for the Carpenter, Electrician and 
Plumber trades is currently being developed, ensuring that our 
tradesmen are qualified in line with the National Training Packag-
es for each trade� Training under the new continuum is expected 
to commence early 2010�

Training options are currently being developed which will al-
low trade Warrant Officer Class Two’s to gain further skills and 
qualifications outside of the specified Works Managers Course� 
Long Term Schooling and civilian placement options are being 
reviewed as ways to prepare senior trade managers for promotion 
to Works Manager (WO1)�
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During the closing 
stages of Op TELIC 12 
my Squadron 2IC asked 
if I was interested in 
applying for a place 
on the Exchange Pro-
gramme “Long Look”� 

Having never heard of it, I went to ask my Troop Staff Sergeant 
his opinion� Knowing a little more about it, he saw great wisdom 
in sending me away from the Troop to the other side of the world 
for four months and could not recommend it more highly to me� 
So it was that I arrived at RAF Brize Norton at the end of March to 
meet up with the other one hundred or so Long Lookers destined 
for Australia� Shortly later we were on a flight to Sydney from 
where we dispersed to our respective host units�

My posting was as the Squadron 2IC to 7 Combat Engineer 
Squadron, 2 Combat Engineer Regiment (2 CER), at Gallipoli Bar-
racks in Brisbane� I was fortunate to have Capt Adam Kavanagh, a 
lateral transfer (a British forces member who has transferred to the 
Australian Army), as my host officer who knew several officers I had 
served with in Germany and had even served at Chatham during my 
Troop Commanders’ Course� There is a startling high number of lat-
eral transfers in the Royal Australian Engineers (RAE) – indeed, some 
cynics suggest that the Australians use Long Look as a recruiting tool 
– and I was continually hearing British accents around Brisbane and 
the Officers’ Mess which added a welcome sense of the familiar�

Slightly less familiar was the set-up of the Regiment itself, 
mirroring a light role engineering regiment in the UK rather than 
the armoured unit, (32 Engineer Regiment), where I had served 
as a Troop Commander� The mentality and work-rate amongst 
the Sappers was very comparable, however, and it was only three 
days into my job that I deployed on a Squadron level bridging 
exercise� The RAE uses the Medium Girder Bridge as its assault 
bridge and the two troops in the Squadron each carried out day 
and night builds� Shortly following this there was a demolitions 
exercise followed by Brigade and Division level exercises� Each 
focused on conventional combat engineering, very comparable to 
our own, but there were many aspects tailored to introduce their 

Afghanistan OPTAG ahead of their upcoming deployment�
Given the high tempo of exercise and pre-deployment train-

ing and administration which the Squadron was undergoing I 
was not (as is the Long Look myth) given a car, a fuel card and 
told to see the country (but I had always doubted this anyway)� 
Nevertheless, I managed to make the best of my spare time� Aus-
tralia is a staggeringly-large country where nobody seems to think 
anything of travelling hours to get away at the weekend� This is 
hardly surprising given the amount of beautiful beaches, striking 
scenery (often steeped in Aboriginal history) and other attrac-
tions in Queensland� So it was that I managed to make trips with 
another Brisbane Long Looker to Fraser Island, Byron Bay, the 
Sunshine Coast and Magnetic Island to name but a few� I even 
managed to represent the Regiment at rugby and enjoyed watch-
ing the Brisbane Broncos rampage through the rugby league table 
at the Suncorp Stadium� Recently I was also lucky enough to sail 
around the Whitsunday Islands and scuba-dive in the Great Bar-
rier Reef – two of my main objectives in coming to Australia which 
both merit their reputations as astounding destinations� Finally, 
I was hosted at the School of Military Engineering (SME) outside 
Sydney, where I met their Troop Commanders’ Course, visited the 
Incident Response Regiment – an EOD and CBRN regiment aimed 
at supporting their special forces – and took a trip to the Blue 
Mountains in the company of Major Paul Hampton and an Ex-RE 
Lateral Transfer; Major Stu Pemberton� 

I left Australia having learnt a great deal about the way the 
RAE operates and overcomes the same challenges which the RE 
faces� I certainly take back to Germany a number of better ways 
of doing things, and I likewise believe that I have educated a few 
people on some of the ways we do things better? I have been 
very fortunate in this respect as everyone at 2 CER, from the 
CO, Lt Col Joel Dooley, my OC, Maj Matt Prior, Capt Kavanagh, 
the subalterns, the SNCOs, and down to the newest Sappers was 
incredibly welcoming, friendly and eager to exchange ideas� They 
all hosted me warmly and I thank each of them, as well as Capt 
Chris Murray and the officers at the SME� 

Captain Jim Ryan RE

After holidaying in Australia for a month and witnessing Martin 
Johnson lifting the William Webb-Ellis trophy in 2003, follow-
ing a gut wrenching and bloody battle with the host nation, I 
decided that I would like to experience more of Australia�   On 
return to the UK I submitted a posting preference for the Officer 
Commanding Construction Wing for the 2005 rotation�   Alas, I 
was unsuccessful due to the popularity of the appointment and, 
in the words of my desk officer; I was ‘earmarked’ for another 
post!  Two years later I resubmitted believing that I had little or 
no chance of capturing one of the more desirable appointments 
for a Major within the Royal Engineers (RE)�  I was totally sur-
prised when selected for July 2007�   I can’t believe that two years 
have passed so quickly and how little time I have left to pen a few 

reflective words for the Sapper Magazine, not just from a work 
perspective but also including some personal experiences of my 
Antipodean adventure�  

In the UK and prior to our departure Sydney was a regular 
feature on the British news due to the NSW five year drought 
and the risk to health caused by the atmospheric pollution from 
the encircling bushfires�   With a young family this was of grave 
concern that our dream posting was going to be anything but�  But 
I can report back that as we stepped onto the tarmac at Sydney 
airport the drought was officially over!  The rain arrived in buckets 
and has not stopped since�  Many Australians have the wrong per-
ception of the English weather and would compare the wet Sydney 
weather to that of the UK – which is wrong , the average rainfall 

MY AnTiPODEAn ADVEnTuRE
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in London is  736mm compared to Sydney’s 1175mm which tells 
me that Sydney is far wetter�    We decided to live out towards 
Cronulla so we could be close to the beach and live the ‘Austral-
ian dream’ and  I can report that my family visited the beautiful 
Cronulla beach almost every day and also never witnessed riots 
-  it was certainly worth the daily commute to Steele Barracks�  
The downside however was that we missed out somewhat on the 
social and Regimental atmosphere generated when living close 
to work and the Mess�   

As to work it was largely what I was expecting�  Fortunately I 
had been lucky enough to receive several thorough briefings from 
Lieutenant Colonel  Bill Lang RE and Major William Thackwell RE 
who had both done time (not literally) as OC CW�    So what are 
my main observations of my time as a British Exchange Officer 
attached to the RAE?   I quickly realised that there were many 
similarities between the British and Australian Armies and the RE 
and RAE Corps�  This in itself should not be surprising due to our 
shared heritage and customs, but there are also some big differ-
ences in our structures and training which I feel worthy of note�   

My biggest surprise was learning that the RAE, since the de-
mise of Commander Land Forces Engineer in 2006, did not have 
a  Corps HQ�  In the UK we have the Engineer in Chief  (EinC) and 
his HQ who has a command function, provides technical direction 
and is pivotal in the development of the Corps capabilities, they 
are also fundamental in fighting the ubiquitous internal defence 
battles and defending the interest of the Corps�   It is therefore re-
assuring to see that through the recent Army Capability Require-
ment – Modular Engineer Force (MEF) submission that a full time 
RAE HQ will be raised again - the importance of which cannot be 
underestimated�   This will ensure that engineering capability is 
neither forgotten nor neglected and will give the Corps the focus 
and technical direction it has sorely missed since 2006�  

One of the first things I noticed at Steele Barracks was the 
sheer number of POM accents that I heard – it felt like a home 
from home!   This was largely due to the proactive recruitment of 
soldiers from the British Army to meet the rapid expansion of the 
ADF�  This factor highlights one of the major differences between 
the Armies – that of age�  In the British Army soldiers and NCOs 
retire from the Army after 22 years of service, which generally 
means that the maximum age of other ranks is the mid forties�  
This has several benefits;  it maintains a youthful Army for the 
business of closing with and destroying the enemy, and also facili-
tates a structured career path with opportunity for all to progress, 
on ability, in a timely manner�  The downside is the loss of highly 
experienced and trained soldiers in their mid forties�  The ADF 
were quick to seize upon this factor and recruited extensively 
from the UK�  However, with this recruitment strategy and with 
a standard retirement age of 60 the problem becomes one of an 
aging Army which although highly skilled is not ideal at undertak-
ing its primary function of war fighting�  A further consequence of 
this longevity is that WOs remain in the Army for years and stifle 
the advancement of others, particularly the more junior senior 
NCOs who rely on ‘dead men shoes’ for progression�   In my time 
I have sadly witnessed the resignation of three outstanding indi-
viduals due to this  – a real loss to the RAE and ADF�  Currently, 
within the British Army, there is a major study ongoing reviewing 
the retirement age of its ORs as there is clearly a real wastage 

of knowledge, experi-
ence and talent�  First 
indications however, 
are that extending the 
age of retirement will 
be limited to a few key 
skill sets and positions 
as the war fighting ability and career structures are seen as vital 
ground� It is clear both manning philosophies have their advan-
tages and disadvantages and attaining the correct balance is not 
easy – youth verses skill and experience?     

It has been a real privilege to be OC CW and oversee the train-
ing delivery of both horizontal and vertical engineering for the 
RAE and RAAF�  In general the training is very similar between the 
RE and the REA with the exception of the artisan trades; carpen-
ter, electrician and plumber�  These differ in two aspects�  Firstly, 
in the RE  these skills are taught in a progressive manner over a 
4-6 year period, with individuals moving between the training 
base and active units where their soldiering and artisan skills are 
reinforced and developed on operations and other tasks�  Sec-
ondly, training objectives and standards are set to meet military 
operational capability through the training needs analysis (TNA) 
process�  If some civilian qualifications are attained in the process 
that is a benefit but is not paramount, unlike here where all the 
training objectives and standards are set to match the require-
ment to obtain national qualifications�  As a result I have no doubt 
that the RAE tradespersons are some of the more highly trained 
military artisans in the world however, they have little utility for 
extensive periods whilst in training which can be between 3 to 
5 years�  On qualification I believe their ROSO remains limited 
when considering the time and financial investment made into 
their training� Are the tax payers getting return for their invest-
ment?  I do not know as there are many factors such as recruit-
ment and retention that need to be considered to gain a truly 
holistic picture�    What I have no doubt about are the capabilities 
of the RAE artisan tradespersons which are truly world-class�   

Other than work my other highlights have consisted of visit-
ing the ‘Wet Sunday Islands’ where it rained consistently for a 
week – is there a pattern developing here?  A four week trip to the 
Australian principality of New Zealand - where it did not rain at 
all�  The birth of my son�  Despite being born in the Land Down 
Under and the claims by many Australian friends that he is now 
a ‘fair-dinkum Ozzie’  he will be brought up to be a true English 
gentleman with all knowledge of his birth place eradicated�  The 
English beating the Wallabies in the quarter final of the Rugby 
World Cup and walking into the Mess the following Monday�    Fi-
nally, being homeward bound prior to the conclusion of the Ashes 
series and not having to walk into the Officer’s Mess and face my 
colleagues (mind you half of them are now POMs)�  

It has been a privilege and honour to have commanded CW 
and spend two fabulous years in Australia at the School of Mili-
tary Engineering�  I will look back on my time with great fondness 
and hope that distance and time does not dilute the friendships 
made�  May be these will be rekindled in time for the British and 
Irish Lions Tour in 2013?

Major Phil Godsall-Stanton RE
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It has been an exciting time to be posted to the 
1st Combat Engineer Regiment (1 CER), as in 
the last twelve months we have contributed 
Squadron level operational deployments to Af-
ghanistan and Timor, a Regimental deployment 
as part of Exercise TALISMAN SABRE 09, sup-

port to 1 Brigade in the construction of the Brigade Bike Path and 
the introduction into service of the new M113 AS4 Armoured 
Personnel Carrier (APC)�

Mentoring Reconstruction Task Force One (MRTF-1) deploy-
ment was a great opportunity for 1 CER and included an EOD 
Team, Combat Engineer Troop; providing mobility support and 
Trade Troop�  The Combat Engineer Troop primary role and suc-
cess was mobility support that included a number of IED finds 
and subsequent neutralisations, construction of a patrol base 
from conception to completion in the Baluchi Valley, two Mabey 
Johnson bridges constructed in Zabul Province in support of Re-
gional Command South to re-open the road route between Kabul 
and Kandahar and survivability and sustainment tasks within 
Camp Holland to cope with the expansion of the Allied Force� 

Timor-Leste Battle Group V (TLBG-V) saw HQ 23 Support 
Squadron re-role into HQ Support Company with, amongst other 
assets, an Engineer Troop that was made up primarily of com-
bat engineers plus two tradesmen and two plant operators�  The 
Troop was utilised almost purely in vertical construction tasks; 
a great achievement considering only two of them were carpen-
ters�  The Combat Engineers developed very good labour skills, 
and achieved outstanding results�  Their notable achievements 
included construction of a besser block static grenade range for 
the F-FDTL, construction of a medical facility in the remote vil-
lage of Uaimori and normal FOB sustainment tasks necessary on 
a protracted operation such as Operation ASTUTE�  

Exercise Talisman Sabre 09 (Ex TS09) provided the oppor-
tunity to deploy to Shoal Water Bay Training Area (SWBTA) as a 
Regiment with C Company, the 5th Battalion, The Royal Austral-
ian Regiment attached�  The role of 1 CER was to provide a Battle 
Group (BG) OPFOR asset to pit against 7 Brigade� Overall it was 
a very successful and rewarding activity as it exercised all levels 
of command to plan the deployment to and from SWBTA by road 
and air� It also provided an opportunity to plan for complex en-
gineer tasks as well as execute more infantry focused Tactics, 
Techniques and Procedures�  Sappers refreshed their skills and 
knowledge on infantry minor tactics as well as enhancing their 
knowledge on urban warfare� 

The Brigade bike path has been a long term fight with fund-
ing finally allocated in May this year�  An expedient design and 
implementation was critical as the funds were only available until 
the end of the financial year�  The task was achieved from design 
to completion within a month, with four kilometres of sealed two 
way bike track the result� The task required detailed coordina-
tion with civilian construction agencies� Assets from 23 Support 
Squadron, (under command of 1st Fd Sqn) delivered a successful 
product on time and within budget� Importantly it provides safe 
passage for those riding to Robertson Barracks from Darwin CBD 
and the Northern Suburbs�

Combat Engineering in the Mechanised Brigade is what 1 CER 
is all about� In line with this concept, 1 CER has just received their 
first squadron of the new M113 AS4� The following squadron will 
be delivered over the next two months�  This an exciting time for 

1 CER, selected as the first unit to be completely kitted out with 
the new APC� In addition to the new 44 AS4 on the unit enti-
tlement (making 1 CER the third largest user of the AS4); AHQ 
have approved a two year trial of six surplus AS4 Fitters Track 
as an engineer variant�  1 CER will utilise the vehicles hydraulics 
to power a number of tools and various attachments in order to 
inform the engineer variant requirements of Land 400� This has 
the potential to be a significant outcome for both the Regiment 
and Corps�

1 CER continues to push the development window with mixed 
success�  While proposals for tele-operation of JD 850s and Up 
Armoured Skid-Steer Loader (UASSL) in breaching roles have 
stalled; minor gains have been made with robotics and highlight-
ing the lack of an armoured engineer capability to the powers 
that be�  

The Regiment looks forward to the introduction into service 
of the Land 144 equipment and how we might then adapt it to 
the requirements of the 1st Brigade�  This equipment plus the trial 
Fitters Track will provide the equipment for 5 and 6 Manoeuvre 
Support Troops which were raised this year�  Regiment manning 
is such that our 2011 growth was brought forward to 2009�

Overall it has been a rewarding, fulfilling and demanding 
year�  The Regiment has stayed true to its Corps motto of being 
‘Everywhere’, with an opportunity to centralise later this year 
in a Regimental Ball to celebrate “The year that has been�”  Our 
eyes are quickly focusing for the next twelve months ahead as 
we say good bye to our Commanding Officer, Lieutenant Colonel 
Timothy Bayliss; as well as a large number of our Officers, Non-
Commissioned Officers and Soldiers, who will represent the Corps 
well in their future postings�

9 Field Squadron – Eveready – Major M. Ludwig

In September 2008, 9 Field Squadron and other elements of 1 CER 
deployed to Mount Bundey Training Area (MBTA) as part of Ex 
GOANNA BREACH� This exercise was supported by 1 Armoured 
Regiment and was a culmination of the demolitions training con-
ducted throughout 2008� Soldiers from 1 and 3 Troop undertook 
a dismounted silent breach followed by an explosive breach of ob-
stacles and the destruction of a village� Soldiers from 4 Troop and 
23 Support Troop constructed the target village on a green field 
site� This provided a great training opportunity for the tradesman, 
plant operators and combat engineers within these two troops� 
This exercise enabled the more junior members of the Squadron to 
participate for the first time in a combined arms live fire activity�

SAPPER SITREP

1st COMBAT ENGINEER REGIMENT

Above. Fireball at �st Brigade Firepower Demo
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2009 commenced with new Troop Command teams� The aim 
for this year was to reconsolidate some of the training shortfalls 
that had been caused by the posting of key Squadron staff� Unlike 
the previous year there was no field exercise in Cultana in the early 
portion of the year� This restricted training to in and around the 
barracks and adjacent closed training areas�

4 Troop had an opportunity to train with the new water pu-
rification equipment that arrived in 1 CER in May 2008� This 
training was conducted at Fort Hill Wharf� The water source was 
Port Darwin itself� The quality of water produced by the WPU and 
ROWPU was good; as confirmed by the environmental health of-
ficers� The training provided the Sappers with an opportunity to 
learn/practice on this new equipment�

In April, the Squadron undertook some watermanship and FSB 
training at HMAS COONAWARRA at Larrakeyah� The training 
enabled the Troop Commanders to see an FSB raft constructed, 
launched, operated and recovered� This was a worthwhile training 
activity as it gave the Troop Commanders a valuable appreciation 
of the employment of the FSB�

9 Field Squadron and other individuals from the Regt conduct-
ed a march through Palmerston on ANZAC Day� Despite the humid 
conditions, the locals keenly supported the parade which culminat-
ed in a wreath laying ceremony at the memorial in Palmerston�

9 Field Squadron finally commenced its field training regime in 
2009 with a deployment to MBTA in May as part of Ex PREDATORS 
CRAWL� The training allowed 3 and 4 Troops to undertake practi-
cal application to the theoretical training that had been conducted 
within the barracks in the early part of the year� Training consisted 
of dismounted and mounted IMTs, demolition ranges, live fire Troop 
breaching ranges, MGB builds, route clearance and a Brigade firepower 
demonstration� Elements of both 1 and 9 Field Squadron provided the 
engineer components to this demonstration which included a simulat-
ed closure of a lane and a fireball to simulate air delivered ordnance�

In May and June soldiers who had deployed with TLBG-V and 
MRTF-1 returned from those operations� The Squadron provided 
a CE section as part of the relief Platoon Group deployed to sup-

port the ROCL period for MRTF-1� These soldiers performed well 
and brought back valuable knowledge and experience of engineer 
operations in a hostile environment�

In July the Squadron deployed to SWBTA as part of Ex TS 09� 
The Squadron formed part of the 1 CER BG GOANNA and were 
responsible for the construction and emplacement of a number of 
obstacles� During the next stage, the Squadron as part of the OP-
FOR undertook harassing operations to interdict CSS elements 
within 7 Brigade�  A highlight of the exercise was the defence 
of Raspberry Creek Urban Operation Training Facility (UOTF) 
against the MEU� Despite being outnumbered and against a more 
technically equipped enemy, 3 and 4 Troops were heavily engaged 
in close quarter combat within the UOTF� The Marines suffered a 
large number of casualties at the Troop’s hands, until the OPFOR 
were finally requested to “play dead” and cease fighting�   

9 Field Squadron is in the process of receiving its first M113 AS4 
APC replacing the tired A1 version� 1 CER will have an opportunity 
to deploy these vehicles on Ex PREDATORS GALLOP in September� 
This will be a large Brigade activity focussing on combined arms Com-
bat Team level operations culminating in a series of live fire activities� 
The Squadron should receive its full entitlement of AS4 by October�

9 Field Squadron will continue with its commitment to pre-
pare all personnel for the higher level combined arms training 
exercises in 2010 and possible operations�

Above. Concussion charge on Ex GOaNNa BREaCH

Below. � Tp FSB Training - Port Darwin
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WHY SHOULD YOU SUBSCRIBE?
Subscriptions to the Royal Australian Engineers Corps 
Fund provides an income that allows the Corps to 
care for our heritage and to foster esprit de corps

WHAT DO YOu GET OuT OF iT?
Individuals may benefit from the Corps Fund in many 
ways either directly or indirectly. For example, the 
Corps Fund has provided financial support for: 
• Corps sporting activities 
• Purchase and preservation of items of historical   
 significance for the Corps museum 
• Provision of prizes for top performing officers  
 and soldiers graduating from courses

WHAT DOES iT COST?
The cost of subscriptions are: 
$2 per fortnight for ARA sergeants to officers 
$1 per fortnight for ARA sappers to corporal 
$30 per annum for GRes officers 
$20 per annum for GRes Ors 
$30 per annum for ex-serving officers 
$20 per annum for ex-serving Ors 
A donation for ex-serving associations

HOW DO YOU SUBSCRIBE?
Serving ARA personnel can subscribe through 
a pay allotment by completing an AD577 form 
(Defence Employee Pay Allotment Authorisation)

Corps Fund account details: 
Australian Defence Credit Union BSB No: 802-397 
Account number: 528618 
Account Name: Rae Corps Fund

GRes and ex-serving personnel can subscribe 
through an electronic funds transfer to the account 
(details above). Cheques are also acceptable and 
should be made payable to the RAE Corps Fund 
Send cheques to SO2 Head of Corps, Steele 
Barracks, Moorbank Ave, Moorebank NSW 2170

ROYAL AUSTRALIAN ENGINEERS CORPS SUBSCRIPTIONS
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WAnT MORE DETAiLS?
For further information contact SO2 Head of Corps on: 
Tel: 02 8782 5402 
Email: stuart.pemberton@defence.gov.au

Reserves and ex‑members are cordially 
reminded that annual subscriptions should 
be paid by 1st December each year

Your Corps Fund subscription will ensure 
that the Royal Australian Engineers can 
continue to acquire, preserve and display our 
heritage while fostering esprit de corps

ROYAL AUSTRALIAN ENGINEERS CORPS SUBSCRIPTIONS

SUBSCRIBER BONUS
New Corps Fund subscribers will receive a unique 
pen inscribed with their name. After twenty years of 
continuous subscriptions, members receive a display 
box containing a collection of Corps badges. After 
thirty years of continuous subscriptions, members 
are presented with a substantial gift that includes 
an engraved record of their military service
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23rd Support Squadron
23rd Support Squadron broke up mid-year in 2008 to support 
deployments to Operation ASTUTE and SLIPPER with the Dog 
Teams and a mix of Planties, Drivers and Tradies deploying with 
1 Fd Sqn on MRTF-1� The Squadron Headquarters (SHQ) and the 
majority of the remaining Squadron deployed to Timor as part of 
TLBG-V to command a combined-arms Support Company within 
the 5 RAR BG; (BG Tiger)�  (These deployments are described in 
the various articles within the Australian Sapper Magazine)�  SHQ 
was busy from the start of the deployment to the end�  In addition 
to the engineering and CIMIC support, the company also ran a ba-
sic sniper course, basic reconnaissance course, and supported the 
first overseas Junior Leaders Course, a number of MR2 courses, 
and various live-fire exercises during the trip to Timor�  Support 
Company consisted of the engineer troop as its largest body, but 
also an infantry reconnaissance platoon conducting ISR and air-
mobile QRF tasks, a mechanized QRF rifle platoon, a Military 
Police Dog Section; with four dogs, the BG Signals Platoon and an 
Electronic Warfare Troop (minus)�  SHQ also picked up the inevi-
table tasks of OH&S, the BG RTF, sports and CML with AusAid, 
the UN and other NGOs, as well as various MGI coordination roles 
with the BG HQ detachment from 1 Topo Svy Sqn�

On return to the Regiment in August, a number of support 
task were waiting including construction of an outdoor physi-
cal training area for 5 RAR, design of vehicle search bays for the 
barracks, planning for refurbishment of local Run Dodge Jump 
courses and support to 1st Brigade during Exercise PREDATORS 
GALLOP in the Mt Bundey Training Area�  The Squadron has 
started off slowly rebuilding the capability in the Regiment, ready 
for a full training cycle in 2010 and looking forward to preparing 
for operations late in the New Year�

Operational Support Squadron
If you need an omelette made from 45 dozen eggs, wood to build 
your village, your bogged vehicle recovered, blisters treated, 
hedgehogs welded, concertina wire delivered, truck repaired or a 
crane to lift your bridge, Operational Support Squadron(OSS) can 
help – paperwork and lead time permitting, of course!

OSS mission is the provision of integral combat service sup-
port to 1 CER�  These simple words conceal what is a demand-
ing, complex and high tempo role which requires the Squadron 
to constantly adapt in order to support the Regiment’s training 

requirements� During 2009, OSS has supported and deployed on 
a number of training exercises, including Ex TS09�  

During Ex TS09, OSS was required to support BG Goanna that 
consisted of; two field squadrons, two companies from 5 RAR 
and a battery from 16 Air Defence Regiment� As well as fulfilling 
this primary role, OSS was required to act as the townspeople of 
the main population centre, Raspberry Creek� This city was the 
decisive terrain for the opposing forces and the role was critical 
to the success of the exercise� The soldiers within the Squadron 
were able to call on their considerable acting talents, using their 
initiative and imagination to stage varying events, from mock 
funeral processions to food riots�  Logistic Troop was also kept 
busy keeping up with demand for defence stores, while Cater-
ing Section established one of the largest field kitchens seen in 
recent years� 

OSS was the first sub-unit within the Regt to take receipt of an 
M113AS4, receiving the Armoured Fitters variant in April�  This 
vehicle deployed on the Predator series of exercises and Ex TS09 
and performed well�  Its ability to recover by ‘A’ frame was tested 
to the limits and beyond at Shoal Water Bay – result: one new “A” 
frame required�  In August, a second Fitters and an ARVL were 
received along with 14 new AS4 APC’s�  The task of receipting and 
fitting out these vehicles was achieved ahead of schedule through 
the combined efforts of detailed coordination and crew support 
from the field squadrons� 

2009 has been characterised by the statement ‘…next 
month when we aren’t so busy…’, but through the hard work 
and outstanding trade skills of each member of the Squadron, 
we have provided timely, effective and adaptive support to 
the Regiment�

Exercise Talisman Sabre 2009
In July this year the 1st Combat Engineer Regiment (1 CER) con-
ducted a Regimental deployment to Shoal Water Bay Training 
Area (SWBTA), as part of Ex Talisman Sabre 2009 (Ex TS09)� The 
Regiment formed the OPFOR BG Goanna and with attached as-
sets C Coy 5 RAR and D Troop 16 AD Regiment, lead a valiant 
defence of Raspberry Creek prior to dying graciously on order� 

The first elements of the Regiment deployed via road� The 
convoy move was the largest that the Regiment has undertaken 
in over four years and saw approximately 30 vehicles on the road 
for six days� The main body departed from Darwin in the relative 
luxury of the A330 marrying up with our vehicles at SWBTA� 

The exercise construct saw the Regiment fulfil a number of 
roles including conventional OPFOR, role player civilians and 
crafty quasi United Nations (UN) workers� The majority of the 
Regiment was involved with the conventional OPFOR battle and 
formed what was known as BG Goanna, an RAE heavy BG with 
a Mechanised Engineer HQ sitting over the top of a squadron 
of mechanised engineers, a squadron of motorised engineers, 
an attached mechanised infantry company from 5 RAR and an 
Air Defence Troop from 16 AD REGT� The scenario dictated that 
the BG would spend the first seven days preparing the Area of 
Operations (AO) for defensive operations and then move to an 
unconventional defence based on denying BLUFOR CSS assets 
the ability to move freely around the AO� Also to prevent BLUFOR 
use of likely landing zones prior to posturing in Raspberry Creek, 
SWBTA Urban Operations Training Facility (UOTF) to conduct 
the final urban defensive battle�

During the battle space preparation; the 1 CER Sappers con-
ducted excellent basic combat engineer works including large scale 
conventional minefields, wire obstacles and anti-tank ditching as 
well as route denial, both road and creek and the construction of 
both real and dummy delay defence positions� The second phase 
of the exercise gave the sappers the chance to practice their infan-
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try minor tactics at the section and troop level� Notable mentions 
go to OC C Coy, 5 RAR who’s unrelenting raids on soft BLUFOR 
assets won him the title, ‘The Scourge of the Landsberg Track’ 
and the section of plant operators who carried out Operation 
Rambo, a dismounted attack on an ASLAV Patrol by night� To 
their credit the ambitious raid resulted in no friendly casualties 
whilst achieving an ASLAV mobility kill and an unknown number 
of dismounted casualties� The defensive battle in the UOTF gave 
the Sappers of 9 Fd Sqn the chance to practice their urban fighting 
skills alongside C Coy, 5 RAR� Whilst heavily outnumbered, the 
Sappers of 9 Fd Sqn fought valiantly in what could only be likened 
to the Battle of Stalingrad in WWII�

Ex TS09 provided the soldiers of 1 CER with the excellent op-
portunity to train against not only a range of Australian assets 
and units but also the forces of the 31st Marine Expeditionary 
Unit (31 MEU)� The exercise afforded the soldier’s time to inter-
act with US forces and see first hand the tactics, techniques and 
procedures of an ally� 

Ex TS09 was a resounding success at the training level and all 
1 CER personnel returned to Darwin with not only an increased 
understanding of our global partners but also an increased col-
lection of US DIGICAM clothing! The training that was conducted 
at all levels on Ex TS09 will indeed stand the unit in good stead 
for 2010�

2009 has been a demanding year of action 
and growth for 2nd Combat Engineer Regi-
ment (CER), with significant change occur-
ring within the unit and 7th Brigade� The 
Regiment has grown astonishingly quickly 

in the last 2 years, transitioning from a pri-
marily part-time unit to one boasting over 250 

full-time soldiers, as well as maintaining its ARES capability� The 
expansion reflects the growth of the brigade under the HNA and 
ELF programs, with 2 CER developing the capability of sappers 
and equipment – to provide combat engineering support to the 
expanded manoeuvre assets of 7th Brigade� It is a far cry from 
several years ago when 2 CER reduced in size to 19 ARA staff on 
its way to abolition during 2006� The Regiment expects to expand 
further under the MEF growth plan over the next 2 years into a 
fully established regiment comprising of; 2 ARA CE Sqns, 1 GRES 
CE Sqn, 1 Sp Sqn and 1 OSS�

As well as growth, there has been significant operational 
activity� 2 CER experienced a myriad of callouts and warning 
orders for disaster relief efforts, commencing with providing 
Engineer Support to the Brisbane area in the aftermath of 
the savage storms which lashed the area in Nov 2008� In an 
operation which aided hundreds of civilians from the Bris-
bane Community, 2 CER provided Combat Engineer effort 
focussing on clearance of rubble and debris (especially veg-
etation with huge numbers of trees uprooted and landing in 
backyards and on houses)� The Regiment was able to provide 
some real service for the community� It was a very positive 
experience for the Sappers of 2 CER and the community to 
see the Australian Army working in direct support of Austral-
ians in need�

In the ensuing months 2 CER was called out or warned out 
for the conduct of bushfire relief, further storm relief and then 
finally clean-up ops after the major oil spill onto Morton Bay/
Moreton Island� All of which eventuated in some significant 
preparation work but none of which eventuated in any deploy-
ment of troops�

Amidst the distraction provided by disaster relief, a normal 
training year needed to be completed, beginning with section and 
troop training and culminating, somewhat anti-climatically, in Ex 
TS09� Along the way saw the successful completion of Ex SAPPER 
WALK, focussing on gap crossing, and then Ex DEMOLITION 
SAPPER, with significant preparatory construction allowing a 

strong focus on urban breaching and method of entry�
ANZAC Day was a huge success for 2 CER in 2009 with over 

2000 attendees at Dawn Service and what felt like twice that many 
at the ‘Sporties’ club not long after� Unfortunately for the thirsty 
Sappers of the Regiment, refreshments had to wait, as 2 CER 
and the remainder of the Brigade took part in the ANZAC Day 
March through Brisbane� While many were wishing for a beer 
earlier than 1200h, the huge size and good-natured cheering of 
the crowd in Brisbane were a reminder of the special place that 
the Soldiers of the Australian Army have in the psyche of the 
Australian People� 

Somewhere along the way the Sappers of 24 Spt Sqn managed 
to complete the construction of a memorial for the Australian 
Army Training Team Vietnam Association (AATTV-A) at Canun-
gra� The project was a real success, both as a training activity for 
the Sappers and for the satisfaction both Vietnam Vets and wid-
ows felt at seeing a fitting memorial to recognise the service and 
sacrifice of their comrades and loved ones�

With the completion of Ex TS09 2 CER has switched focus to 
pre-deployment training and preparations� The pre-deployment 
training and administration bill for a scheduled deployment con-
tinues to increase and around 5 months of high tempo training 
will be completed by the time the Sappers of 2 CER deploy in 
2010� Those not deploying will spend the remainder of 2009 in 
dedicated support to this pre-deployment training, ensuring a full 
regimental (and indeed brigade) effort� 

The initial focus for training is to improve search skills 
for those personnel deploying to the Middle East� A myriad 
of changes in enemy TTPs in theatre has resulted in frequent 
modification to Sapper TTP’s� Soldiers who have returned to 
Australia from the Middle East as recently as 9 months ago are 
discovering that new ways of mitigating the IED threat have 
already superseded their own TTP’s� A CS OMLT will include an 
Engr element and the sappers of 2 CER are gearing up to provide 
first class training to the Afghan National Army, with a focus 
on cultural and language training evident in their training from 
the start� Those members deploying to assist with the continued 
stabilisation of Timor Leste have commenced honing their basic 
CE skills, getting ready to complete, as always, every task that 
nobody else wants to (or can) do� With the type and quantity 
of sapper support to all operations altering on a frequent basis 
it remains to be seen how much of 2 CER will remain behind in 
Brisbane for 2010�

SAPPER SITREP

2nd COMBAT ENGINEER REGIMENT
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3rd COMBAT ENGINEER REGIMENT
2009 kicked off for 3rd Combat Engineer Reg-
iment (3CER) with the marching in of a com-
plete turnover of key appointments� These 
were CO, LTCOL Rupert Hoskin, XO, MAJ Jeff 
Delgado, RSM, WO1 Brent Doyle, OPSO, MAJ 
Aaron Cox (US Exchange Officer), OPS CAPT, 
CAPT Christian Van Den Bosch (a Transfer 
from the Nederland’s Army), and OPSWO, 

WO2 Andrew Payne� Not only a high turnover in staff, but also 
ensuring the support to the sub units in their preparations for 
their transitions to the separate battle groups for their deploy-
ments to Mentoring and Reconstruction Task Force 2 (MRTF2) 
Afghanistan and Timor Leste Battle Group VI (TLBG VI) made for 
a hectic start to the year� During this preparation and the manda-
tory training period, HQ was also tasked to prepare for a possible 
short notice DACC task in support of the Ingham floods� 

With the support to the Mission Rehearsal Exercises and ful-
filling the constant reinforcement demands organised, our main 
focus now was to plan and prepare for Ex Olgetta Warrior to be 
conducted during Aug – Sep 09 in Papua New Guinea� RHQ‘s role 
in this Ex is to be the overarching HQ element for Ex Puk Puk (25 
Spt Sqn), Ex Wantok Warrior (18 CE Sqn, elements of 2 RAR) and 
EX Helicon Luk (Aviation High Density Altitude training)� Also 
to be included is the use of HMAS Kanimbla� This exercise will 
highlight a number of significant milestones for 3 CER as it will be 
the largest exercise utilising PNGDF personnel since gaining their 
independence in 1975� It is the first time for sustaining rotary 
wing operations off a Landing Platform Amphibious (LPA) and to 
3 CER’s knowledge, it is the first time CO 3 CER has been re-rolled 
to become the Land Component Commander�  He will achieve this 
by incorporating his HQ staff into the planning cell of a Joint Task 
Force HQ (JTF HQ) operating from an LPA� On top of all this 3 
CER currently have personnel deployed to Kuwait, Afghanistan, 
Timor Leste, Pacific Islands (various locations), and PNG� 

As part of the battle procedure for both TLBG-VI and MRTF-2, 
RHQ had the important role of providing certification of the en-
gineer FE for both operations� This task was vital in ensuring 
that both groups were not only trained and equipped to under-
take their mission, but also to ensure that the Tactics Techniques 
Procedures (TTP) used would mitigate as much risk as possible in 
their respective Area of Operations (AO)� The certification proc-
ess included reviews of SOP, visit to mission specific training and 
mission rehearsal exercises to assist in the validation of how our 
engineers would undertake their missions� 

Another large focus of the RHQ was the development of a 
strategic plan to enhance the mental and physical robustness of 
the Regiment� Plan Shackleton was named after the great polar 
explorer of the early 20th century Sir Ernest Shackleton, who 
was renowned for his excellent leadership of men in the harsh 
environment of the Antarctic and for his own physical and men-
tal toughness� Plan Shackleton looked to consolidate a number 
of disparate activities within the Regimental calendar and also 
identify supplementary activities that would meet the CO intent 
of a more robust soldier within the Regiment� One of the activi-
ties conducted under the auspice of Plan Shackleton included the 
introduction of a Regimental fitness assessment that reminded 
individuals that being able to complete a 2�4 km run, some push 
ups and sit ups will not adequately prepare them for operations� 
Other activities looked to develop the mental agility and the 

leadership skills of the command and leadership groups of the 
Regiment� The main activity for Plan Shackleton in 2009 was the 
Commanding Officers section challenge conducted in the com-
fortable environment of Tully�

On completion of Ex Olgetta Warrior it will be back to Aus-
tralia and business as usual with Christmas almost upon us� CO 
3 CER would like to extend his thanks to the member’s families 
for the support they have given to the Regiment over the year 
and would like to wish everyone being posted a safe journey and 
success for their future career�

For 3 CER we look forward to what the future holds�
UBIQUE

18th Field Squadron
For some time there has been vigorous discussion and debate over 
the future of the parachute capability within not just 3 CER but in 
the wider Army� As it appears that there will now be stability and 
support for the capability, it has fallen on the newly raised 23 Tp, 
18 Fd Sqn, 3 CER to foster and develop what will become the En-
gineer Airborne component of the Airborne Combat Team� 

With the re-raising of the parachute capability, it was decided 
that the Engineer Task Group would focus its capability on the 
hasty repair of a damaged airfield� This rapid repair would allow 
follow-on forces to land heavy equipment and resources to further 
develop the airfield and provide additional engineering works� It 
was decided that a restructuring of the engineer component was 
needed to enhance their effectiveness and capability once on the 
ground� The orbat was revised to ensure that sufficient manpower 
was allocated for tasks that may need to be conducted� It was de-
cided that a section commander would lead a full combat engineer 
section to provide intimate engineer works, with the focus being 
on that rapid clearance and opening of an airfield� A Liaison Of-
ficer has also been attached to allow for direct engineer advice to 
the supported commanders without hampering the works of the 
section� Finally, to repair any damage to weapons or equipment 
as a result of the drop, the orbat also includes a fitter armourer 
and a vehicle mechanic�  

In line with the changes to manning, planning has also been 
conducted into equipment and Tactics Techniques and Procedures 
(TTP) that would allow the Sappers to carry out tasks quickly 
and efficiently� To determine what equipment and resources is 
required for airfield repair and what could be useful in the fu-
ture, the airborne section conducted an airfield repair task at High 
Range in a scenario designed to simulate a realistic mission� The 
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airborne section deployed with a task to repair a substantial hole 
that was blown in the airfield utilising only the equipment that 
would be able to used in a para role� As this was the first time air-
borne section had conducted this task it was initially slow going 
and there was some head scratching on the best way to go about 
things�  Once on the ground CPL Jesser was able to organise his 
site effectively and get the task underway� The use of a skid steer 
loader was found to be vital as it was utilised for the movement of 
locally sourced water and fill� It was also key in the compacting of 
the site to give sufficient ground density to allow aircraft to land 
on it� This activity gave the airborne section the knowledge and 
experience required to further develop SOPs and equipment to 
undertake the task more quickly and efficiently in the future� CPL 
Jesser has also been instrumental in the development of counter 
mobility planning that will further assist in the securing of the 
airfield prior to repair and opening by using explosives� 

With any new capability there are teething problems and with 
3 RAR located in Sydney until 2011, there has been a requirement 
for key personnel to travel long distances to conduct any thor-
ough planning, reconnaissance or training� This has hampered 
the development and training of the airborne section capability 
due to the lack of qualified drop zone safety officers, parachute 
jump masters and instructors internal to 3 CER� The distance has 
also affected the logistic supply of necessary specialist equipment� 
Equipment such as Land 125 packs and helmets are essential to 
the conduct of airborne exercises and when issued they will fur-
ther enhance the capability of the airborne section� 

Airborne operations are still in their infancy and are being 
constantly developed as a capability� With more training and revi-
sion of equipment lists, TTPs and SOPs, the capability will evolve 
over the coming years into a force element able to be deployed on 
short notice and with relative ease�

Lieutenant David Carew-Reid 
23 Troop Commander

25th Support Squadron
No change for 3 CER or 25 Spt Sqn in 2009 with a heavy com-
mitment to the operations cycle with a composite Construction 
Tp force assigned to the Mentoring Reconstruction Task Force 2 
(MRTF 2), the responsibility to prepare 16 Combat Engineer Tp, 
under LT Tommy Gains, for Timor Leste Battle Group VI (TLBG 
VI) and then the final wave of mentors for the Combat Support 
Operational Mentor Liaison Team (CS OPMT)�  On the home 
front the Sqn was rolling through induction training when we 
were stood up as the Engr Spt Gp for possible deployment to 
Ingham QLD, following extensive flooding�  It was a great op-
portunity to shake out and confirm a few equipment gaps and 
set ourselves up for the year�  The Regt then conducted a 100% 

stocktake which gave us a good start point, albeit in the middle of 
the year!  The Sqn then conducted a field training exercise focus-
ing on junior leadership to prepare us for Ex Puk Puk in PNG and 
support to Operation Kokoda Assist� 

On 15 Feb 09, 25 Spt Sqn was tasked to provide a detailed re-
connaissance report on the potable water crisis in the township of 
Karumba (Gulf Country)� To achieve this, the OC and SSM flew to 
the region in order to gain an appreciation of the task and confirm 
Army had the capability to complete the job�  Two days after the 
reconnaissance a detachment of ten personnel deployed by C-130 
directly to Karumba�  The detachment comprised of the SSM, 6 
x SPR, 2 x preventative medicine technicians and an electrical 
technician�  The initial task was to produce water for some 700 
people at approx 250K liters per day�  The task was originally for 
one month but was later extended to three months and output 
was increased to 400K litres per day for a total output of 30 mil-
lion litres of water� While the team operated 24/7, they still had 
the opportunity to chase the elusive Barramundi and the even 
more elusive backpackers… 

On a serious note, the Defence Assistance to the Civil Commu-
nity (DACC) task to Karumba was a great opportunity for mem-
bers of 3 CER to participate in a real time task providing us with 
the opportunity practice old and learn new skills� It was identified 
that the CPC-20 is still the most suitable piece of equipment for 
large volume sustained water purification tasks; however, more 
attention needs to be paid to training our junior soldiers in the 
running of a water point, not just producing potable water�  Over-
all, maximum input, combined with enthusiasm ensured that the 
task was a great success� 

The month of June involved 25 Spt Sqn conducting it’s first 
hit-out on Ex Phantom Warrior� This was a significant milestone 
in the Sqn’s resettlement following our participation in Recon-
struction Task Force 3 (RTF 3) and was the first Sqn level activ-
ity since our return to Townsville� The activity commenced with 
a Combat Fitness Assessment (CFA) at Mount Stuart Training 
Area, proceeding straight into a week on the range conducting 
Live Fire 6, sneaker, section defence and grenade practices� The 
exercise then leapt into the deployment of the Sqn to the High 
Range Training Area, with Tp level semi-autonomous tasking� 
Specialist Tp undertook the construction of a single span non 
equipment bridge, allowing the Tp to refine their construction 
skills and exercise their destructive tendencies with a reserve 
demolition� Additional mobility tasks were completed including 
the opening of Landing Zones in heavily wooded remote areas, 
inaccessible by road� The task involved an airmobile insertion via 
Chinook carrying an under-slung Skid Steer Loader� Two 150m 
x 150m LZs were created and there was plenty of opportunity to 
gain chainsaw experience for the men of Specialist Tp� Midway 
through the task an exposed UXO allowed for a quick UXO dispos-
al opportunity and a much needed breather for the Tp� Concur-
rently in another area of the AO, members of Specialist Tp were 
undertaking cratering of Star Airfield� Two craters, 5m x 1�7m, 
were blown to test the rapid airfield repair capabilities of the Air 
Combat Team (17 CE Tp) and a light plant detachment from Plant 
Tp�  The task provided an opportunity to technically evaluate the 
re-established Airfield Defence Repair capability and the equip-
ment required�  The Tp refilled the craters back to California Bear-
ing Ratio 11 (CBR 11) in approx 48 hours� Plant Tp, commanded 
by LT Matthew Dykes, was heavily involved in extensive specialist 
mobility support activities throughout the exercise� One facet of 
the plant works conducted included the reconstruction of two 
causeways that had been badly damaged during the heavy flood-
ing of the wet season, reopening the million dollar route to heavy 
B vehicles� The other major task completed was; route repairs over 
a 25 km stretch of badly eroded dirt road, significantly improving 
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the road compaction, surface and drainage� Ably supported by 
RAEME, catering detachments, 5 Avn Regt, 35 Fd Sqn and RAAF, 
the exercise provided a highly beneficial shake-out in preparation 
of upcoming activities�

After a short leave break, a busy three week lead-up period 
culminated with 25 Spt Sqn’s deployment on Exercise Puk Puk 
09 (PP09)� This exercise was undertaken at the Goldie River 
Training Depot (GRTD), the PNGDF equivalent of training 
command� The engineer contingent was formed around 25 Spt 
Sqn, with force elements from 21 Const Sqn (6 ESR), 2 RAR 
Assault Pioneer Pl, 5 CER, SME, 3 CSSB, 1 RAR, 10 FSB and 1 
HSB� Additionally, a 24 strong composite Tp from the PNGDF 
Engineer Bn raised the total of the contingent to a strength of 
110 personnel� The groupings for the contingent consisted of a 
works team and three integrated troops lead by LT Ashley-Bunn, 
2LT Eka and LT Gray�

The scope of works included the refurbishment of the area the-
atre, improving the soldiers club, converting an old ablution block 
into open air classrooms, security upgrades to the HQ building, 
re-roofing of a weapons shed and range ablutions�  Community 
works focused on refurbishing the community centre, painting 
and tiling the church�  Tasks of opportunity included upgrading 
the museum and repairs at the school�  

The tragic plane crash on 11 Aug 09 of a twin otter aircraft in 
the vicinity of the Kokoda Airstrip, triggered 25 Spt Sqn to pro-
vide immediate support to the recovery operation, known as OP 
KOKODA ASSIST� The contingent consisted of WO2 Donaldson, 
LCPL Boyd, CAPT Ohlsen (3 CSSB) and CAPT Lavender (3 RAR)� 
They actively assisted in the recovery of deceased personnel, air-
craft remains and coordinated the ongoing logistic and medical 
support to investigation teams� The mission was effectively con-

cluded on 23 Aug 09�  Upon making their contribution, the PP09 
members returned to GRTD to continue their duties�

The Works Team, consisting of LT Rafter and SGT Shaw, en-
sured the quality, timeliness and accounting of the construction, 
allowing the opportunity to further widen the reconstruction 
effort to include extensive improvements to a local school and 
the refurbishment of the GRTD Museum� With the works com-
pleted the PNGDF facilities and surrounding community build-
ings gained greater functional utility and aesthetic appeal� Addi-
tionally, in the course of the hard work of the soldiers, many new 
friendships and bonds were struck, ideas and methods shared, 
and beers devoured� 

Other activities undertaken as part of Ex Puk Puk 09, were the 
provision of medical and mechanical assistance to the local com-
munity� The medical treatment included imminently life threat-
ening symptoms such as respiratory conditions, malaria, broken 
limbs, general illnesses and inoculation of infants� A conspicu-
ous effort by CPL Young and PTE Hickey in saving the life of a 
three year old girl on the brink of cardiac arrest is also recognised� 
Mechanical assistance was delivered by the FRT, providing long 
overdue technical attention to weapons and equipment stored in 
the heat and humidity�

At the completion and finalisation of works and with the close 
of festivities associated with the handover of the sites back to 
the PNGDF, the successful efforts of the PP09 contingent shifted 
to the pack up and redeployment to Australia, AKA home� PP09 
reconstituted with the remainder of Ex Olgeta Warrior for return 
trip on HMAS Kanimbla�  

With 25 Spt Sqn’s major activity for the year complete, the 
remainder of the year will be dedicated to specialist courses and 
preparation for DACC season�

The Regiment started 2009 by providing op-
erational support to OP VIC FIRES ASSIST� The 
fires had a profound and lasting impact upon 
the Regiment� The majority of the unit was in-
volved in the fire recovery effort in some form 
or other� RHQ provided a Command Team for 

the Task Group 662�7 (Recovery) that ran the recovery effort out 
of Kinglake�  RHQ provided personnel for rear details operating 
out of the Ringwood Depot� 10 Fd Sqn and 38 Spt Sqn provided 
personnel to the Engineer Task Group, commanded by 22 Const 
Regt� Tasks included: Cutting of Fire lanes in support of the CFA 
and Department of Sustainability and the Environment (DSE)�  
Chainsaw teams cleared access routes for emergency vehicles, and 
to provide safe environments for house and land holders, Plumb-
ing support, Electrical support, Water cartage, Burial of stock and 
wild animals,  general duties work parties to assist the local popu-
lation, general clearance of waste and debris from around houses 
and properties,  engagement with local population to ‘fly the flag’  
assistance with cartage of stock food and clearance of fire fuel 
from around ‘sensitive’ indigenous sites�

4 CER also provided catering staff to the Army community 
kitchen in Kinglake, and Duty Officers/Engineer Advisors to the 
JTF HQ�

Post fires, 4 CER worked hard to focus back on the training 
programme� Skills have been learnt or enhanced in demolitions, 

range qualifications, NBCD, counter mobility and Search� Search 
included 30 personnel receiving formal TAFE qualifications in 
Working at Heights and in Confined Spaces whilst the Regiment 
conducted a combined exercise with the 4 Bde RRF at Olympic 
Park and the Hisense Arena (old Rod Laver Arena)�

4 CER exercised Freedom of Entry to the City of Maroondah in 
November 2009 with the Brigade Commander, Brigadier Arnold 
and the RAE Southern Region Colonel Commandant; Brigadier 
Peter Hutchinson, as Official Guests�

Relationships forged with the local community during the 
fires saw 4 CER’s CO and RSM invited to the Kinglake Community 
Awards Annual Dinner with a return invitation being extended 
to three of the Kinglake Community Leaders and their partners 
to 4 CER’s mixed dine-in night�

The Regiment deployed several members on operations in 
2009; WO2 Steven Attleir deployed on OP SLIPPER as an EOD 
Tech, SGT Ron Willis and LCPL Jay Marriott deployed to Rifle 
Company Butterworth with 13 Brigade� SGT Adam Reynolds 
served as an LiaisonOfficer for the SOTG in Afghanistan and 
CAPT Jon Cuypers was deployed to the Sinai on OP MAZ-
URKA as the SO3 Personnel� 12 members from the Regiment 
deployed to OP RESOLUTE as part of Defence’s contribution 
to combating illegal fishing and immigration in the northern 
waters of Australia�

4 CER also supported a number of external exercises and acti-

SAPPER SITREP
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vates within Victoria� The Regiment provided Battle Noise Simula-
tion (BNS) and plant support to second class of the Royal Military 
College, Duntroon, as well as providing BNS for 2 x Chong Ju Exer-
cises - a fire power demonstration for COAC� Both of these events 
were held at Puckapunyal Training Area� Support was also pro-
vided to Cavalry Scout IET courses and the Brigade RRF course�

4 CER is continuing to maintain its commitment to 4 BDE 

by providing members for the Reserve Response Force and High 
Readiness Reserve� 

A social highlight of the year was the inaugural all ranks Corps 
Birthday dinner held at Oakleigh Barracks with 22 Constr Regt� 
The VIP guest was Brigadier Hutchinson and the dinner was at-
tended by over 100 serving and past members of the two Victo-
rian Engineer Regiments� 

SAPPER SITREP

5th COMBAT ENGINEER REGIMENT
5th Combat Engineer Regiment 
Brings Down The Old Bailey
It was down to business early in 2009 for 5th Combat Engineer 
Regiment (5 CER) with the unit tasked to remove a damaged 
Bailey bridge from the Majura Field Firing Range in Canberra� 
It was a job that had come in a full-circle for Sergeant Jim Davey 
and Corporal Shane Fenech who were both involved in the con-
struction of the bridge in 1989� The opportunity to remove the 
damaged bridge some 20 years later provided valuable field en-
gineering training for the Regiment and presented an excellent 
opportunity for less experienced Sappers to work alongside some 
of the old hands�

The 35m, 11-bay Bailey bridge was originally constructed by 
the then 4th Field Troop of 4th Field Regiment, with assistance 
from Pioneer Platoon of Sydney University Regiment� An excel-
lent photographic record of the construction is held by 5 CER that 
shows personal protective equipment and sapper fashion have 
evolved a good deal since 1989!

Removal of the bridge was deemed necessary after the 
centre bays were badly damaged due to the attempted pas-
sage of a 60 tonne crane that attempted to cross despite the 
bridge being clearly signposted for maximum weight capacity 
of 30 tonnes!

Removal of the bridge proved difficult as the twisted center 
bays of the bridge rendered it unstable� After the wooden bridge 
decking was removed, chainsaw crews were used to cut the deck-
ing timbers to build temporary supports� The bridge was stabi-
lized using the supports to enable the bridge to be jacked up off 
the bank seat beams at each end� Bays were then removed alter-
natively from each end by hand until only the central damaged 
bays remained over the center of the gap� The 5th Combat Services 
Support Battalion’s heavy vehicle recovery team was used to drag 
the damaged bays clear of the gap to a location where the disman-
tling could be completed safely�

The task presented many challenges, especially in con-
structing the structural supports necessary for the safe re-
moval of the bridge� The sappers worked hard in the extremely 
hot conditions over the week-long exercise but proved well 
up to the task� Excellent technical support was provided by 
new reservists WO2 Damien McInerney and Sergeant Matt 
Logie who were on-hand to share their wealth of knowledge 
of bridging tasks�

Following the safe removal of the bridge two undamaged bays 
and the two ramp units were recovered and rebuilt at the 4 Squad-
ron depot at HMAS Harman� The bridge is now in use a variety 
of training purposes including the placing and fixing of charges, 
reserve demolitions and basic bridging training�

The exercise was a rare chance for 5CER to link their current 
training with a historic task while building experience for bridging 

and similar tasks into the future� 1 Tp and Spt Tp of 5 Fd Sqn, 5 
CER was tasked to design and construct rocket screens and blast 
walls to provide vital asset protection of the bunker and ammo 
bay at Dems 2 and sand removal from a creek with plant assist-
ance within Holsworthy Range� 

The main effort was to deploy to Dems 2 on Friday night and 
secure the area and prepare for construction works first light�  With 
the threat of the MAF within our Area of Operations (AO), site 
security was paramount�  The roads needed to remain open to allow 
our supply vehicles access as well as monitor the local range traffic�  
A snap vehicle check point was established at the entrance to Dems 
2 and then developed into a temporary Vehicle Check Point (VCP) 
with a machine gun sandbag emplacement as protection�

At first light the construction of the rocket screen fence com-
menced�  With the MAF still active within our AO, clearing patrols 
were sent out�  The VCP was kept active as VIP’s were constantly 
moving in and out of the area�  Soon afterwards the first load of 
sand from the creek arrived and the sandbagging commenced�  
1000 was the first order of sandbags�

The VCP continued to develop its site and a large machine 
gun / observation post, sand bag emplacement was built on top 
of the bunker�

By mid morning the construction of the fence was in good 
hands with the tradies� One Tp was ordered to perform a route 
clearance on the secondary access road to Dems 2�  With intelli-
gence indicating the MAF have been active in the North of Dems 
2, the secondary access road was very likely to be booby trapped 
with IED’s�  With so many tasks working concurrently, resources 
and man power were stretched� 

During the route clearance, 1 Tp discovered 2 IED’s and neu-
tralised them�  While 1 Tp was out, a recon scout group of the MAF 
moved in and probed the work site� 1 Tp was immediately called 
back to re-enforce the site security and assist with the construc-
tion of the fence�  Fighting patrols were sent out to track down 
and destroy the MAF�

The fence was erected and a double sand bag wall was built at 
its foot�  1 tonne sand bags were filled and stacked 2 high in front 
of the ammo bay�  This proved to be very effective and expedient 
blast wall construction�  With only the finishing touches still to 
be done and the light starting to fade, the MAF had regrouped 
and pounced with aggression on the work site�  The fighting patrol 
was able to give early warning of the enemy moving towards the 
work site�  All hands took up a defensive position�  The Troop Com-
mander was back in location and gave snap attack orders and led 2 
sections to intercept the enemy�  As the light failed, the fire fight 
continued with the 2 section commanders aggressively engaging 
the enemy� The last remaining few enemy soldiers were captured 
as PW’s�  Clearing patrols were sent out while the remaining Sap-
pers returned to finish the task�
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SAPPER SITREP

6th EnGinEER SuPPORT REGiMEnT
There has been a major change over 
in staff at Regiment Headquarters 
6TH Engineer Support Regiment 
(6 ESR) with all but the Adjutant 
and RSM leaving� Most of us have 

hit the ground running and many without a handover / takeover�  
That aside the headquarters has taken this in its stride and got 
on with the job�  We were only just getting used to being under 
command HQ 1 Div when Adaptive Army saw us transition to 
under command of Combat Support and Intelligence, Surveil-
lance, Target Acquisition and Reconnaissance Group (CS&ISTAR 
GP)�  We are now one of eleven units under command of Brigadier 
Sengelman�

This year has also seen several staff from the headquarters 
deploy overseas on operations with LT Adam Goodall (AUSTINT) 
deploy with MRTF 2 and WO2 Adam Wyatt on MRTF3�

This year also saw Exercise Talisman Saber 09 play out with the 
CO, LTCOL Steve Gliddon, and much of the Operations Branch 
deploy as the Force Engineer and G7 Branch of DJFHQ�  Much 
was learnt from the exercise including the important fact that 
such a capability is vitally important for the efficient and effective 
employment of Sappers in the field�  

The remainder of this year will be busy as we are involved in 
the relocation of 21 Const Sqn from Enoggera to Amberley next 
year with the remainder of the Regiment moving out there in 
2011�

“With Strength and Precision”

1st Topographical Survey Squadron 
2009 started for 1st Topographical Survey Squadron (1 Topo 
Sqn) with mandatory induction training in January before get-
ting straight into preparations for a series of detachments to 
support 3 Bde, 7 Bde and HQ 1 Div� notable amongst these were 
the Pozieres series of Exercises; Silicon Brolga, Blue Diamond, 
and Diamond Dollar�  A large number of Sqn personnel were se-
lected to attend specialist training on either the Engineer Survey 
or Intermediate Geospatial Course�  With all of the operational 
deployments, exercises, support to AACAP and training courses, 
there has only ever been approx 30 people physically at the unit 
throughout the entire year� 

The Sqn continues to be heavily committed to operations 
with over 1/3rd of the unit deploying on operations in the last 
year and another 1/3rd being tied up with reach back support for 
operations and/or preparation to deploy on operations�  1 Topo 
Sqn support to operations in Iraq has come to a close with unit 
personnel finalising work with the Combined Explosives Hazard 
Cell (CEXC) in July�  Australia’s Coalition Allies have been very 
impressed with the work that 1 Topo Sqn have carried out with 
the CEXC and they continue to ask for briefs and training on how 
tasks were completed in theatre� 

Support to operations in Afghanistan and Timor continues 
unabated� The Timor detachment remains actively employed with 
the provision of geospatial support to the Battle Group out of their 
home base at Camp Phoenix in Dili�  Operations in Afghanistan are 
increasing, as is the deployment of geospatial personnel into this 
theatre�  Tasks in Afghanistan include traditional surveying support 
to engineer elements, traditional geospatial support and a larger re-
quirement for high end geospatial analysis to the ‘2’ shop and finally 
support to the newly raised Counter IED capability in theatre�

Divisional, Brigade and individual unit exercises plus Train-
ing Command support has kept both MGI troops busy�  Notable 
mentions on the tasking front were support to the HexC activi-
ties in Woomera, support to day to day tasks of the MGI det at 
HQ 1 Div (when requested), support to all MRE’s, support to 
Weapons Intelligence Team training in Wide Bay Training Area 
(WBTA), support to EX Olgetta Warrior in PNG and support to 
RMC’s training activity at WBTA�  The major activity for the year 
was the Sqn (-) support that was provided to Exercise Talisman 
Sabre 2009 (Ex TS09) with many of the geo products being used 
extensively by Div and Bde staff for their planning� A 1 Topo Sqn 
detachment deployed to Schofield Barracks in Hawaii as part of 
Ex TS09 and provided significant support to the overall command 
element of the Exercise�  

Specialist Troop has continued its great work with developing 
and implementing the Theatre Geospatial Database into opera-
tional service, as well as continuing to provide high levels of sup-
port via the air camera for both operational and training targets� 
The theatre geospatial database will be deployed into operational 
theatres by the end of 2009� The survey section has provided sup-
port to this year’s AACAP and the recon for next years AACAP as 
well as several local tasks including Canungra training area�

The Reserve component of 1 Topo Sqn is making significant 
progress both in manning and provision of support to data for 
contingency planning� A series of surveying activities, including a 
live survey job in Lismore and an extensive GIS training serial in 
Bundaberg, has showcased the Reserve components capability� The 
imminent approval of the Reserve geospatial trade model can only 
assist in the further development of this element of the unit�

1 Topo Sqn continues to improve its working relationship with 
Defence Intelligence DIGO in both training activities and live op-
erational tasks�  The air camera was deployed within Australia to 
pick up imagery of live targets to support DIGO’s activities and 
Sqn personnel are working side by side with DIGO Liaison Offic-
er’s in operational theatres and on large exercises such as Ex TS09�  
Finally, 1 Topo Sqn have remained involved in the development 
and testing of aspects of JP2064 (provision of internet based 
mapping applications for all pers with a DSN login)�

The Sqn is also improving its relationship with Joint Opera-
tional Command (JOC) to the extent that the unit has deployed 3 
personnel to augment HQ JOC’s geospatial capability throughout 
the year�  The major tasks undertaken have been support to live 
contingency planning activities, data management and assistance 
in the development of the WebREP DSN mapping service�

On the social side of Sqn life, we have continued to perform 
very well in local and representative sporting events�  The unit 
team put in a strong effort at AASAM with the team placing 3rd 
in the pistol component of the competition, including Corporal 
Joe Cleary individually placing 3rd in the same event�  Corporal 
Emily Dutton won the women’s Biathlon competition at the ADF 
championships as well as winning the 7 Bde cross country event�  
Captain Dave Cave won the men’s Biathlon event at the recent 
ADF championships and has been selected to represent the ADF 
in an international competition in 2010�  Sapper Yvette Maree 
and Lieutenant Ben Kreis won the best female and male novice 
awards respectively at the ADF Biathlon event�  Corporal Amanda 
Iglesias and Sapper Ashley Birt were both part of the Queensland 
Hockey teams at the national championships with Sapper Birt 
being selected to play for the ADF team and then being selected 

WITH STRENGTH AND PRECISON

6ESR
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in the Australian under 21 hockey team�  Captain Sarah Weiss and 
Sapper Nathaniel Kenyon have both been selected to play in the 
ADF Netball nationals representing SE Qld with Corporal Mick 
Kiker being selected as the coach for the same team�

1 Topo Sqn has maintained a solid relationship with commu-
nity organisations, including the 9th consecutive year of march-
ing on ANZAC Day at Kilcoy�  The Kilcoy RSL is supporting 1 Topo 
Sqn personnel by funding and organising care packages to be sent 
to all members of the unit who are deployed on operations� The 
unit is grateful for the support from Kilcoy RSL and looks forward 
to maintaining this strong relationship�  The Survey Association 
of Queensland also supports the unit by presenting the annual 
“Derek Chambers” Award for the best soldier in the unit – last 
years recipient of the award was Corporal “Jack” Mealin�

Looking ahead, 1 Topo Sqn will continue with heavy commit-
ments to overseas operations and an increased role in the ISR 
capability of the ADF as part of the newly raised CS&ISTAR Gp�  
The manning of the unit will increase as a result of implementa-
tion of HNA manning restructures and the unit will receive up-
dated computer hardware and software to bring us to the cutting 
edge of technology�  1 Topo will continue to provide world leading 
geospatial support to the ADF while living by its unofficial creed 
– 1 Topo Sqn, more than just maps!

17th Construction Squadron
“A little bear did fix it”

The year started for 17th Construction Squadron (17 Const 
Sqn) with the mandatory induction training, ranges and drivers 
courses� Ex Papa Bear welcomed in the SNCOs and Officers with 

a trip to HMAS Albatross in Nowra to commence AACAP 16 plan-
ning and to start to get to know the team we would all be working 
with this year� After having achieved the task of developing an 
initial AACAP 16 timeline and concept, (and a good dinner at 
the local RSL), the 17 Const Sqn leadership team headed back to 
Sydney to commence Ex Welcome Bear and Ex Grizzly Bear with 
the remainder of the Squadron� 

Ex Welcome Bear and Ex Grizzly Bear combined all of the man-
datory training, ranges and a myriad of driver’s courses that were 
aimed at qualifying as many personnel as possible for AACAP 16� 
Meanwhile, planning conferences, movement’s conferences and 
various briefs were being attended to ensure the detailed plan-
ning and coordination of the deployment to Mapoon in Far North 
Queensland� However, not even the best efforts and planning 
could foresee the crash in deployment timings of three weeks 
prior to the proposed deployment date due to the availability of 
Naval shipping!! But it all came together� With the advanced party 
departing at the end of March on HMAS Tobruk, it seemed that 
things were starting to finally move forward, even if it took three 
attempts for the ship to deploy in working order! Equipment and 
personnel then began to be transported using HMAS Manoora, a 
civilian ship and C130s until all required equipment and person-
nel had been deployed to sunny Mapoon� 

For AACAP 16 the small but highly successful remote Abo-
riginal community of Mapoon was chosen as recognition of their 
hard work and respected status� With 19 CE Works overseeing the 
project, 17 Const Sqn was tasked with building three houses; as 
well as, upgrading and sealing approximately 6 kilometres of road� 
Healthcare and Education was also provided to the community 
who demonstrated good participation and enthusiasm in the les-
sons and consultations� 

Above. Oblique image of HQ � Div location at the Caves taken on EXTS09
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A regular sports competition was also established between the 
AACAP 16 contingent and the local community who went to the 
effort of ordering team singlets and encouraging as many people 
as they could to participate� Other sporting events included the 
fishing competition and the marathon� Both were highly success-
ful and proved to be highlights of the deployment� 

When it all got too much, the ever present Bear Cave provided 
a sanctuary for a relaxing chat, Foxtel and a quiet drink with ri-
valry becoming the theme during the State of Origin series� The 
advanced party had worked hard to setup the camp and their 
efforts went a long way to make everyone as comfortable as pos-
sible� However, there is little doubt that “Kiel’s Kitchen” and the 
wonderful catering team were responsible for the largest contri-
bution to the contingent’s morale with an abundance of fresh food 
and ice cream cones every night�     

AACAP 16 also provided 17 Const Sqn personnel with the 
unique opportunity of working alongside members from other 
units including; 1 CER, 3 CER, 21 Const Regt, 21 Const Sqn, 1 
HSB, , 3 CSSB, 13 CSSB, 9 FSB and 11 CSST�  Members from the 
PNG Defence Force and Tongan Defence Service joined the ranks 
to assist in the project and to learn valuable new skills� With-
out the contribution from the various units and international 
members the success of the project would not have been possible� 
Friendships were formed and everyone came together with one 
focus; AACAP 16� 

With 17 Const Sqn due to come on line in December, consider-
able planning is now being conducted to ensure that the refit to 
fight period is well coordinated and is successful in achieving its 
main aim in getting the unit prepared to deploy if required� This 
is no mean feat after an intensive year on AACAP� Although there 
is plenty of hard earned leave waiting to be taken advantage of, 
the requirement for all personnel to focus and continue their hard 
work is integral to the success of this period� The constant tempo 
of the unit is a true reflection on its soldiers and hierarchy who 
remain mission focused and are always looking ahead to prepare 
for operations or for AACAP� 

Meanwhile facilities upgrades and training opportunities are 
being exploited where possible to ensure that sufficient training is 
being delivered and that facilities are constantly being improved� 
This year has seen the installation of new shelving within Q areas, 
fencing erected around the compound, new ablution blocks, air 
conditioning, road and yard improvements and the construction 
of new offices within the Main Q store� 

So, what does the new year have in store for 17 Const Sqn? 
Those in the unit from 2010 can expect to be involved in training 
activities aimed at qualifying personnel and adequately preparing 
them for any potential deployments during their on-line year� 
More facility upgrades are planned and the on going corporate 
governance will continue as the Sqn works towards maintaining 
its good statistics which has been indicated through 2009 audit 
results for LAT, SCAF and SRS compliance� 

As 2009 draws to a close and the unit looks forward to a hard 
earned Christmas break, the question on everyone’s mind is what 
will the on-line year bring 17 CONST SQN and last but not least, 
where will it take them? Until then, a reflection on 2009 can con-
clude that AACAP 16 was a challenge that was accepted and met 
with professionalism and hard work from all involved� It can also 
conclude that there were lessons learnt and that 17 Const Sqn is 
moving forward in a positive direction and that those posted to 
the unit will find them in a rewarding but demanding position� To 
those moving on, your efforts have been greatly appreciated by 
the Officer Commanding and all personnel within the Sqn and it 
is hoped that your memories and experiences from the unit will 
remain with you throughout your career� For those coming in or 
remaining, 2010 has new possibilities on offer as we all wait on 

baited breath to find out the unit’s next move� But one thing is 
for certain, that a little bear will fix it no matter what!

LT Patricia Parris-Stephens

21st Construction Squadron
21st Construction Squadron (21 Const Sqn) has again had a busy 
time during 2009, its ‘on-line’ year, following the challenges of 
AACAP15 Kalumburu last year�   With over 40 individual personnel 
deployed to various contingents in support of current operations, 
the Squadron has continued to maintain a high tempo of training�

In February 2009, the Squadron commenced its main con-
struction activity for the year, Ex Horizontal Rooster, at the Ca-
nungra Field Training Area (CFTA)� The exercise consisted of the 
construction of a fire trail in the northern sector of the range 
by Plant/Transport Troop in support of Defence Support Group 
(DSG)� The trail was approx 2�5km long and connects two exist-
ing roads to form a fire break at the foot of Mt Tamborine� With 
an elevation drop of over 200m over its length with an average 
grade of 20%, the task provided many challenges, including three 
major creek crossing sites and numerous minor crossing sites� 
Reno mattress causeways were constructed at two of the major 
crossing sites, with a three-bay 1�2m culvert constructed over the 
final crossing site�

In order to construct the fire trail the White Quarry was 
opened and approximately 200,000 cubic meters of material 
was won� The material in the White Quarry is particularly hard 
sedimentary rock, which placed a heavy toll on the troop’s largest 
dozer, the Komatsu D155A� The ADF C-Vehicle Hire Agreement 
was utilised to hire a CAT D10 dozer through Hastings Deering� 
The D10 also struggled with the rock and innovative methods 
were developed by the operators to win the material, prior to it 
being crushed using the Komatsu BR350JG Mobile Crusher�

The Troop conducted several other works at Canungra in sup-
port of DSG including an Assault Grenade Range being re-levelled� 
This task required a large amount of material which was sourced 
through the clean up and drainage redesign of the Red Quarry� 
These works enabled Resources Troop to enhance its shot-firing 
capability, with the quarry blast using approximately 450kg of ex-
plosives� A second blast was conducted to allow access to first and 
second benches� This second blast used 918kg of explosives� The 
blasted material was crushed and stockpiled for use as a boundary 
layer between the fill material in the Grenade Range and the final 
surface to prevent secondary fragmentation�

The crushed material from the Red Quarry was also used for 
other tasks around Kokoda Barracks, predominately the recon-
struction of the retaining wall around the ‘Battle Ridge’ tent lines� 
Construction Troop removed the old timber retaining wall and 
has constructed a block wall on a batter imported from the quarry� 
This allowed the wall to be smaller, meaning that a safety rail 
was not required enabling greater freedom of movement around 
the tent lines which is heavily utilised for IMT training�  An old 

Below. FSB raft at Copeton Dam during Ex ROOSTER BRIDGER
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strong-point on the site was demolished and rebuilt by Resources 
Troop and the Mack Fleetliner Jetpatcher was used to re-seal the 
accommodation pad and seal an access road to the site�

Ex Horizontal Rooster has allowed the Squadron to conduct 
a wide range of support engineering tasks and consolidate its 
quarrying and trail construction capabilities� A number of cours-
es have been conducted concurrently with the project including; 
shot firers, block laying, asphalting and various drivers’ courses�

Ex Rooster Warrior, the Squadron’s annual field training exer-
cise, was also conducted at CFTA�  This exercise practiced Troop-
level IMT over a two week period in March involving dismounted 
patrolling and various QRF tasks including VCPs, route search, 
battlefield clearance, patrol base security and resupply escort�  
Highlights included sneaker range practices and familiarisation 
training with ASLAV and Bushmaster PMV�

The major focus for May 2009 was the preparation and execu-
tion of an equipment bridging activity, Ex Rooster Bridge, led by 
Resources Troop� Lead-up to the exercise included the successful 
completion of BEPB and LRV operator courses prior to departing 
for Lake Copeton, Inverell� The three week exercise was based out 
of the Kamilaroi Scout Camp, and commenced with FMB training 
culminating in the construction of a wharf�  The design of the 
wharf included an FMB boomed to a floating pier provided by 
three FSB interior modules� The FMB/FSB wharf was used for the 
remainder of the exercise� FSB training included the construction 
and operation of an MLC 60 raft� All three sections successfully 
employed the raft to ferry numerous vehicles across Lake Copeton 
within a tactical scenario�

June and July 2009 provided an excellent opportunity to 
revise individual and section level skill sets� Various smaller ac-

tivities were conducted to re-establish confidence and proficiency 
including grenade training, combat first aid requalification, an 
AM2 matting task, tiling course, 9mm SLP and F88 marksman-
ship� Resources Troop deployed its trade section to Woomera 
to enhance the existing facilities within Camp Rapier� The work 
conducted during this two week deployment was to the benefit 
of future MREs conducted out of Camp Rapier�

Resources Troop conducted its annual demolitions activity 
in late June at the Wide Bay Training Area� The week long exer-
cise practiced the construction and breach of several obstacles� 
The main focus within serials was the application of explosives 
to achieve a desired effect on likely targets on operations� More 
specifically, urban breaching techniques were practiced on a va-
riety of urban structures such as a concrete wall, manhole covers 
and a selection of door types� 

1 Construction Troop has provided the bulk of the Squadron’s 
commitment to current operations with its tradesmen providing 
the core of camp maintenance and trade sections in the MEAO 
and East Timor�  Due to 3 CER commitments to current opera-
tions, the Construction Troop was fortunate to take a significant 
role in Ex Puk Puk in PNG over August and September, where it 
was involved in working with the PNGDF to upgrade infrastruc-
ture at the Goldie River Training Depot�  The troop has conducted 
numerous small construction jobs in the local area, such as the 
HQ 1 Div BBQ area, memorial and feature walls for several units 
within Enoggera Barracks, and minor facilities improvements�

This year has provided 21 Const Sqn with a good opportunity 
to consolidate its skills and contribute to ongoing operations�  
The Squadron now turns its attention to planning and delivering 
AACAP17 at Pukatja, South Australia next year, and preparing for 
its impending relocation to new facilities at RAAF Base Amberley 
in late 2010�

Above. Operation of the White Quarry at Canungra Field Training area
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Explosives Hazards Centre
The past 12 months has seen significant advances at Explosive 
Hazards Centre (ExHC)�  These advances have been a result of 
ExHC and RAE remaining vigilant and responding to the cur-
rent and future threats, primarily in the MEAO and other re-
gions where Australian forces are deployed�  ExHC has also led the 
charge to improve the knowledge and skills of Tri-Service person-
nel in explosive hazards, ordnance disposal, IED operations and 
Search and Weapons Intelligence�   The inclusion of Tri-Service 
EOD for the first time in the CIED fight in MEAO has been a steep 
learning curve for our colleagues in the RAN and RAAF as they 
assimilate into the Land environment�  RAN and RAAF personnel 
go through the same evaluation and observation as there Army 
counter-parts� The use of RAN and RAAF technicians to bolster 
Army teams is essential due to the increase in EOD personnel 
required for OP SLIPPER�  This is carefully managed by the ADF 
CIED Task Force with assistance from ExHC�  

Fundamental awareness of the dangers associated with 
Unexploded Ordnance (UXO) and IED’s has increased across 
the Army and this is with the inception of Explosive Hazards 
Awareness and Protection within recruit training and promo-
tional courses�  The evolving threat in Afghanistan is a constant 
reminder that we must adapt and change if we are to protect our 
soldiers effectively�

Allocation of operational Explosive Ordnance Disposal (EOD) 
and Search equipment has been a priority and is an ongoing proc-
ess�  ExHC will receive a number of TALON Remote Positioning 
Vehicles (RPV) units, F3 Metal Detectors, Garrett Hand-Held 
Metal Detectors, Ground Penetrating Radar Systems and EOD 
kits later this year to supplement existing equipment�  This will 
only enhance realism in training and provide personnel experi-
ence on the entire array of equipment expected on deployment�

The majority of 2009 had been dedicated to training IRR and 
troops deploying as Mentoring Reconstruction Task Force 2 and 
3 (MRTF) and Observer Mentoring Liaison Team (OMLT)�  This 
involved Explosive Hazard awareness Training (EHAT), Search 
training and assistance to the Combat Training Centre (CTC) Mis-
sion Rehearsal Exercises (MRE) at High Range, Townsville�

EOD and Search and Weapons Intelligence (WIT) personnel 
are also required to undertake a separate Certification Exercise 
(CERTEX) at Woomera, South Australia�  This is required to evalu-
ate individual skill levels prior to deployment� 

Ex First Approach for the MRTF contingent, begins with EHAT 
and specific employment training to all participants as well as an 
explosive effects demonstration for the entire group�  The dem-
onstration involves a number of serials including a Boot Banger 
used on a mock Vehicle Borne IED (VBIED) and a blast effects 
demonstration on a human mannequin� Once complete, EOD per-
sonnel conduct a range practice to re-familiarise with disruptive 
weapons, excavation charges, water bottle charges, component 
separation and use of the RPV as a weapons platform�  The rest of 
the contingent concurrently conducts individual scenarios based 
on their area of expertise�  

The CERTEX places EOD, Search and WIT personnel in sce-
narios that are regularly encountered in the AO whilst in environ-
ment that physically replicates Afghanistan�  All participants are 
assessed and recommendations are made regarding their suitabil-
ity to deploy in their respective roles�  The CERTEX is based out of 
Camp Rapier (formally Woomera Detention Centre)�  Woomera 
not only replicates the AO but also offers reduced restrictions in 
regards to Net Explosive Quantity (NEQ) for live firing�  Every 
deployment that has undergone this training has agreed that the 
Woomera CERTEX is essential for EOD, Search and WIT person-
nel deploying on OP SLIPPER�  The CERTEX offers a higher level 
of training and preparedness that cannot be met at unit level�  

Special Operations Task Group (SOTG) CERTEX follows a simi-
lar format�  Specialist Observer Trainers (OT’s) with a background at 
SOTG and IRR are specifically requested to assess and provide guid-
ance on scenarios�  Ex Griffins Approach in April this year saw the 
first 48 hour activity to test participants under operational condi-
tions with sleep deprivation�  This phase of the exercise proved very 
successful and will remain within the overall training program�

ExHC initiated three works projects in 09 IOT continue the 
development of Camp Rapier and the Woomera Range Complex 
to better support EOD, Search, EDD and WIT CERTEX� These 
projects are broken down into three phases�  The first phase 
is the construction of interim multi purpose modular system 
village for the Woomera Range Complex�  Phase two is the con-
struction of small scale purpose built Afghan Village in Camp 
Rapier�  It is anticipated that work will begin in Feb/Mar 2010�  
The final phase is a long term project to replicate an Afghan 
Village on the Woomera Range Complex�  This will include tem-
plates for the limited use of explosives and be open for use by 
other ADF assets�  Liaison commenced with Comd AOSG and 
Director Woomera Test Facility�

ExHC has gained support from the wider Defence community 
to enhance the facility at Camp Rapier through infra structure 
works as well as the Afghan facility inside the Camp�  The facility 
provides a long term ‘dry fire’ area for the conduct of training 
for EOD, Search, EDD and WIT and possibly other ADF special-
ist capabilities� It will provide vital ‘step up training’ for EHFPC 
teams prior to conducting live tasks on the range�  The value in 
rehearsals, embedding team TTP’s, studying EN TTP’s in a real-
istic environment cannot be overstated�

Throughout 2009, a closer working relationship has developed 
with CTC�  OP SLIPPER MRE’s organised by CTC has seen an 
increased IED focus with a specialist Explosive Effects Cell cre-
ated within the unit�  This is headed up by SGT Michael Lyddiard 
and generally comprises of RAE Sappers�  The Explosive Effects 
Cell works closely with ExHC to enhance Battle Noise Simula-
tion serials and generate realistic IED scenarios with in-theatre 
components�  As a result manoeuvre troops are better prepared 
to meet the IED threat�

From August 2009 ExHC will direct its focus on to the MRTF-3 
deployment, which will begin with specialist to theatre training for 
2CER EOD, Search and Joint-Service personnel at Gallipoli Barracks 
and Wide Bay Training Area�  This is prelude training to the CERTEX 
scheduled for October this year�  The training allows personnel to 
assimilate the required knowledge then focus on deficient areas 
prior to being placed under assessment conditions in Woomera�

The future will see ExHC continually evolve to meet the ADF 
operational needs and changing in-theatre threats� 

Above. MRTF-2 Search Team conducting road party drills during a route 
search at Woomera.
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2009 has been a challenging year for 8th Com-
bat Engineer Regiment (8 CER)� The year com-
menced with almost 100% ARA cadre turno-
ver, a mid year return from operations of the 
planned 14 Fd SqnTraining WO (TRGWO), 
WO2 Sean McAlinden, and WO2 “Lucky” 
Luchterhand supporting two masters in CO 

8 CER and CO IRR concurrently due to a shortage of personnel 
with the required IRR skill sets�  Despite these issues the Regi-
ment achieved excellent results on ExTaipan Blast, a demolitions 
exercise, and Ex Shooting Taipan; you guessed it a shooting ex-
ercise�  The results on these early exercises were a credit to the 
capabilities,  hard work and long hours put in by the remaining 
ARA cadre and the dedication of the ARes members stepping up 
to the plate to make up for the shortfall�

The ARA turmoil continued with WO2 Luchterhand posted 
mid year to the IRR, WO2 Sean McAlinden diverted, on his arrival 
back in Australia, to backfill him and WO2 Craig Anderson filling 
the vacant TRGWO 14 Fd Sqn appointment�  The 2IC, Major Dam-
ian Maher, was posted off to Afghanistan, quickly followed by the 
brand new 14 Sqn TRGWO Craig Anderson; all of this occurring 
with the RSM, WO1 Pete Green ramping up for a late appoint-
ment and deployment as RSM to Op ANODE 19�  Fortunately for 
the Regiment, WO2 Barney Hunt and Sergeant Charlie van der Lit 
arrived mid-year to reduce the workload� For the ARes personnel 
of the Regiment this has meant many staffing changes and the 
re-establishment of teams and standards� I applaud the can do 
attitude of the part time component of the Regiment who have 
taken these changes in their stride�

As a side note “Lucky” must have had the shortest TRGWO 
posting in the history of the Corps, although 8 Bde HQ rest easier 
now that the strange individual doing PT and pack marches in an 
S10 respirator has disappeared�

Fortunately 8 CER has a strong contingent of experienced 
ARes Officers and NCOs to assist in ensuring the Regiment is 
able to meet its capability requirements� 

The Division has placed emphasis on developing and manning 
the High Readiness Reserve (HRR) capability bricks and the Re-
serve Response Force (RRF) as its two highest priorities� Building 
on the foundations laid by the previous staff 8 CER has been able 
to achieving 98% of its HRR and 100% of its RRF requirements 
while supporting the conduct of operations� In particular, rapidly 
ramping up to support 4  CER and 22 Const Regt for Op VIC FIRES 
ASSIST, the provision of a full section to round out 13 Brigade’s 
deployment of a Rifle Company to Butterworth, Malaysia and 
supporting 17 Const Sqn in the conduct of AACAP 16� The ad-
ditional HRR requirements will be achieved early next year when 
individual promotion course requirements are met�

The Regiment has been working hard on fitness throughout 
the year, with members achieving some excellent BFA results� 6 
Fd Sqn also put several teams into a 6 hour endurance event with 
the NSW Rogaining Association and performed well in navigating 
in small teams in very harsh terrain� The combination of the effort 
on fitness with the focus on combat related activities has seen the 
Regiment achieve and maintain a 75% to 85% AIRN compliancy, 
which is an excellent effort�

On 1 July 2009, in preparation for the implementation of 
the Modular Engineer Force, 8 CER, re-raised 26 Spt Sqn with 
Major Maree Seagrott-Mitcheson as the Officer Commanding and 

WO2 Todd Robinson as the SSM� This coincided with the launch 
of an Army Reserve Traineeship and Apprenticeship Programme 
to deliver 2 carpenters, an electrician, a plumber and four plant 
operators to the Regiment� 

The new 26 Spt Sqn will consist of one training troop; one troop 
of medical personnel and a manoeuvre support troop incorporat-
ing trade personnel, plant operators and heavy vehicle drivers�

Recruiting for the Regiment has been extremely successful 
with 2 Troop, (led by WO2 Todd Robinson), supported by the Unit 
Recruiting Officer, (WO2 Dave Owens), achieving its allocated 
targets and then some� Despite opposition, we were successful 
in having Sydney University Regiment (SUR) increase the course 
panel for the suite of RAE Phase courses commencing on 2 May 
09� This has enabled the majority of IET training backlog to be 
reduced with several members conducting all three modules and 
signing HRR contracts on completion�

Ex Taipan Blast 2009
8th Combat Engineer Regiment held the 2009 demolition 

weekend “ExTaipan Blast” over the period 3-5 April at Singleton 
Military Training Area (SMTA)� The focus of the weekend was not 
only conventional demolition techniques, but also urban demoli-
tion techniques� 

An advance party consisting of a small team of soldiers from 
14 Fd Sqn and 26 Spt Sqn, were deployed earlier in the week to 
prefabricate and pre-position targets for the demolition range� 

The main body were deployed in marching order to SMTA on 
Friday night� Saturday morning started with soldiers revising con-
ventional demolition techniques� Firstly, the soldiers began with a 
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Further Your Career With iRR
The evolution of the Incident Response 
Regiment continues, as the Regiment main-
tains a high tempo of training activities and 
operational deployments in Australia and 
overseas� Current commitments involve 
Operation Slipper in Afghanistan, where IRR 

elements are increasingly employing their highly specialised 
skills in support of the Special Operations Command (SO-
COMD) mission� 

Service in the IRR is unique with members requiring spe-
cial physical, psychological, teamwork related and intellectual 
qualities to operate effectively in support of other SOCOMD 
units� As such, specific physical and mental assessments, above 
the standard Army assessments, have been implemented to 
ensure that these standards are enhanced, assessed and main-
tained in order to facilitate the roles and functions conducted 
by the IRR� 

The Human Performance Specifications Model
The Human Performance Specifications Model (HPSM) has been 
developed as the screening process for meeting the physical re-
quirements for service in the IRR�

The IRR HPSM is designed to ensure that appropriate levels of 
physical and psychological fitness are achieved and maintained, 
in order to conduct the many physically and mentally demanding 
tasks that the unit is required to carry out� 

Components of the HPSM
The HPSM is composed of two parts: An Initial Fitness Require-
ment and a Suitability Assessment� Operational members are 
required to successfully complete the Advanced Suitability As-
sessment (ASA) within twelve months of posting to the unit; and 
support members are to complete a Basic Suitability Assessment 
(BSA) within the same timeframe� 

IRR Initial Fitness Requirement
The IRR Initial Fitness Requirement (IRR IFR) is conducted dur-
ing induction periods at the start of each year for new march-ins 
to the Regiment� The assessment is designed to gauge the initial 
fitness level of new march-ins in order to determine their base-
line fitness level� Physical assessments contained within the IRR 
IFR are:

Push ups IAW the Army BFA
Heaves
2�4km run
200m swim

•
•
•
•

Personnel who fail to achieve specific standards within the assess-
ment will be issued with a physical fitness conditioning program 
that will assist them to improve in these areas prior to commenc-
ing the physical preparation package detailed for their relevant 
HPSM assessment�

confidence practice to revise their skills before moving on to the 
more technical practices� At the conclusion of Saturday’s practice, 
two serials were fired, with numerous charges being laid on various 
types of targets� The troops then re-occupied the hide position for 
the night, where the focus changed to urban demolition techniques 
and charges were revised and prepared for the following day�

After an early reveille on Sunday morning, the troops patrolled, 
carrying their charges (minus the ‘bang’) back to the demolition 
range to conduct the much anticipated urban demolitions practice� 
The targets were made of timber wall construction, with hollow 
and solid entry doors and other targets made from besser block 
construction� At the completion of the practice, there were debriefs 
on targets which highlighted valuable learning points on the place-
ment and quantity of explosives used in urban demolition work�

The weekend’s training in urban demolitions proved to be 
highly beneficial� Whilst it was crucial to revise the conventional 
demolition techniques, the urban demolition practice enabled 
Sappers to develop their knowledge and gain new skills to suit a 
more realistic operational environment�

Ex Taipan Top Shot 2009
7 – 9 August 2009 saw the Regiment deploy out to Holsworthy 
Range to improve on the shooting skills developed on Exercise 
Shooting Taipan earlier in the year� The shotting focussed on de-
veloping the battle shot and culminated in the firing of LF 18 
(for crossed rifles) for the top twenty four shots in the Regiment, 
with the remainder conducting a series of falling plate shoots at 
individual and small group level�

The results proved just what a little coaching and effort could 
achieve with just under 15% of the attendees qualifying as first 
class shots and SPR Ian Munday from 14 Fd Sqn qualifying for 
his crossed rifles� 

2009 has been a challenging year for 8 CER� We have embarked 
on a journey to position ourselves for the implementation of the 
Modular Engineer Force and are well on the way to achieving this� 
In 2010 the Regiment will again readjust its training to lever off 
the gains made in 2009� This will revolve around quarterly deploy-
ments to the field in three, three and a half day blocks and two 
7-9 day blocks to consolidate, the lead up training that will be 
run by the Squadrons in home locations� While this will require 
a two year cycle to achieve the unit’s METL the development of 
individual skills is seen as a priority to developing 8 CER as a hard 
and combat focussed unit�

Above. Even the big toys get a chance to play at the Dems Range.
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IRR Basic Suitability Assessment 
The IRR Basic Suitability Assessment (BSA) is a 10 hour activity 
that assesses the fitness of Support Members posted to the Regi-
ment� Physical assessments contained within the IRR BSA are:

Push ups to a two second cadence
Multi-stage fitness assessment
Water jerry carry in patrol order and S10 respirator (7kg)
Heaves
5km endurance march in patrol order and S10 respirator 
then a further 5km in patrol order (10kg)
SF swimming proficiency test

•
•
•
•
•

•

IRR Advanced Suitability Assessment
The aim of the IRR ASA is to screen personnel to ensure they 
have the attitude and abilities for service within the IRR in order 
to undertake the IRR mission and where designated by posting 
position, act as a mission specialist during the conduct of special 
operations�

As stated by an ASA instructor, “The ASA is not only physically 
demanding but also mentally challenging� The 50 hour assess-
ment includes a wide range of activities designed to put the in-
dividual out of their comfort zone and instils courage, teamwork 
and loyalty� 

Students are assessed not only on their physical ability, but 
also their mental attitude throughout the activity and their abil-
ity to retain information� If the member is deemed competent 
they are awarded with the unit patch and deemed operationally 
deployable”�

The ASA is a 50 hour activity that assesses the physical and 
mental robustness of Operational Members� The following assess-
ments are included in the activity:

Push ups to a two second cadence
Heaves
Multi stage fitness assessment
Combat Anaerobic Capacity Test (CACT) dressed in MOPP4, 
combat body armour, helmet and patrol order (7kg)
5km endurance march dressed in MOPP4 and patrol 
order (7kg)
15 km endurance march in marching order (28kg)
SF swimming proficiency test
Multiple 30 kg ammunition box deadlift dressed in MOPP4 
and patrol order (7kg)
Flexed arm hang dressed in MOPP4
Five hour section based endurance activity consisting of 
the following activities
Confined spaces activity dressed in Patrol order and S10
Working at height (mechanical aptitude) and abseil activity 
whilst dressed in MOPP4
IRR task specific force paced equipment carry and casualty 
evacuation
IMAP (IRR specific) activity for Officers and SNCO
Brief-back activity for CPLs and below
Leadership and initiative activity for all candidates dressed 
in MOPP4

•
•
•
•

•

•
•
•

•
•

•
•

•

•
•
•

Upon successful completion of the BSA / ASA each candidate 
is considered by the Board of Studies, and a Record of Attainment 
(ROA) is compiled and issued to each participant prior to march-
ing off the course� Personnel successfully completing their specific 
component of the HPSM will be presented with an IRR HPSM 
qualification patch by the Commanding Officer of the IRR�

YOUR STEPS TO SERVICE WITH IRR
Step1: Submit form PE 166 through chain of command indicat-
ing IRR as posting preference�
Step 2: Amend E-PAR on PMKeys Self Service, with Supervisor’s 
Comments, indicating preference to serve with the IRR – send 
to SCMA�
Step 3: Increase tempo of physical training  – ASA conducted 
during Reinforcement Cycle after posting to IRR

If you wish to attain further information on the ASA or 
BSA, please don’t hesitate to contact the Regiment.

A Life Less Ordinary – IRR
For those seeking genuine challenge and a commensurate level 
of job satisfaction, the Incident Response Regiment is the place 
for you� 2007 and 2008 passed at a blistering pace but, on reflec-
tion, only set the standard for 2009 which has arguably been even 
busier…� 

The oft misused term “High tempo” says it all and is apparently 
the status quo for the youngest Regiment on the Corps’ Order of 
Battle� A Regiment that has rapidly earned an enviable reputation 
of reliability on the battlefield and one that continues to evolve 
in synch with the latest high-order technologies and capabilities 
from around the world� Indeed, the 2009 Defence White Paper set 
new levels of expectation for the Regiment and will form the foun-
dation of sustained development of mid to high-order capabilities 
well into the next decade� In a recent address to the Regiment, 
Commanding Officer LTCOL Russ Maddalena emphatically stated 
that “…for an Engineer Regiment to be singularly identified for 
a program of financial and technological enrichment like this is 
clear indication of the Australian Government’s commitment to 
our future…�it’s extremely encouraging but the opportunities to 
employ these emerging systems and technologies in real time 
situations (both warlike and non-warlike, conventional and non-
conventional, domestically and offshore) will be the real reward 
for those who march amongst our ranks�” He wouldn’t have been 
far wrong by adding “Welcome to the fastest developing unit in 
the Australian Army�” 

It has to be said that opportunities abound for those 
amongst us who are willing to throw caution to the wind and 
try their hand at a posting to the IRR� You need only talk with 
an incumbent member to learn of the diversity of an IRR opera-
tor’s role or to hear of the weird and wonderful places routinely 
travelled to for the benefit of realistic training� Be warned how-
ever; the training is tough, unapologetically so, and is likely to 
become tougher as the ever changing demands of the modern 
battlefield continue to shape the way in which the Regiment’s 
soldiers train� 
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The Regiment’s typically high operational tempo is fast be-
coming one of its most common features with very few of the 
Regiment’s soldiers remaining “untouched” by operational obli-
gations in any twelve month period since 2006� The unique suite 
of skills with which soldiers become equipped during their ex-
haustive induction training make them ideally suited to the wide 
range of support roles that the Regiment is routinely engaged in� 
Soldiers new to the Regiment very quickly find themselves using 
every facet of their wits and training just to keep up with those 
more accustomed to the rigours of service in the IRR� When asked 
of his experiences since joining the unit in early 2009, one soldier 
said, “…the pace at which training is conducted here is like noth-
ing else I have ever experienced� Sometimes it’s a good thing and 
sometimes it gets tough, but it wouldn’t be the same if it weren’t�” 
Another commented that “…the difference at IRR is in what we 
do� There’s real purpose in nearly everything that we’ve done since 
being here and that carries a sense of achievement that I haven’t 
experienced anywhere else”� 

Personally, I know the satisfaction that the soldiers speak of 
having spent the last three years in a diverse range of appoint-
ments across Australia and overseas, all of them as rewarding as 
they were challenging� As I prepare to embark on a new adventure 
I know the Regiment will continue to attract the best sappers 
from across the Corps and, in so doing, will remain ever ready to 
discharge their duty to the best of their ability� 

If you are looking for that elusive adventure promised 
to you by an artful recruiting advertisement during the 
2009 Ashes Series, you’re tired of being beaten time after 
time in the relentless struggle that is “Texas hold’em” or 
you simply want to be a soldier in a Regiment that doesn’t 
stop for anything, you need to complete an EPAR in PMKeys 
self-service and a PE166 for re-posting…..right now. What 
have you got to lose? 

CAPT S.J. 0’Dea, XO B SQN IRR

3 Troop, A SQn, iRR
2009 has been a very busy year for 3 Troop� The Troop has contin-
ued its progression through the Incident Response Regiment’s 
(IRR) Force Generation Cycle which is designed to prepare sol-
diers for the full spectrum of support tasks that they may be re-
quired to undertake in operational conditions� In typical fashion, 
the year started with a focus on skills confirmation and various 
unit-run courses, each aimed at enhancing the qualifications 
and skills of members within the Troop� Once the courses were 
completed, the focus shifted to collective training at Troop level 
and saw the Troop spend a considerable amount of time rehears-
ing skills in a variety of locations, each strategically chosen to 

ensure a balance was achieved between challenging but realistic 
training conditions� The concerted efforts of all involved paid off 
with solid performances under exercise conditions and served 
to confirm that the Troop remains well prepared for whatever 
tasks lie ahead�

Emergency Responder help to Victorian 
Police on OP VICFIRES ASSIST

The Initial Response
In the wake of the devastating Victorian bushfires on Black Sat-
urday, 07 Feb 09, the Army stood up JTF662 to assist the Vic-
torian community and Victorian Police (VICPOL)�  The Incident 
Response Regiment (IRR) deployed an Emergency Response 
Troop, made up from elements around Australia, to the bushfire 
affected area�  There was initially some uncertainty as to how the 
Troop was to be employed as VICPOL were still coming to terms 
with the enormity situation�  More than 330,000 hectares had 
burnt in the Kinglake/Marysville fire complex, about the size of 
metropolitan Melbourne and the largest burnt area in Victoria�  
Over 5,500 properties lay within the fire affected area, with over 
3,000 of these containing burnt or destroyed structures�

Members of IRR conducted targeted searches of properties 
with Disaster Victims Identification teams�  These searches were 
driven by information gathered by VICPOL, attempting to re-
cover the remains of missing people�  During these initial searches 
unidentified remains were still being found, and as a result the 
Victorian State Coroner declared the Kinglake/Marysville fire 
complex a crime scene, ordering all properties in the fire affected 
area to be searched and declared free of any human remains�

The Searches
With the increased workload, and increased public pressures, 
VICPOL created Operation Royals, tasked with conducting a 
reasonable search of all properties and structures in the Kin-
glake/Marysville fire affected area�  Further assistance was called 
for from the Victorian Police, Australian Defence Force, Austral-
ian Federal Police, Country Fire Authority and State Emergency 
Service�  Command elements of the IRR Troop had heavy in-
volvement in the planning process, providing invaluable tech-
nical advice for the conduct of the inter-agency operation�  All 
searchers had to complete training conducted by members of 
IRR before they were allowed to search�  The training covered 
all aspects of the search, including searching techniques, work-
ing in an environment containing burnt asbestos particles and 
decontamination techniques�

Each crew of Emergency Responders provided search, struc-
tural and technical advice to Police and ADF Commanders on 
the ground as well as providing decontamination for each search 
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team�  Due to the number of searchers and the large area covered 
by each search group, every Emergency Responder was providing 
technical advice to the search teams, clearly demonstrating that 
the strength of the Engineers lies with its Sappers�  The searching 
was a very methodical process, with search teams and the Emer-
gency Responders working well under the direction of VICPOL�

With up to 15 search teams on the ground, around 300 prop-
erties were searched each day�  Prior to teams going in to search 
a building, an Emergency Responder was required to look at the 
structure, decide if walls or collapsed ceilings needed to be moved, 
and ensure the structure was safe enough for it to be searched�  
Despite the long days and the trying environment, the search 
teams maintained their concentration and effort, finding many 
suspected remains�  After further investigation by the Police’s 
Disaster Victims Identification unit, most of these were found 
to be animal remains�

Inter-agency operations
Working with VICPOL and other agencies during Operation Roy-
als proved to be successful but was not without problems�   The 
task VICPOL faced was unfamiliar; they were unsure how to best 
employ many of the assets available�  Early on it was clear that 
many of the agencies had not worked together very often and 
highlighted the need for regular inter-agency training�  Each 
agency had its own priorities which often conflicted, resulting 
in a lack of direction�  It quickly became clear that VICPOL were 
under enormous pressure to open the area up to the public so that 
residents could start rebuilding their communities and lives�  By 
the time the Emergency Responders left the Operation, all agen-
cies had developed a good working relationship�

Once the Kinglake area had been searched and was opened to 
the public, the searches began in Marysville, once a small town with 
a population of just over 500�  Over 90% of the town was destroyed, 
with only 14 structures still standing�  Because the search teams 
had been working well together in Kinglake, work began straight 
away�  The Emergency Response crews used this as an opportunity 
to get the Victorian Country Fire Authority (CFA) involved and the 
Emergency Responders prepared to leave the Operation�  It was 
pleasing that local community resources could continue to provide 
capabilities previously delivered by the ADF�  Having handed over 
to the CFA, the Emergency Response crews departed Operation 
VICFIRE ASSIST and went back to their Troops around Australia�  
Members were pleased that they were able to use their skills to 
aid Victoria in its darkest hour�  A very satisfying and rewarding 
Operation for all Emergency Responders involved�

Army Emergency Response
The year 2009 has once again seen the Army Emergency Response 
(AER) trade rise like the proverbial Phoenix from the ashes�  After 
almost a decade of close ties with the Incident Response Regi-
ment (IRR) the time has come to part ways…the Gryphon and 
the Phoenix are too big for the one nest�

The last few years have seen intense discussion, at all levels, 
on the future direction and structure of this neglected trade�  Pas-
sionate and intelligent people have debated and compromised in 
their views to achieve an outcome that salvages the vital core of 
the trade in the hope that an independent and vibrant Squadron 
will be reborn anew to live again�

In the interim, our future rests in the hands of our brethren in the 
Combat Engineer Regiments� Hopefully this haven will serve as a rest-
ing place, enabling us to reinvigorate and rebuild our trade skills, before 
emerging as an independent SQN�  True to the Phoenix mythology the 
trade is never permitted to live its full lifespan, before another change 
of command or structure, yet it never fails to rise from the ashes�

Members of the trade continue to approach interesting and 
exciting training opportunities and deployments, in a dedicated 
and professional manner, as we perform our roles in support of 
the Land Army and Special Operations Command� The wide vari-
ety of skill sets means we are never bored: whether its providing 
aviation crash rescue and fire fighting support to aviation, con-
ducting road accident rescue training with the civilian ambulance 
service, conducting live hazardous materials incidents in a foreign 
land, assisting in the Victorian bushfire recovery effort, conduct-
ing live fire training with the civilian fire brigades, cutting your 
way through a concrete wall in a collapsed structure to rescue 
casualties, abseiling off a cliff to recover a casualty or conducting 
an arson investigation on a burnt out building we approach each 
task with pride, dedication and passion�

A decentralized trade structure under the Modular Engineer 
Force will make it more important than ever to hold onto the cus-
toms, traditions and ethos of the trade in order to provide profes-
sional, dedicated and responsive support to the wider Army�  

We would like to extend a welcome to the many new members 
of the trade who have joined us this year and wish to extend our 
gratitude to those who have left after many years of dedicated 
service to our cause�  The newest members have an exciting, in-
teresting future ahead of them, based on the efforts of those who 
have gone before, with the best yet to come!

“Control Damage, Preserve the Force”

SGT B.J. Day, IRR 
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19th Chief Engineer Works 
(19 CE Works), is the Army’s 
Design and Project Manage-
ment Agency� In what has been 

another high tempo year, 2009 has seen 19 (CE) Works providing 
support to operations, the Army Aboriginal Community Assist-
ance Program (AACAP) and Defence Cooperation Program (DCP) 
projects�  For the vast majority of the year the bulk of this unit (of 
forty five members) has been deployed (in remote and inacces-
sible areas), delivering projects to improve health standards and 
living conditions to indigenous populations and improving the 
facilities and capabilities of our neighbouring Defence Forces�  

19 CE Works provided three personnel to the Works Team of 
Mentoring and Reconstruction Task Force One (MRTF 1) then 
increased the detachment with six members for MRTF 2�  The 
Works Team contributions continue to be instrumental to the 
success of the reconstruction effort which in turn is important 
for development and stabilisation� Projects have included con-
structing the Tarin Kowt Boys Primary and High Schools, the 
construction of the Tarin Kowt Waste Management Facility and 
the construction of various bridges and crossings�

Additionally, 19 CE Works have provided Project Management 
Teams (PMTs) and Senior Project Engineers to design and deliver 
infrastructure for our own forces in Iraq, Afghanistan and Kuwait�  
These small teams have been highly effective in improving the liv-
ing and working accommodation utilising a combination of mili-
tary engineers, international contractors and local contractors�  

In support of OP ASTUTE, 19 CE Works is currently manag-
ing the Air Point of Disembarkation - West (APOD-W) project� 
The APOD-W project was initiated by JTF 631 to rebase ADF 
and contracted aviation assets within Timor Lesté�  The project 
will see the centralisation of these aviation assets and contracted 
medical facilities to a location at the western end of Presidente 
Nicolai Lobatu International Airport in Dili� Civil construction 
is due to commence in late 2009 and is planned to be complete 
by June 2010� 

This year, 19 CE Works closed out AACAP Kalumburu, man-
aged the delivery of AACAP Mapoon, and initiated AACAP Pukatja 
to be undertaken in 2010�  AACAP is a partnership between Army 
and the Commonwealth Department of Families, Health, Commu-
nity Services and Indigenous Affairs (FaHCSIA) aimed at improv-
ing primary and environmental health and living conditions in 
Indigenous communities and is currently in its thirteenth year�

The AACAP 2009 project took place in Mapoon, a coastal 
Aboriginal community of approximately 280 residents locat-
ed one hour north of Weipa on the western edge of Cape York, 
Queensland� The Army scope of works for this project, (delivered 
by 17th Construction Squadron), included construction of three 
houses and rebuilding 6km of road� Contracted works directly 
managed by 19 CE Works included the upgrade of telecommuni-
cations services to the community (including internet and mobile 
phone services), and a complete upgrade of the community water 
reticulation services; encompassing improved pumping and treat-
ment� The water reticulation upgrade was successfully delivered 

through a combination of a community in-house bid and a civil-
ian contractor� Whilst the in-house bid works required additional 
management throughout the project, significant benefits were 
gained by the community in terms of morale, skills development 
and employment opportunities� 

In 2009, 19 CE Works continued project management of the 
infrastructure component of the DCP sponsored by International 
Policy Division (IP Div)�  This year, IP Div focus has been the deliv-
ery of projects predominantly located within Papua New Guinea 
(PNG)�  Projects have included much needed repairs to barracks 
infrastructure, (particularly water reticulation and treatment sys-
tems), and the upgrade and installation of ammunition stores and 
armouries�  The major infrastructure project for 2010 will be the 
replacement of water treatment facilities and construction of new 
sewerage treatment facilities at the Goldie River Training Depot�  
Planning also took place for improving some of the key facilities 
(such as an expansion of the English Language Training Facility) 
for the fledgling FDTL in East Timor� 

2009 also witnessed 19 CE Works move under command of 
the new Combat Support and Intelligence, Surveillance, Target 
Acquisition and Reconnaissance Group (CS&ISTAR Gp – we’re 
part of the combat support bit if you haven’t worked that out…) 
along with 6 ESR and others�  All in all, this year we’ve seen an 
increase in demand for and recognition of the works capability on 
operations, and at the same time kept up with the steady work-
load of AACAP and DCP tasks�  Already, 2010 looks to be just as 
busy for planning, designing and delivering quality projects�

Solomon Islands Patrol Boat Wharf
In 2005, 19th Chief Engineer Works (19 CE Works) was requested 
by International Policy Division (IP Div) to investigate the upgrade 
of the wharf at Point Cruz, Honiara which is used predominantly 
by the Solomon Islands Police Force (SIPF)�  The timber decking 
and fenders were fairly tired after 13 years of wear and tear from 
environmental exposure and continuous operational usage by the 
SIPF (not to mention unknown numbers of fishing expeditions)�  
19 CE Works has a history with the Point Cruz wharf as it designed 
and project managed the initial construction� The wharf was ac-
tually constructed by 17th Construction Squadron in 1992 and 
was, at the time, the jewel in RAE construction crown following its 
completion (I recall seeing some photos of the construction which 

SAPPER SITREP
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Army’s Nation Builders – In our own backyard 
and beyond – Captain Dale Pitcher

Below. LCPL Bath, Draftsman for MRTF-� Works Team and Dr ajab Noor, 
Director aHDS in Tarin Kowt open one of the aHDS complex buildings.
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always involved broad-grinning, bare-chested Sappers)� Again, 19 
CE Works had the opportunity of overseeing the redevelopment 
of maritime architecture in the South West Pacific; an opportunity 
that does not present itself on a regular basis (as a Corps we are 
still celebrating a similar opportunity 94 years ago, albeit in very 
different circumstances)�  The task also allowed improvements to 
the functionality of the wharf; leading to the inclusion of new ca-
pabilities including fire fighting equipment, a boat loading davit, 
boat mooring pens and the addition of a boat ramp for the launch 
and recovery of the SIPF’s Rigid Hull Inflatable Boats (RHIBS)�  A 
wharf refurbishment would also deliver operational support to the 
Regional Assistance Mission in the Solomon Islands�

Following the support request from IP Div, 19 CE Works con-
ducted a scoping study in May 2005�  An outcome of the scoping 
study was the engagement of a design consultant, to conduct an 
assessment on the work required to extend the life of the current 
wharf by five years, twenty years or undertake a complete rebuild�  
The review was complete in March 2006 and the 20 year extension 
option was selected�  

The contract type selected for the wharf refurbishment was 
a design and construct (D&C) contract which is a good means of 
simplifying the delivery of a project; particularly in situations 
when specialist engineering skills or experience is required�  The 
decision to utilise the D&C contract was indeed made to reduce 19 
CE Works’ technical design and schedule risk by passing it onto a 
contractor; however it did lead to a reduction of the project Man-
agement Team’s ability to influence control over some aspects of 
the project and comes at a financial cost (from the contractor war-
ranting the design and accepting that risk)�  Fletcher Kwaimani 
was selected as the contractor, who in turn subcontracted the 
design function to the Kramer Group� 

Construction commenced in December 2006 and after a very 
slow start (due to later finalisation of designs and specifications), 
was relatively smooth, although not without variation�  There 
were 15 variations in total; some of which were due to minor site 
specific ‘tweaks’ but some could have been avoided had a more 
rigorous requirements definition been conducted during project 
inception�  The original scope of a timber deck was changed to a 
concrete deck, the installation of a fire fighting pump; including 
navigation aids were replaced, a gate was installed at the boat 
ramp, additional mooring bollards installed and other minor 
amendments to the initial scope�  

Originally, 19 CE Works was to conduct monthly site inspec-
tions to monitor quality and progress, however, it soon became 
apparent that permanent on-site representation was necessary to 
‘encourage’ better progress and deal with the variations�  Luckily 19 
CE Works was able to enlist the help of the outgoing RAN Technical 
Advisor (TA) posted to Honiara as part of the Defence Cooperation 
Program for about four months�  This arrangement proved quite 
handy as the TAs could easily coordinate actions with the SIPF, 
are electrical/ mechanical trade qualified, have an intimate knowl-

edge of wharf infrastructure and often have experience in project 
management through RAN ship maintenance and repair contracts�  
19 CE Works ended up deploying the Project Engineer to see the 
project through to practical completion on 13 September 2007� 

Shortly after the award of Practical Completion, the newly in-
stalled fender system was starting to fail�  In periods of rough seas, 
the hull of the Patrol Boats was ‘riding up’ over the top of the fend-
ers and subsequently striking down on the fenders with significant 
force causing the rubber fenders to tear� Additionally, the fender 
cones that were used to dampen the impact load between the fender 
piles and the wharf substructure were shearing through from their 
inability to resist lateral loads transferred from the piles�

Following consultation between the Project Engineer, the con-
tractor, the fender manufacturer and the design consultant, it was 
deemed that the problem could be rectified by firstly extending 
the height of the fenders and providing a form of lateral restraint 
to the fender piles� The cost of extending the height of the fenders 
was borne by the Commonwealth because the RAN TA had advised 
the contractor of the height at which to set the fenders�  The cost 
for providing the lateral restraint to the fenders was met by the 
contractor as this was attributed to a flaw in the original design�

At the six month inspection during the defects liability period, 
a very evident pattern of cracking in the concrete panels was not-
ed� Due to the location of these cracks, there was concern that this 
might be due to an inadequate amount of shear reinforcement 
above the panel supports�  A design consultant was engaged to 
conduct a check of these panels and concluded that while the pan-
els satisfied all the requirements of Australian Standards in terms 
of both strength and serviceability, more temperature and shrink-
age reinforcement in the transverse direction may have prevented 
the cracks from developing�  As such, it was determined that the 
cracks did not present an issue in terms of the wharf’s structural 
strength, but the durability of the wharf may be reduced from 
chloride attack on the steel reinforcement�  To overcome this, a 
waterproofing system was applied to the deck� The system chosen 
was a crystalline pore-blocking technology which is a once-off ap-
plication and fully penetrates the concrete panels� The system was 
very cost effective at approximately AUD27,000�  Pleasingly, the 
contractor carried out the rectifications in a timely manner with 
the TA once again acting as the on-site representative�

The twist-top had barely been removed from a stubby to salute 
the project’s transition into archives when the fenders started fail-
ing again�  The failure mechanism on this occasion was the exces-
sive lateral loads shearing the studs that fixed the fender pads to 
the piles�  The designer recommended a replacement of the rubber 
fenders with a low- friction, high impact strength material�  The 
contractor selected an ultra high molecular weight polyethylene 
(UHME-PE) fender pad and adhered them to the face of the piles�  
Their solution was accompanied with a design certificate to back 
up their claim that this time it would work like a charm���

In hindsight, the decision to proceed with a D&C contract was 
a wise one�  Given 19 CE Works’ limited experience in this type of 
facility in recent years, and the harsh and variable environment 
in which it was to be constructed, the transfer of risk from the 
Commonwealth to a contractor paid off despite the loss of design 
control and higher project costs�  The Solomon Islands Point Cruz 
wharf project also demonstrates the importance of a careful and ac-
curate scope assessment during the inception phase of the project 
as it could have been dealt a fatal financial blow in the early stages 
of construction if additional funding was not available; a situation 
that is more likely to occur in the current financial environment�  
� Despite the frustrations and mistakes made on the project, the 
Point Cruz Wharf project has been an excellent training opportu-
nity for select members of 19 CE Works and has delivered a vastly 
improved facility for the Solomon Islands Police Force�

Below. Solomon Islands Wharf - Upgraded.
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2009 has followed on from 2008 in be-
ing a very busy year for 21 Construc-
tion Regiment (21 Const Regt) both 
preparing to and delivering on the 
Commander’s Intent “to contribute to 
ADF operational capability by prepar-

ing individual personnel for specific deployments, posturing to 
deliver specialist High Readiness Reserve (HRR) capabilities and 
supporting the 5 Bde Reserve Response Force (RRF)”�

Over the last 12 months 21 Const Regt has had 96 person-
nel, (from a posted strength of 240), deployed on operations or 
major exercises for an average length of 3 months�  There were 21 
members overseas on operations (6 in the Solomon Islands, 9 in 
Timor, 3 in the Pacific and 3 in Afghanistan); 22 members over-
seas on exercises (7 on the ASEAN Regional Forum Disaster Relief 
Exercise in the Philippines, 11 on Ex Olgetta Warrior in Papua 
New Guinea, 2 on Ex Croix du Sud in New Caledonia  and 2 run-
ning a CIMIC Course in New Zealand); 33 members on domestic 
operations (2 on Op VIC FIRES ASSIST and 31 on AACAP 16) and 
20 members on Ex Talisman Sabre 2009 (Ex TS09) in Australia�  
Considering the deploying personnel all have civilian jobs, are 
committed to an extensive unit training program designed to pre-
pare members for deployment and have a significant individual 
training liability, this total of 96 represents a huge commitment 
from our very dedicated Reservists�

21 Const Regt has provided 10 members for the 5 Bde Combat 
Team HRR,supporting 3 Bde, and is postured to deliver specialist 
collective HRR capabilities of a Composite Construction Troop 
(supporting 17 Const Sqn), Works Section (supporting 19 CE 
Works), CIMIC Tactical Support Team and Hydro Graphic Sur-
vey Team�  These members will all have signed up to deploy when 
requested by their supporting units�

Whilst operations and the HRR take priority for 21 Const 
Regt, the unit has still contributed to 5 Bde by providing 14 signed 
up members to the RRF�  This is useful training for non-HRR quali-
fied members and allows them to add to Army capability early in 
their service careers�

The big issues requiring resolution in order for 21 Const Regt 
to move forward in 2009 were, (unfortunately), the same as those 
from 2008�  Namely:

• Adequate Admin and Q support (post Project Focus);
• A Unit Establishment for our CIMIC Sqn; and
• A Directive to fill the specialist collective HRR positions�

Recognised for their commitment to supporting Reservists in 
their civilian workplaces, five employers of 21 Const Regt Re-
servists, (including Macquarie Fields Local Area Command – NSW 
Police Force, who beat eight other organisations to win the NSW 
State Award in the Government category), received recognition 
awards at the Defence Reserves Support Committee (DRSC) 
– NSW Awards Function, 

The extended ‘Family’ of the Regiment; the 21 Construction 
Regiment Association, continues to maintain camaraderie and to 
promote the Unit’s History� The Regiment’s past and current serv-
ing members met regularly to maintain the traditions of the Regi-
ment and actively participate in and support the furtherance of 
the regimental identity�  Anzac Day saw serving and non serving 
members march behind the Association Banner�  The Association 

banners and flags were carried by uniformed members as were the 
banners and flags of the 1st Port Construction and Repair Group 
(1 PC & R GP) now living on as the Littoral and Riverine Survey 
Squadron (LRSS)� The march and the reunion was a wonderful day 
of mateship, memories, good beer and good cheer shared with 
friends both new and old and brought home that “Sappers” are 
a very special family�

The RHQ Works Section continues to develop potential works 
for 2009, 2010 and beyond, which meet the CO’s intent for cur-
rent and future operations for 21 Const Regt�  This includes de-
veloping the relationship with other ARA and ARes units such as 
19 CE Works and 22 Const Regt respectively� 

As the Regiment’s specialist planning asset, knowledge and 
experience is a vital component of the capability of the Works 
Section�  While only seven members strong, the Works Section 
has a combined 107 years of military engineering and works ex-
perience�  Complemented by civilian skills in engineering and 
facilities management, our experience is extensive�  The scope 
of the section’s capability includes: feasibility studies, project 
reconnaissance tasks, structural assessments, project planning, 
engineering design and verification, development and review 
of BOM’s, complex procurement, contract administration, site 
supervision, defects inspections,  project management advisory 
services and training�

RHQ Works Section has submitted a capability proposal for 
the design and project management of the extension to the Eng-
lish Language Training Facility (ELTF) in Metinaro, East Timor�  
The AUD$1�5M project is to be funded by the Australian Inter-
national Policy Division (IP Div) and guided by the Defence Co-
operation Program (DCP) East Timor� The project will increase 
the capacity of the facility which is required for the increased 
throughput of East Timorese Army recruits� In addition, planning 
is underway for AACAP 17 in 2010 in Pukatja, South Australia and 
for AACAP 18 in 2011�

101 Construction Squadron
2009 kicked off with a new OC, (Major Dan Roche), whose intent 
has been to provide construction trained and ready members 
to support ADF operations requiring engineer construction 
capability�

The Squadron’s focus continues to be on enhancing readi-
ness as well as construction skills� The Forward Operating Base 
(FOB) Sapper at the School of Military Engineering (SME) pro-
vided excellent opportunities to rehearse their mission essen-
tial tasks in a low threat environment� The Sqn has conducted 
several Vital Asset Protection (VAP) and field engineering 
training activities at FOB Sapper including the building of a 
command post (to withstand rocket propelled grenade attacks) 
incorporating Hesco barrier system, timber, concrete and block 
work construction�

Mentor training conducted on the March training weekend 
provided the opportunity for assessment and selection of mem-
bers to be mentors who would deliver the training effect for 
AACAP 16� The diversity and flexibility of the Regiment was 
highlighted as drivers, plant operators, signallers, ex-comman-
dos and project managers with civil engineering degrees all 
participated in the training� In addition, the Sqn completed a 
9-day training block in March which was a joint effort between 
17 Const Sqn and the Regiment with a view to preparing both 
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units for AACAP 16� The combined training provided the op-
portunities for both units to train as a combined unit and to 
share their skills and experience�

In May, twenty one members deployed to Mapoon, an Abo-
riginal Community located at Port Musgrave, Western Cape York 
in Queensland for AACAP 16�  This year’s AACAP saw 21 Const 
Regt provide round-out and reinforcement to 17 Const Sqn� In 
keeping with the ADF’s strategy of deploying skilled Reserv-
ists embedded within ARA units on important missions, the 
Regiment provided specialty skills to 17 Const Sqn rather than 
undertake its own tasks� Importantly, a key deliverable was to 
provide mentors for the training of indigenous inhabitants of 
Mapoon� The mentors provided training in carpentry & joinery, 
concreting, welding, computers and numeracy that resulted in 
a TAFE recognised Certificate I in Engineering for the trainees� 
The practical outcomes of the training included producing pic-
nic tables and barbeques located throughout the community�  
In addition to providing mentors, the Regiment supported the 
Mapoon community with plant operators and drivers who as-
sisted in the sealing of the Cullen Point Road to reduce dust and 
improve living conditions�

In May a construction section from the Sqn deployed to 
the Philippines on the ASEAN Regional Forum Disaster Relief 
Exercise� The team did a remarkable job to improve the living 
conditions of the people in the isolated Sapang Bato village by 
providing a pump and pipeline to provide fresh water to a hilltop 
village� Their work will continue to provide tangible benefits for 
a long time� (See separate article in this magazine – ‘Water Flows 
Uphill for locals in the Philippines’ - page 73)

Ex Explo-Da-Bull, a Demolitions practice was conduct-
ed over the June training weekend and it went off with a 

BANG! The Sappers’ knowledge and awareness was increased 
through the conduct of the practice which included serials in 
concrete stripping, steel cutting, shape charges and an urban 
breaching serial�

In July a CE Section from 101 participated in Ex TS 09 as 
part of 5 Bde’s HRR CT and another section joined the 5 RRF in 
training for domestic operations�  The August Training Weekend 
provided a valuable refresher in Explosive Hazard Awareness and 
Protection Training for all Sqn members which will serve them 
well on future deployments�

During the rest of the year, 101 Const Sqn will conduct more 
military construction, a Plant Course, Wpns Courses, a Range 
Weekend, watermanship training with LRSS, a regimental parade 
and Xmas functions�

Deployments further abroad include three members deploy-
ing for two months on Pacific Partnership Operation, 1 member 
deployed to East Timor and four Sqn members preparing to de-
ploy to Rifle Company Butterworth in November�

102 Construction Squadron
 102 Construction Squadron (102 Const Sqn) continued to train 
and manage soldiers from pre-recruit through to being posted to 
101 Const Sqn or Littoral and Riverine Survey Sqn as qualified 
Sappers� In the first 8 months of 2009 the squadron enlisted 16 
new recruits to support the growth of the Regiment, and con-
ducted three Gap Training Weekends focused on Navigation� The 
Sqn also contributed to the Regiment’s main effort (preparing 
personnel for deployment on current operations;, including the 
Army Aboriginal Community Assistance Program (AACAP)), by 
preparing members for deployment with DP1 Folders, inocula-
tions and documentation�

Above. 2� Const Regt’s Littoral and Riverine Survey Squadron aboard the Inshore Survey Vessel ‘The Dusty Surveyor’ conduct surveys and provide 
engineer advice in a littoral and riverine environment to support Point of Entry (POE) and Logistic Over the Shore (LOTS) operations.
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Littoral and Riverine Survey Squadron
Littoral and Riverine Survey Squadron (LRSS) role is to conduct 
surveys and provide engineer advice in a littoral and riverine en-
vironment to support Point of Entry (POE) and Logistic Over the 
Shore (LOTS) operations� The Squadron has continued its mission 
to provide a specialist deployable hydro graphic survey capability 
IOT contribute to ADF capability by: gathering, analysing and 
interpreting coastal and Riverine hydro graphic data; surveying 
the land adjacent to the shore; and producing reports, plans and 
maps/charts�

In 2009 the Squadron’s aim was to have at least one fully 
manned and capable hydrographic survey team ready for de-
ployment within 14 days notice to move� To achieve this, the 
Squadron conducted survey and watermanship training on four 
three-day training weekends at HMAS Penguin, HMAS Creswell 
and Clareville annex, practising survey and watermanship skills 
including beach landings, righting up-turned craft and retriev-
ing very wet and cold duckers from the harbour during man over 
board drills�

In March during a nine-day block period, the Squadron de-
ployed to Jervis Bay to conduct EX “AL-FAW” based at HMAS 
CRESWELL� The Squadron further developed its Rapid Hydro 
Reconnaissance capabilities to support Rapid Environmental 
Assessments and individual/collective deliberate hydro sur-
vey skills� Rapid Environmental Assessments is the underly-
ing geospatial foundation for the Common Operating Picture 
and also delivers the recognised environmental picture� It de-
scribes the physical environment and its impact on military 
operations� Traditionally the “Black Duckers” have trained to 
undertake deliberate hydrographic data collection in the field 
by overt methods in non opposed environments� The new fo-
cus is hasty surveys in low threat environments which helps 
the squadron deliver its mission critical task of being “Am-
phibious Pathfinders”�

In late August nine Squadron members deployed to Papua 
New Guinea Supporting Ex Olgetta Warrior, operating as am-
phibious pathfinders for an “over the beach“ landing of a full 
Joint Task Force, at Bootless Bay near Port Moresby� The tasking 
pushed the crews to their limits as they contended with tight 
time frames, commanders and troops eager to get ashore and 
coral reefs stretching up to half a kilometre out to sea�  Add to 
this irregular sea floor topography and the ever present danger 
of stray sea mines, long forgotten from when the bay was heavily 
mined during WWII to prevent exactly such a sea borne invasion! 
In addition the team also supported Rapid Environmental Assess-
ment trials being conducted by Defence Science and Technology 
Organisation Unmanned Autonomous Vehicles in jungle river 
locations around the coast� (See separate article - Amphibious 
Pathfinders lead the way�)

To promote the Squadron’s unique capability the Officer 
Commanding, (Major Zaharias), presented an extremely well 
received briefing on LRSS capability to the RAE Corps Confer-
ence� Lieutenant McElroy presented a similar briefing at the 
UN World Hydrography Day Conference whose participants in-
cluded ex Chief of Defence, (Vice Admiral Ritchie), the national 
hydrographer, (Commodore Nairn) and 75 other RAN officers/
civilian hydrographers from around the Nation� In addition, 
(to further support their capability), the Sqn has reviewed and 
submitted revisions on a number of doctrine documents cur-
rently under review by Defence including RAE Employment of 
Engineers, which is now updated to include LRSS, and ADFP 
2�3�1 Rapid Environmental Assessment (Provisional) doctrine� 
The Squadron is also developing a Fundamental Input into 
Capability (FIC) Plan to support its longer term changes and 
equipment bids�

CIMIC Squadron
CIMIC (Civilian and Military Co-operation) is the co-ordination 
and co-operation in support of the mission between the joint 
commander and civil actors, including the national population 
and local authorities, as well as international, national and non-
government organizations and agencies� It is not a new concept, 
but commanders are quickly realising the benefits that can be 
gained from CIMIC and trained teams are now being used on 
most deployments� 

Recognised as being a Squadron full of every other corps and 
a lot of specialist personnel, CIMIC Sqn continued to provide 
trained and ready members to support ADF operations requiring 
CIMIC capability, enabling them to deploy on operational com-
mitments� With a new Officer Commanding, Major John LoSchi-
avo, the year started with the deployment of two CIMIC members 
to JTF662 OP VIC FIRE ASSIST� (See separate article)� 

In May the Sqn conducted the CIMIC Tactical Operator’s 
Course (TOC) at SME� Twenty-four students and more than fif-
teen staff and guest lecturers from all over Australia came to-
gether for the sixteen day intensive training course� During the 
first week of the course, students were taught all of the necessary 
skills to be an effective CIMIC Operator� In the second week, a 
field phase allowed students to practice essential CIMIC tasks 
such as conducting site assessments, presenting briefs, negotiat-
ing and managing a CIMIC Centre� Role players, (including media 
and interpreters), made the scenarios more realistic and alerted 
students to real problems that could occur in the field� As a re-
sult of the CIMIC TOC, the capabilities of CIMIC Squadron have 
increased significantly, enabling them to deploy more personnel 
on operations�

The next milestone for the Squadron was Exercise Talisman 
Sabre 2009 (Ex TS09) in July, on which the Sqn deployed nine 
members for two to four weeks� TS09 is a bi-annual joint exer-
cise between the ADF and the US armed forces� It includes Army, 
Navy and the Air Force all operating together to achieve the ex-
ercise goals� Many thousands of troops, ships and aircraft were 
involved in the exercise that tested the ability of our systems to 
work in conjunction with the American systems� Overall it aimed 
to develop a shared planning and operating culture and develop 
our already strong ties with the US� Members of the squadron 
deployed all across the top of Queensland and the CO filled the 
role of Chief of Staff for the Civil Military Operations Section of 
the CTF in Hawaii� 

In addition, four squadron members deployed to OP ASTUTE 
in Timor Leste and one member deployed to OP ANODE, bring-
ing the total number of members deployed this year to sixteen, 
almost half of the Squadron�

Below. 2� Const Regt’s aaCaP 2009 Mentors and Trainees with MaJ-
GEN Williams (COMD 2 Div) and LTCOL Casey, CO 2� Const Regt.
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22 Construction Regiment had a hectic 
start to the year when in February we were 
called to deploy Unit members to Op VIC 
FIRES ASSIST� The Unit, supported by 4 
CER personnel and equipment, deployed 
the Force engineer headquarters which 
coordinated all Army Engineering effort 
including; provision of blade teams that 

constructed 75km of containment lines, chainsaw teams for 
the removal of dangerous trees, water distribution, and clean-
up teams to assist with the removal of damaged property, burnt 
trees and fences�  

The Regiment settled down in March and April to concentrate on 
individual skills training� We joined with 4 CER to conduct a demoli-
tions range weekend in May and a small arms practice in June�

The Regiment’s major construction task for the year was the 
construction of a Lysaght Hanger for the Army Tank Museum in 
Puckapunyal� The Army Historical Unit (AHU) in Puckapunyal is 
responsible for maintaining the Tank Museum on behalf of RAAC� 
AHU acquired several Lysaght Huts through Defence Material Or-
ganisation and were keen to erect one of these huts to house new 
exhibitions� This task provided the Regiment excellent training in 
project management, horizontal and vertical construction�

In May, 203 Works Section carried out a final reconnaissance 
of the site and completed plans to construct the Lysaght Hut by 
the end of the October 2009 AFX� The construction task was given 
to 105 Const Sqn who completed site works and concreting tasks 
over the June to September training weekends and concluded 
the Lysaght Hanger erection, with assistance from 39 Const Sqn, 
during the AFX�

39 Const Sqn Construction Squadron were busy during June 
to September completing construction tasks around their depot 
and maintaining their forestry capability by conducting advanced 
chainsaw training in their Forestry Coup� The Squadron also con-

ducted significant planning for the construction of an access road 
to the School of Music at Simpson Barracks� The project will be 
completed in 2010 when funds become available�

22 Const Reg main effort for 2010 will be to plan and ex-
ecute a component of AACAP 17 which will involve numerous 
improvements to the primary school at the Pukatja community 
in South Australia, just south of the Northern Territory border, 
130 kms west of the Sturt Hwy� Planning to coordinate the Regi-
ment’s contribution is well underway by 203 Works Section and 
105 Const Sqn� The Regiment will deploy a troop size contingent 
next year in June and July�

 22 Const Regt deployed a number of personnel overseas this 
year� WO2 Rob Emerson spent six months in England and Af-
ghanistan on Exercise Long Look; SGT Ricky Morris deployed to 
Afghanistan on OP SLIPPER; SGT Jason Sales deployed to the 
Solomon Islands on OP ANODE; and CAPT Adam Tull deployed 
to East Timor on OP ASTUTE�

SAPPER SITREP
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The major exercise for the unit in 2009 was Ex Rhino Charge 
09 where the majority of the Squadron deployed in support of 
the 9th Bde across various locations at the Cultana Training 
Area (CTA)�

Support Troop (Spt Tp) was busy early and with some care-
ful planning quarried enough material to re-sheet around 20km 
of internal roads across the CTA� They worked hard from before 
dawn until well into the night at times, ensuring that the Main 
Supply Route (MSR) was kept serviceable� Dust suppression and 
CTA are two phrases that go hand in hand� With only one Mack 
tanker to service the AO and in addition supporting the road re-
sheeting task, the tanker practically never stopped moving for the 
duration of the Exercise� Despite the typical array of equipment 
breakdowns such as loosing a few teeth from the grader and a cou-

ple of staked tyres, Spt Tp earned the respect of the other exercise 
participants for its can-do attitude in successfully completing all 
tasks assigned to them�

1 Tp is the Sqn High Readiness Reserve (HRR) troop and 
had the task of displaying what engineers can do to enhance the 
capability of a Combat Team� The Tp supported by some senior 
Sappers from the Sqn conducted a series of tasks including laying 
down Battlefield Noise Simulation (BNS) in support of a platoon 
defensive position to conducting a water recon across Spencer 
Gulf in Mk 3 Zodiacs� In addition they carried out demolitions, 
general construction and hardening tasks� During a firepower 
demonstration observed by two state Governors, the Tp provid-
ed a series of BNS serials including the always popular mini-nuke, 
but the real crowd pleaser was the blast incediaries especially 
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Western Region 2009 Waterloo 
Dinner  
‑ Corporal Brenden Dickinson
A Royal Australian Engineer (RAE) tradition 
was established on the 18th June 1915 on 
the rocky shores of ANZAC Cove, Gallipoli 

when a dinner was held to commeroate the 
Battle of Waterloo (this being the 100th Anniversary) and the 
completion of “Watson’sPier”� (See Waterloo Dinner Article, page 
72 of this magazine)

 On the Western side of this wide brown land the Waterloo 
Dinner is commemorated on an annual basis by all ranks of the 
Corps and by retired members as well�   Over time, there have 
been many variations of the conduct of the Waterloo Dinner, all 
having their own unique characteristics, formats and method of 
conduct, and indeed their own mixture of characters�  However, 
there is one thing that remains the same and that is the gathering 
of all Sappers great and small, forming a tight knit group banding 
together to both remember and celebrate the attributes of our 
great Corps�

The 2009 Waterloo Dinner was conducted by 13 Field Squad-
ron on Friday the 24th of July 2009�  Fittingly, the dinner was 
held on the banks of the majestic Swan River at the Burswood-on-

Swan Function Centre and was attended by Colonel Commandant 
Western Region Colonel Geoff Simpson, OC 13 Fd Sqn, Major 
Brett Douglas and the former SSM of 22 Const Sqn, Warrant Of-
ficer Class One Mick Ryan as well as 56 other members of the 
Corps� Lieutenant Jonathon Broz was the invited representative 
of the Royal Australian Signals Corps�

during the night time serials� The next task was a recon of the 
Whyalla Port area where the Tp was accompanied by the Com-
mander 9th Bde� This enabled the Commander to see first hand 
the capabilities of the Mk 3 Zodiac and although somewhat wet-
ter than when he started, he was impressed� The next challenging 
task was to move an entire infantry platoon across 30km of water 
between Whyalla and Black Point� Further demolition exercises 
and construction tasks were completed during the closing stages 
of the exercise�

Detached as one of the Reserve Response Force (RRF) pla-
toons, 2 Tp was responsible for providing support to the Bde 
SECOPS aspects of the exercise� Despite the ‘re-badging’ the 
Troop was able to apply its ‘Sappernuity’ to achieve the various 
tasks it was given� Sappers also provided instruction on Vehi-
cle Check Point (VCP) construction and operation, cordon and 
search� They also provided a unique RAE perspective to secure 
the Torrens Power Station�

Support to Operations
3rd Fd Sqn supported various operations over the past 12 
months with Squadron members providing support to Op AN-
ODE, VIC FIRE ASSIST and RESOLUTE� CPLs Mark Evering-
ham and Natalie Forrestal deployed to the Solomon Islands for 
Op ANODE at the beginning of the year, returning in April� 
The SSM, WO Roger O’Leary along with SPRs Trevor Winslet, 
Joshua Gillespie and David Westhover deployed on Op VIC FIRE 
ASSIST� Currently CPL Matthew Woods and SPRs Daniel Con-
nelly, Paul Harvey, Trevor Winslet and Craig Cech are working 
with the RAN on Operation Resolute�

Future Ops
The completion of Exercise Rhino Charge 09 coincided with the 
expiration of HRR contracts for 10 members of the Squadron� 

Although there has been some difficulty experienced in meet-
ing the competency requirements of HRR, the unit has filled two 
sections and will see the remaining positions contracted by the 
end of the year�

In the 12 months ahead the unit will focus on increasing our 
dive capability� LCPL Neville Pace is currently completing his Dive 
Safety Officer (DSO) course in preparation for a number of our Sap-
pers to undertake a training course to become Army Work Divers�

In summary, the past 12 months have been busy and chal-
lenging� The Unit has met all its challenges and tasks with pro-
fessionalism and gusto� In particular, Exercise Rhino Charge 09 
presented the Squadron with the opportunity to showcase RAE 
capability� Thanks to the hard training prior to the exercise and 
the high standard of engineer expertise displayed throughout the 
exercise we believe the Squadron has proved once again that there 
can never be enough Sappers�

SAPPER SITREP

13th FiELD SQuADROn

Below. Colonel Geoff Simpson delivering the Head of Corps’ address
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The mood was set with pre-dinner drinks to allow old friends 
to reminisce on life since the previous dinner�  After a slight hiccup 
that caused ‘mood lighting’ for a room full of drinking Sappers 
the group was gathered by the Dining Vice President (Lieutenant 
Dean Caporn) and all moved through to the main dining room�

The meal itself was first rate, however, tradition was broken 
in that the catering for the dinner was carried out by a contracted 
civilian catering company and not by members of the Australian 
Army Catering Corps�  

Following the meal Colonel Simpson delivered the customary 
Head of Corps Message�  Then, as tradition dictates, Lieutenant 
Broz was called upon to say a few words on behalf of the Signals 
Corps�  A surprise (and belated) presentation was then carried out 
by Mick Ryan who presented a “Silver Sapper” statuette to Sapper 
Will Rickard�  This was in recognition of Will being named the 
Sapper of the Year for 2008 - A great achievement!

With the speeches and toasts completed it was time to do what 
Sappers do best�  The carafes were rarely empty, continually on 
the move and extremely hard to keep up with� 

The night was well enjoyed by all as a success and has laid the 
benchmark for future Waterloo Dinners hosted by the Little Red 
Devils of 13 Fd Sqn�

2009 Construction Civil Plant Course 
– Lieutenant Jamie Martin
Support Troop, 13 Fd Sqn conducted its annual plant training 
course at the Bindoon Training Area (BTA) between 4 and 19 July 
2009� Dubbed the Construction Civil Plant Course, it was organised 
by the unit’s Cadre Staff Plant Operator Corporal Scott Miles and 
its aim was to train Troop members on the newly received Komatsu 
excavator and John Deere skid steer loader equipment�

The first week included the usual challenges (as does every 
plant course) and competing bids on the limited available train-
ing area for plant equipment resulted in reduced space to conduct 
the course�  However, once this was sorted out a good start was 
achieved and all students soon became familiar in the operation 
of their allocated machine�

Typical of the BTA at that time of year the weather conditions 
made the operation of plant equipment difficult to say the least; as 
the training area soon resembled a mud patch!

Week two of the course proved to be more successful with the 
plant training scrape area becoming available and the students gain-
ing confidence as they became more familiar with their machines�  
All students managed to gain up to three plant operator codes with 
some members upgrading their existing codes to other machines�

Warrant Officer Class One Stephen Smith and Corporal An-

drew Harrison from Plant Wing, School of Military Engineering 
supported the instruction and testing phases of the course and 
were welcomed and praised by students for their professional 
conduct and attitude�  Understandably, the training and testing 
phases were rigorous to ensure that each trainee was able to oper-
ate, service, and understand every component of their machine 
safely and effectively�  The hard work by the instructors and stu-
dents was rewarded though as all students successfully passed 
each assessment� 

In essence the Sqn gained immensely from the conduct of the 
course as its Spt Tp has been provided with a far better capabil-
ity and flexibility from its increased numbers of qualified plant 
operators now available for tasking�

Portable Sawmill Course 
– Corporal Richie O’donnell
The period 18 to 23 July 2009 saw the Little Red Devils of 
13 Fd Sqn engaged in learning how to effectively operate an in-
service Lucas Mill Portable Sawmill�

The course was conducted within the Squadron’s Resources Tp 
yard at Irwin Barracks�  In all six Sappers gained a qualification 
and the knowledge and experience of operating the Lucas Mill 
Portable Sawmill safely and efficiently to win timber from trees 
felled in-situ for expedient construction tasks�

The Sappers and their four instructors were also introduced to 
the new modifications and attachments to the portable sawmill 
by Lucas Mill’s Mr� Peter Foster which was well received by all�

Below. Students and Instructors of the 2009 Portable Sawmill Course 
(from left to right): Lance Corporal Garth Harrington, Sapper Will Rick-
ard, Sergeant Mario Marciano, Mr Rob Quinn (Work Experience Student), 
Sapper andrew Malland, Corporal Richie O’Donnell, Sapper Derek Hawks-
worth, Sapper Matt alexander, Sapper Leigh Hodson, Sapper Mike Pearce, 
and Sapper Steven Hoad with the Portable Sawmill

SAPPER SITREP

35th FiELD SQuADROn
During 2009, the 35th Field Squadron (35 Fd Sqn) has continued 
recruiting, training and sustaining Combat Engineers to support 
and enhance the capability of 11 Brigade� The year has been chal-
lenging but rewarding for all members of 35 Fd Sqn� 

The year started with a bang, literally, with live rounds go-
ing down range in early February when all squadron personnel 
attended the AIRN and mandatory training weekend� Once 
they had passed the AIRN practice, some of the more confi-
dent Sappers attempted to improve their marksmanship skills 
by firing LF6�

1 Troop
Mount Isa based 1 Tp has been going through a transition proc-
ess this year as reduced numbers of personnel attending has seen 
many training activities cancelled� Personnel that have actively 
paraded have supported other activities within the Squadron� 
This element of 1 Tp travelled to Townsville to conduct a plant 
task at the Mt Stuart MTR Range, which consisted of a basic cut 
and fill to provide an alternate firing point�

The capability of 1 Tp has been severely restricted during 2009� 
Planning is currently under way for the relocation of 1 Tp from Mt 
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Isa to SE QLD� This relocation would see a troop embedded in Bris-
bane providing it with a significantly larger recruiting base than 
it currently has in Mt Isa� The Tp would be designated as the High 
Readiness Reserve (HRR) Tp for the Sqn� The several personnel 
remaining within Mt Isa will become special conditions members 
and remain part of the HRR or Sp Tp�

2 Troop
In December 2008, 2 Tp finished the year off with a challenging 
trek up the mighty Mt Bartle Frere� The walk was challenging and 
completed within 9 hours� After the initial mandatory training in 
February, 2 Tp concentrated on revising their field craft, patrol-
ling skills, navigation, and radio communication training�

High Risk Engineer Search was conducted in April at the Line 
Creek Junction Training Facility� The Tp conducted route search into 
the facility and then proceeded to train in occupied and unoccupied 
building search� Also in April, 2 Tp provided a cenotaph party to the 
Rollingstone RSL which held a Dawn Service to commemorate Anzac 
Day at Balgal Beach and a morning service at the Rollingstone RSL� 

Personnel from 1 and 2 Tp conducted Demolitions training in 
May� Training included urban demolitions and typical cutting and 
borehole charges� NCO’s were given the opportunity to practice 
their demolition calculations and knowledge� 

3 Troop
3 Tp has concentrated on the development of their Sappers with 
personnel attending Phase 1, 2 and 4 IET courses� Remaining 
qualified personnel were introduced to Urban Breaching and 
Combat Engineer Method of Entry (MOE) techniques� 

The culmination of their training was the Tp demolitions and 
Urban Breaching Practice� The exercise was conducted in three 
phases; lead up training, basic demolitions and urban breaching� 
The lead up training covered a variety of topics including demoli-
tions safety, charge composition, calculations, Engineer Method 
of Entry and basic room clearance drills� A static demolitions prac-
tice was conducted on the first day of the exercise and ensured 
all personnel had rehearsed the necessary basic skills prior to ad-
vancing to the urban phase of the exercise� It also ensured that the 
basic fundamentals of demolitions was revised and tested�

The next phase of the training was to conduct urban breaching� 
This exercise was conducted at the Urban Operations Training Fa-
cility (UOTF) at Shoalwater Bay Training Arean(SWBTA)� This is a 

purpose built facility that includes pre-constructed frangible mouse 
holes that allows training to occur without destroying the facility� 
The Sappers were stepped through each phase of urban breaching 
beginning with a dry ‘walk-through talk-through’ and finishing off 
the day with a  Tp(-) breach and clearance using live charges and 
blank ammunition�  The Sappers were able to see and feel the effects 
of the charges first hand� They were also able to appreciate the dif-
ficulties of breaching and fighting in an Urban Environment�

During July the Sqn’s HRR Tp, with attachments from 5 CER 
and 8 CER, participated in Ex Talisman Sabre (Ex TS09) at SWBTA 
under command of 8/9 RAR� It had the potential to be a great 
learning experience for all personnel but the lack of engineer 
tasks and planning saw the Tp tasked as Infantry soldiers� This 
has had a negative flow on effect for recruiting personnel to the 
HRR� Lessons learnt highlighted the need for C2 training and 
to have Engineers directly involved in the planning for future 
exercises involving the HRR Tp�

This year the Training Cell has trained and sent Recruits to 
ARTC� Some personnel excelled during their time at ARTC with 
Sappers Eden and Smith both being awarded Best Shot in Platoon 
Skill at Arms, during their training� All soldiers within the train-
ing cell have completed their mandated Gap training and are now 
awaiting an IET course to further their careers�  

The Training Cell also assisted with the Careers Open Day at 
Lavarack Barracks� The Engineers provided the largest display and 
also put on a Battle Noise Simulation (BNS) demonstration� Inter-
est from the general public was well received and we hope this will 
attract new blood into the squadron�

Throughout the year 35 Fd Sqn have supported numerous 
units within 11 Bde� In May the Sqn provided enemy parties to 
31/42 Royal Queensland Regiment in Tully whilst also conduct-
ing BNS and a live claymore demonstration� September will see 
personnel move to High Range Training Area to support the an-
nual cadet camp where improvised flotation, field machines, and 
route clearance demonstrations will be conducted�  In October 
2 Tp will provide small boat handlers to support 141 Sig Sqn� A 
member of the Sqn is also deployed on OP Slipper�

With Reserves taking on a greater responsibility within the 
wider Army, 35 Fd Sqn has had a change of direction for recruiting 
and training in 2010� Focused on providing a HRR Tp to 7 Bde, 
the METL’s have identified the requirement to undertake specific 
training for 2010 to meet this capability�
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AWARDS
Distinguished Service Cross
LTCOL D.J. Wainwright, DSC
Conspicuous Service Cross
LTCOL A.W. Boyd, CSC
LTCOL A.G. Wallace, CSC
Medal of the Order of Australia
CAPT B.L. White, OAM
WO1 M.I. Kerr, OAM

PROMOTiOnS
Officer Appointments to the Corps 
LT M. Bennett, LT J. Bowrey, LT B. Gray, LT K. Hamilton, 
LT B. Hutton, LT M. Innes, LT C. Kukas, LT T. Luxford-
Sanderson, LT A. McGinnes, LT A. McMahon, LT M. McMahon, 
LT P. Muller, LT D. Palmer, LT R. Pinkerton, LT B. Plumb, 
LT I. Selth, LT M. Sipple, LT M. Smith, LT G. Stannard, 
LT C. Thompson-Lang, LT R. Vehlow, LT J. Witt.
To Lieutenant Colonel
J. Carey, A. Cootes, H. Hanna, A. Hollink, 
C. Lauder, G. McClay, N. Pigott.
To Major
R. Bailey, S. Briggs, P. Byrne, S. Davidson, N. Dennington, J. Dugdell, 
P. Duncan, J. Egan, A. Elgey, G. Fish, T. Goddard, M. Heggart, 
R. Kirby, I. Lobb, J. Mcreadie, C. Miller, L. Robertson, J. Venz.
To Captain
E. Allitt, P. Anselme, D. Bignell, A. Coburn, R. Collins, 
M. Donaldson, G. Jones, J. Jory, A. Kerklaan, J. Lean, 
C. Murray, J. Neldner, G. O’Dwyer, S. Padman, M. Pesce, 
R. Pittman, J. Plimmer, M. Plunkett, R. Schmidt, J. Scott, 
B. Sterling, D. Stubbs, E. Turner, T. Whale.
To Warrant Officer Class One
K. Eaton, P. Herbig, M. Patterson, S. Rutledge, D. Soutar.
To Warrant Officer Class Two
K. Abrahams, C. Anderson, M. Brescianini, R. Clarke, S. Corkery, 
F. Cox, D. Dye, A. Fitzmaurice, J. Ford, J. Harmon, T. James, 
A. Luchterhand, T. Malone, M. Muzeen, R. Peel, I. West, A. Wyatt.
To Sergeant
D. Bell, J. Bevis, A. Burbury, L. Burgess, G. Coulter, S. Cox, 
C. Davies, B. Douglas, P. Evans, D. Hedges, D. Kelly, S. Kimber, 
B. Maloney-Carter, C. Miklulec, G. Miller, N. Mitchell, 
A. Moore, D. Nicholls, C. Nott, D. Petrellis, M. Reed, 
A. Reilly, G. Rowan, E. Sage, C. Sinko, T. Smith, R. Stanton, 
B. Till (deceased), J. Tollan, C. Van Der Lit, G. Waddell, 
C. Ward, G. Warren, K. Williams, G. Withers.
To Corporal
K. Allen, D. Andersen, B. Andrews, C. Anger, A. Barnes, D. Bath, 
C. Bennett, N. Berry, A. Bourke, M. Brennan, G. Burchell, 
C. Butler, M. Cassidy, M. Chalk, A. Chong, T. Clark, A. Colledge, 
B. Corrigan, C. Cunneen, P. Dahlitz, N. Dawson, M. Devlin, 
M. Diercke, L. Eason, D. Eaton, L. Eccles, A. Exelby, T. Fennell, 
D. Flanagan, D. George, A. Gill, T. Gleeson, T. Harbeck, 
B. Harrison, M. Higgins, S. Hoskin, D. Jefferies, E. Jennings, T. Jesser, 
J. Johnstone, A. Lawrence, S. Ledingham, D. Lee, G. Lee, C. Lewis, 
B. Maher, G. Mandile, B. Matthews, A. McFadden, W. Meech, 
S. Miles, B. Miller, D. Miller, E. Miller, L. Milligan, L. Morrison, 
E. Murphy, N. Ormsby, J. Pahl, B. Palmer, M. Pasin, Z. Passmore, 
J. Peers, M. Peterson, A. Polson, R. Poole, J. Reid, A. Robertson, 
T. Sexton, S. Smelt, T. Smith, K. Speare, C. Stamp, G. Stephinson, 
G. Stewart, B. Taylor, D. Taylor, D. Thomas, J. Toms, J. Tyacke, 
H. Waller, A. Westerhoff, P. Williams, A. Wright, J. Wyatt.

To Lance Corporal
J. Aderdeen, A. Abraham, M. Angus, A. Anstee, A. Arends, 
A. Ballantyne, S. Barber, B. Barling, B. Bartolo, M. Bell, M. Boyd, 
J. Brown, R. Bucoltz, B. Butson, J. Cauz, A. Clarke, J. Colbourne, 
T. Cook, D. Coombes, A. Dalco, N. Eather, R. Ferguson, J. Foale, 
J. Franks, B. Gebert, M. Gonzalez, D. Gregson, B. Hall, I. Hallt, 
E. Hammond, M. Hardy, J. Harris, K. Hartcher, J. Heemskerk, 
B. Hewson, G. Higgins, B. Hitchins, J. Holliday, R. Johnstone, 
M. Kennedy, T. Key, M. Kneebone, M. Lacey, N. Lines, G. Love, 
S. Mackay, D. Maughan, R. McGibbon, M. McLennan, C. Meuleners, 
A. Mock, J. Moon, J. Moreels, T. Murray, D. Myers, M. Nealis, 
J. New, W. Newell, J. O’Neill, Z. Palmer, B. Patrick, J. Payne, 
S. Perry, A. Powell, C. Price, M. Quinney, A. Rainbow, W. Reid, 
A. Reynolds, J. Reynolds, A. Rowell, S. Ruehand, M. Ryan, 
G. Shaw, A. Sichter, B. Simpson, B Simshauser, D. Small, J. Smith, 
M. Smith, M. Snowden, K. Stocks, R. Swales, M. Symmans, 
P. Taylor, D. Trevena, S. Vanderhee, J. Walker, P. Walsh, E. Watson, 
A. Wawrzkowicz, A. Weslan, D. Western, W. Wilkins, 
J. Williams, S. Williamson, R. Youll, T. Young, A. Zappone.

LEAVinG THE REGuLAR ARMY
20 or more years of service:
LTCOL P. Hobbs, LTCOL D. McGuire, LTCOL B. Sloan, 
WO1 R. Rae, WO1 C. Ruddy, WO2 C. Burgemeister, 
WO2 J. Hardy, WO2 S. Johnsson, WO2 M. Sharp, WO2 G. Tyson, 
WO2 P. Wheeler, WO2 G. Woodall, SGT M. Hine, SGT R. Nash, 
SGT M. Palmer, SGT G. Serjeant, CPL M. Drummond, 
CPL G. Jackson, LCPL R. Ford, SPR C. Tobin.
Less than 20 years service:
MAJ S. Forrest, MAJ J. Green, MAJ M. McCormack, 
MAJ C. Tannock, MAJ C. Thorley, CAPT P. Anselme, 
CAPT A. Birley, CAPT K. Bullock, CAPT A. Cullen, 
CAPT G. De Jongh, CAPT P. Heffernan, CAPT L. Langelaan, 
CAPT I. Maas, CAPT J. Ormsby, CAPT R. Pittman, 
CAPT P. Quick, CAPT T. Sutton, CAPT S. Vermay, 
CAPT S. Webb, CAPT S. West, LT G. Breen, WO2 D. McInerney, 
WO2 A. Stokey, SGT G. Croft, SGT S. Newell, SGT M. Roslon, 
CPL G. Bamford, CPL M. Cann, CPL A . Carlson, 
CPL M. Casey, CPL L. Connolly, CPL P. Davis, CPL I. Gibson, 
CPL M. Halliday, CPL P. Hardman, CPL M. Jenkin, CPL P. Oraya, 
CPL D. Redshaw, CPL G. Reed, CPL C. Reedman, CPL D. Ryan, 
CPL G. Stephinson, CPL M. Warburton, LCPL D. Albress, 
LCPL D. Butcher, LCPL G. Dade, LCPL L. Forte, LCPL J. Haw, 
LCPL J. Irwin, LCPL R. Johnstone, LCPL B. Marshall, 
LCPL G. Murphy, LCPL B. Northcott, LCPL S. Pearce, 
LCPL D. Pitman, LCPL L. Read, LCPL L. Rosier, LCPL J. Webb, 
LCPL D. Whitbourne, SPR A. Andrew, SPR L. Armitage, 
SPR N. Beatson, SPR M. Brailey, SPR P. Brown, SPR L. Butler, 
SPR S. Byles, SPR R. Clements, SPR M. Collins, SPR T. Connor, 
SPR H. Courtney, SPR N. Cox, SPR M Coysh, SPR S. Crawford, 
SPR K. Crocker, SPR J. Culver, SPR C. Dennis, SPR J. Dwyer, 
SPR S. Edwards, SPR B. Felstead, SPR J. Foster, SPR D. Gail, 
SPR R. Govett, SPR A. Gray, SPR S. Haynes, SPR K. Hoskin, 
SPR M. Iannacone, SPR B. Johnson, SPR D. Kane, 
SPR K. Kooner, SPR L. Lawlis, SPR D. Locke, SPR M. Lucchesi, 
SPR K. Mavin, SPR T. Meredith, SPR G. Miller, SPR B. Moore, 
SPR J. Nicholas, SPR M. Nugent, SPR M. Oswald, SPR N. Paul, 
SPR J. Pedersen, SPR S. Pike, SPR K. Pinter, SPR L. Potter, 
SPR C. Prout, SPR B. Rasmussen, SPR J. Reeves, SPR M. Ritchie, 
SPR N. Robinson, SPR N. Robison, SPR A. Sandron, 
SPR A. Schwindt, SPR W. Scott, SPR N. Slater, SPR A. Stefanovic, 
SPR W. Stevenson, SPR K. Stubbins, SPR R. Szynkaruk, 
SPR J. Tanner, SPR A. Taylor, SPR J. Taylor, SPR R. Taylor, 
SPR J. Tonna, SPR B. Turner, SPR J. Weaver, SPR W. Webb, 
SPR D. Wickham, SPR B. Wilson, SPR L. Wouters, SPR F. Young.

PERSOnnEL MATTERS
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SiR JOHn HOLLAnD AC

From a two hundred pound woolshed to lasting monuments such 
as Melbourne’s Westgate Bridge and Parliament house in Canberra�  
Sir John Holland who passed away on 31 May 2009, aged 94, left 
an indelible mark on Australian engineering and construction�  

Born in 1914 and raised and educated at Flinders on the Morn-
ington Peninsula, Sir John attended Frankston High School be-
fore undertaking a civil engineering degree while living at Queens 
College at Melbourne University�

An engineer with the Commonwealth Oil Refineries just be-
fore the war, in 1939 he joined the Australian Army’s Engineer-
ing Corps and served in the Middle East, Greece and the South 
West Pacific�  Returning home after the war, Sir John worked 
with BP Australia until forming John Holland and Company 
Pty Ltd in 1949�

The company began trading on 16 May 1949 drawing heavily 
on the values instilled in Sir John during his military service in 
the Second World War�  Courage, initiative, honesty, fairness and 
leadership, along with a commitment to innovation in project 
delivery, became  central tenets of his business�

Beginning with a workforce of seven and a two-room office 
in Melbourne, the company’s first job was the construction of 
a woolshed at the home of the future Prime Minister, Malcolm 
Fraser�  John Holland and Company Pty Ltd won its first major 
civil engineering project in 1950 – the construction of a water 
treatment and power station plant at the Australian Paper Manu-
factures in Fairfield, Victoria�  The project was Australia’s first 
industrial glasshouse�  Six years later, Sir John oversaw the design 
and construction of Sorell Causeway in Tasmania, the compa-
ny’s inaugural interstate venture and Australia’s first major pre-
stressed concrete bridge�

Sir John Holland retired as Chief Executive in 1975 and as 
Chairman in 1986�  In addition to his company duties, Sir John 
participated widely in community activities such as Outward 
Bound, Royal Melbourne Hospital, The Churchill Trust, The 
Queen’s Trust and the Stroke Research Foundation�  In 1973 
he was created Knight Bachelor and was awarded an Honorary 
Doctorate of Engineering at Monash�  He became a Companion 
of the Order of Australia in 1998 and in 2001 he received the 
Australian Constructors Association Award for distinguished 
service�  In 2004 he was appointed Honorary Fellow of the Aus-
tralian Academy of Technological Sciences and Engineering, a 
very distinguished and rare honour�   

Sir John maintained his links with the Army after his discharge 
and in particular with the Corps of Royal Australian Engineers�  In 
keeping with the fact that Sir John was a man who led by example 
and challenged all to strive for excellence in all their endeavours, 
he set-up the John Holland Award to recognise those officers who 
excelled during their time on the RAE Regimental Officers Basic 
Course�  The Award recognised the outstanding ‘non-technical’ and 
‘technical’ officers on both the regular and Army Reserve courses�  
The Award is normally in the form of a gift and the recipients 
names are recorded on The John Holland Award Honour Board 
that is displayed in the Museum Diorama building, located at the 
School of Military Engineering�  In a Corps whose bread and butter 
is engineering and constructing, amongst other skills , Sir John 
Holland and the achievements of his company,  are outstanding 
examples of what all  engineers should strive to be as individuals 
and aspire to achieve as an engineering organisation�

The final word is left to Dr John Zillman AO, former President 
of the Australian Academy of Technological Sciences and Engi-
neering, who said of Sir John “It may never be possible for one 
person to so shape an entire profession and an industry in the 
way that Sir John has done in the engineering and construction 
industry over the past 60 years�  Not only did Sir John preside 
over many of Australia’s great engineering construction feats of 
the 20th century, he also made an outstanding contribution to a 
vast array of important professional and community institutions, 
he will be sorely missed”�

SERGEANT BRETT IAN TILL

Brett Till was born at Campsie in New South Wales on 6 Septem-
ber 1977�  He enlisted in the Australian Regular Army on 17 July 
2001�  After completing recruit training he was allocated to the 
Royal Australian Engineers and completed his Combat Engineer 
Initial Employment Training on 6 March 2002�

His first posting was to the 1st Combat Engineer Regiment where 
he fulfilled a number of junior Sapper roles and qualified in a range 
of mechanised Combat Engineering roles such as: crewman driver, 
bridging and destruction of malfunction explosive ordinance�

In 2002, Brett was deployed on Operation Relex II, an opera-
tion focused on border protection to the North of Australia�  On 
20 June 2004 he was promoted to Lance Corporal and in January 
2005 was posted to the Incident Response Regiment as a Com-
bat Engineer within the Chemical Biological and Radiological 

Sapper Obituaries
“Lest we Forget”
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Response Squadron�  In September 2005 Brett was promoted to 
Corporal and in late 2005 he completed the Explosive Ordinance 
Reconnaissance course�

In 2007 Brett was posted to the School of Military Engineer-
ing as an instructor and was given the opportunity to complete 
the Explosive Ordinance Disposal Technician course�  Brett con-
sidered the successful completion of this course as one of the 
highlights of his military career�  In September 2008 Brett was 
temporarily promoted to Sergeant and was posted back to the 
Incident Response Regiment to conduct force preparation for 
Operation Slipper�

Brett was employed within 5 Troop as a Mobility and Surviva-
bility Commander and Explosive Ordinance Technician and spent 
September 2008 to February 2009 preparing his troop for their 
deployment to Afghanistan�  He deployed there on 24 February 
2009, serving with the Special Operations Task Group 9�

Brett Till, known to his mates as “Tilly”, died on 19 March 
2009 in Afghanistan, whilst in the process of rendering safe an 
insurgent Improvised Explosive Device�

Brett’s military decorations include; the Australian Active 
Service Medal with ICAT clasp, Afghanistan Campaign Medal, 
Australian Defence Medal and NATO ISAF Medal�   Brett was 
also awarded the Army Combat Badge and Return from Active 
Service Badge�

Brett was a quiet professional who enjoyed being an Explosive 
Ordinance Technician�  He was very well respected by all members 
of the Regiment�  He was a devoted husband to his wife Bree-Anna 
and father to his two children Jacob and Taleah�  He will be missed 
by his family and mates, but not forgotten�

SAPPER DAniEL JAMES RAWLinG

Daniel, otherwise known to his mates as Danny or Rawlo, was born 
in Melbourne, Victoria on 6 November 1975� He enlisted in the 
Australian Regular Army as an Emergency Responder on 6 July 
2004 and after completing recruit training in August 2004, he was 
allocated to the Royal Australian Engineers�  Danny completed Ini-
tial Employment Training as a Combat Engineer on 15 December 
2004 and was posted to the Incident Response Regiment� 

Shortly after arriving he commenced his training as an Emer-
gency Responder at the Australian Defence Force Fire fighting 
School in Amberley QLD�  Danny graduated in June 2005 and re-
turned to the Regiment to take up a position in Bravo Squadron�

Danny spent the duration of his career posted to the Incident 
Response Regiment where he fulfilled a number of roles, initially 
as an Emergency Responder, and subsequently as a member of 
a Disablement Team�  He was committed to his work and had 
an enthusiastic approach to the intense training regime that is 
typical of the Incident Response Regiment, particularly in the 
disablement role, which he enjoyed immensely�

A major highlight of Danny’s career was his deployment on 

Operation Slipper in Afghanistan with the Special Operations 
Task Group in 2008�  He had an important role to play in sup-
porting key fighting elements of the Task Group and capably 
contributed to the overall achievement of the Task Group mis-
sion�  On his return to Australia in November 2008, Danny was 
employed in 6 Troop where he remained as a member of one of 
the Disablement Teams�

Tragically, Danny died from injuries sustained as a result of a 
motor cycle accident on 24 May 2009�

Danny’s military decorations include: the Australian Active 
Service Medal with ICAT clasp, the Afghanistan Campaign Medal, 
the Australian Defence Medal, the NATO ISAF Medal, the Army 
Combat Badge and the Returned from Active Service Badge� 

Danny was a professional, who was enthusiastic and commit-
ted to his job�  He was a popular and well respected member of the 
Regiment, and he will be sadly missed by all that knew him�

BRIGADIER EDWARD (TED) SWINBOURNE

Brigadier Ted Swinbourne was born at Manly, New South Wales, in 
1926�  He spent a fair bit of his early childhood in the islands of the 
Central Pacific�  At age 11 he returned to Australia and completed 
his secondary education at Sydney Boys High School in 1943, 
achieving the position of School Captain during this time�

Brigadier Swinbourne graduated from Duntroon in 1947 and 
was appointed to the Corps of Royal Australian Engineers�  After 
graduation he was posted to the British and Commonwealth Oc-
cupation Forces in Japan� In 1949 he studied for an Engineering 
degree at Sydney University and in 1950 married his wife Jean�  
On completion of the engineering course he was posted to Korea,  
where he served with the 1st Commonwealth Division on opera-
tional duty with the Royal Engineers�

Brigadier Swinbourne returned to Australia  and in 1954 was 
posted as the Adjutant of the 3rd Field Engineer Regiment in 
Melbourne�  In 1956 he was posted as an exchange instructor 
to the Royal School of Military Engineering at Chatham,  in the 
United Kingdom�  He returned to Australia in 1958 and took up 
a posting as the Senior Instructor at the School of Military En-
gineering�  In 1960, Brigadier Swinbourne attended the United 
Kingdom Staff College at Camberley,  followed by a posting to 
the Military Engineering Establishment at Christchurch in the 
United Kingdom�  This posting also included time spent with the 
British Army of the Rhine in Germany�

He returned to Sydney in 1962 and took up the position of Of-
ficer Commanding 17th Construction Squadron�  During his time 
as OC he took the unit to the Sepik district of Papua New Guinea 
for 12 months�  The unit was responsible for several construction 
tasks including the construction of a major road from Wewak 
over the mountains towards Maprik�  In 1964, he was promoted 
to Lieutenant Colonel and took command of the RAE units in the 
Australian 1st Division�  In 1965 he took part in a major SEATO 
exercise in Thailand and also oversaw engineer units undertaking 
construction tasks in Sabah�

In 1966, Brigadier Swinbourne was posted to the United 
States Armed Forces Staff College at Norfolk, Virginia, followed 
by a two year posting as a technical staff officer with the Austral-
ian Embassy in Washington DC�  

This posting included much liaison with the US Army Mobility 
Equipment Research and Development Center and resulted in 
him being commended for his efforts by the Commanding Gen-
eral of the US Army Mobility Equipment Command�

Brigadier Swinbourne returned to Australia in 1968 where he 
worked as a technical staff officer for the Engineer in Chief of the 
Australian Army�  In mid 1970, he was promoted to Colonel and 
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appointed as the Director of Fortifications and Works�  1972 saw 
Brigadier Swinbourne posted to Vietnam as the Defence Science 
Liaison Officer on the US Headquarters of the Military Assistance 
Command in Saigon�  For his exceptional service he was awarded 
the US Bronze Star Medal and the South Vietnam Staff Service 
Medal 1st Class�  He returned to Australia in 1972 and was appoint-
ed as the Colonel Organisation at Army Office,  where he assisted 
with the transition of the geographic command system structure to 
the Field Force, Training Command and Logistic Command struc-
ture�  In 1975 he attended the Royal College of Defence Studies in 
the UK and was promoted to Brigadier�  He returned to Australia 
and was posted as the Chief of Staff Training Command�

Brigadier Swinbourne retired from the Regular Army in 1979 
and transferred to the Army Reserve�  In 1983, he  was appointed 
as the Honorary Colonel of the Australian Cadet Corps,  a position 
he held until 1987�  In 1989, he was appointed as the Eastern 
Region Honorary Colonel Commandant RAE,  a position he held 
until 1991�  This concluded Brigadier Swinbourne’s  service of over 
46 years with the Australian Army�

After leaving the Regular Army Brigadier Swinbourne served 

with the Faculty of Engineering at Sydney University�  He partici-
pated in the establishment of the Warren Centre for Advanced 
Engineering where he also served as a manager from 1983 to 
1986�  He was heavily involved in support of charitable organisa-
tions with substantial input to organisations such as Legacy, the 
Veterans Review Board and Vietnam Veteran organisations�  He 
was President of the East Gosford Probus Club from 94 to 95 and 
served on many other boards and committees�  In all, he was a 
member of over 70 clubs or organisations,  always bringing with 
him his outstanding organisational and leadership skills and an 
infectious enthusiasm to get things done� 

Brigadier Ted Swinbourne died on 4th October 2009�  His 
military career took him to over 20 different countries�  His op-
erational service saw him serve in Japan, Korea and Vietnam�  A 
dedicated family man devoted to his wife of close to 60 years, 
Jean, his two sons Peter and Stephen and his daughter Jenny�  
Brigadier Swinbourne was an outstanding Sapper and an excep-
tional man�  His place in RAE history is assured and his achieve-
ments will serve as a worthy benchmark for any Sapper to admire 
and aspire to�

his article is an opinion piece to promote discussion 
of the roles and responsibilities for explosive hazard 
search and explosive ordnance disposal (EOD) opera-

tions� In particular, I propose that the pendulum has swung too 
far towards EOD specialists and this is reducing the utility and 
expertise of the Combat Engineer� The context of this article 
is the explosive hazard search and clearance operations of the 
engineer squadron of the Mentoring and Reconstruction Task 
Force – Two, deployed on Operation Slipper, Afghanistan from 
June 2009 to February 2010� One of the tasks of the squadron 
is to provide mobility and survivability support to the Battle 
Group’s Combat Teams� In particular this article attempts to 
identify some of the complexities, similarities and overlapping 
responsibilities between search and EOD and attempts to deline-
ate where one ends and one starts� By way of definitions I propose 
that explosive hazard search is the activity of actively looking 
for an explosive hazard by manual, mechanical and electronic 
means (also referred to as Engineer Search)� Explosive ordnance 
disposal operations are those activities undertaken once an ex-
plosive hazard has been found to either destroy or render the 
explosive hazard safe (this could be done by a Combat Engineer 
or an EOD technician depending on the hazard involved)� I use 
the term explosive hazard as an all encompassing term for any 
item, material, ordnance or improvised device that contains an 
explosive whether commercially manufactured or home made�

The delineation between search and EOD has historically been 
defined by what is found during a search activity� During mine clear-
ance operations in Vietnam Sappers were searching for, and then 
destroying in place, unexploded ordnance, mines, booby traps and 
caches� During de-mining operations in Africa Sappers, supported 
by a fledgling EOD capability, were clearing minefields in support 
of the United Nations� By the time we deployed to Iraq it was EOD 
teams conducting the search for and disposal of ordnance (albeit 
mostly reactive searches)� As the specialist field of the EOD Techni-

cian grew through to maturity, the training delivered to and the re-
sponsibility of Combat Engineers for ordnance disposal diminished 
to the point where, arguably, only an EOD technician could destroy 
an explosive hazard (and I propose inclusive of land mines)�

There have been huge advances in the Combat Engineer train-
ing continuum in recent years, specifically related to explosive 
hazard disposal training� Positive steps have included the intro-
duction of the Ordnance Hazard Reduction (OHR) qualification 
in the Corporal course and the refocus of mine warfare training 
to the Explosive Hazard Reduction Assist training in the Sapper 
course� This training creates a Combat Engineer that is trained 
to conduct, to a similar standard of safety as an EOD technician, 
the destruction of a limited range of explosive hazards (specifi-
cally, conventional land ordnance up to 160mm in diameter and 
mines, not inclusive of IED)� I caveat the previous statement with 
‘to a similar standard of safety’ as the Combat Engineer engaged 
in minefield or battlefield ordnance clearance is unlikely to have 
access to, or a practical need for logistic support, for the employ-
ment of EOD robots and the use of bomb suits� 

On current operations in Afghanistan there is rarely an occa-
sion where a Combat Engineer is authorised to destroy an explo-
sive hazard because dedicated EOD teams are readily available 
and equipped to deal with the uncertain nature of IEDs� There 
is, therefore, a reduced need for Combat Engineers to perform 
any disposal activities� The reluctance to employ or, the need for 
Combat Engineers to perform disposal tasks, has even over-flown 
into the realms of engineer search� I believe there is now a cause 
for debate on whether or not a Combat Engineer searcher can 
conduct a ‘remote pull’ on a cache without EOD being on site� 
There is a mindset developing in Australia that if you are not an 
EOD technician then you are not permitted to engage in explosive 
hazard reduction activities� This view is wrong and must be dis-
couraged� An increasing culture of restrictions on search activities 
and the conduct of explosive ordnance disposal operations will 

EOD v Engineer Search
– Has The Pendulum Swung Too Far?

T
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create a generation of Sappers that will be reluctant to act in ‘a 
war’ where EOD Technicians  are held at formation level and not 
available for conventional ordnance disposal tasks (inclusive of 
land mines)� The manning for EOD Technicians within Combat 
Engineer Regiments (and wider Corps) is such that many EOD 
tasks would fall to Combat Engineers to conduct in large scale 
future conflicts (‘a war’)� The Corps can not properly support 
our operations in Afghanistan now with a sufficient number of 
EOD Technicians and must rely on other services to augment our 
teams� This may not be an option for larger operations� The unique 
high IED threat environment in Afghanistan calls for a high reli-
ance on well equipped and highly trained dedicated EOD teams, 
this should not however, result in reducing a Combat Engineer’s 
range of actions for explosive hazard reduction in other theatres 
of operation, or during training� 

There are also inconsistencies between corps doctrine and re-
ality, as doctrine is written primarily for ‘a war’� LWP (Engrs) 3-
6-5 Mines, Booby Traps and IEDs, states that a Combat Engineer 
can destroy an IED if he can see all of the components� At what 
stage in the training continuum is a Sapper trained to destroy an 
IED? At what stage is this practiced, or is the first time likely to be 
during a live task? The definition of an IED is in itself a cause for 
considerable debate� Is a landmine attached by detonating cord 
to a mortar an IED? Is a landmine with an anti-lift device an IED, 
or a booby trapped mine? There needs to be a robust and ego free 
debate of where the delineation of responsibility lies between the 
EOD technician and the Combat Engineer� I believe that if it is 
conventional explosive ordnance, a mine or booby trap, then the 
Combat Engineer should be able to search for and destroy what is 
found� If it is required to be transported, rendered safe or pulled 
apart, then it is left for an EOD Technician� If an OHR qualified 
Combat Engineer on operations in East Timor came across a mor-
tar, would he have to call for an EOD technician, or can he blow it 
in place?  If a Sapper in Afghanistan finds an IED for which he can 
identify all of the parts, can he blow the IED in place?

These discussions lead to the topic of search capability itself� 
High Risk Engineer Search (HRES) is a concept that is familiar 
and close to the hearts of many readers of the Sapper Magazine 
as this was our ‘bread and butter’ on operations in Vietnam� The 
tasks performed in Vietnam were formalised as HRES during the 
1980’s with training provided by the Royal Engineers� During the 
many years of operational deployments on peace keeping/enforce-
ment missions between Vietnam and Afghanistan, the corps focus 
for engineer search shifted from the traditional ‘green’ HRES role 
to the domestic support tasks of ‘white’ low risk engineer search 
(LRES)� Training and equipment reflected the then governments’ 
internal security policy focuses� A great deal of effort and develop-
ment was placed on acquiring and equipping our search teams with 

high tech equipment and the concept of ‘technical engineer search’ 
was born� While this was a worthwhile endeavour considering the 
extensive domestic support provided by the Corps between the 
mid 1990’s and 2006 (Olympics, CHOGM, VVIP visits etc), the 
HRES ‘green’ focus became secondary� Additionally, the training 
focus of the search section commanders has centred on leading 
a search team� Our section commanders on operations now are 
search team commanders and, as the senior RAE person in an 
independently deployed platoon group, they are search advisors to 
that infantry platoon� Training should be adjusted to reflect this�

Equipment advances for HRES has been almost non-existent� 
Sappers are now engaged in daily operations in Afghanistan search-
ing for explosive hazards (Caches, IEDs, UXO, mines and booby 
traps: often grouped under the term IED) forward of the infantry 
with an explosive detection dog, a mine detector, mine prodder, 
paint brush and little else� As with the developments of technical 
engineer search capability in the late 1990s that resulted in a com-
plete capability package, the same needs to be developed for current 
and future HRES operations� There has been some excellent work 
done recently by our Corps senior leadership in capability acquisi-
tion for route clearance however, there is much more work needs 
to be done to create a true search capability� In determining equip-
ment acquisition requirements the Corps needs to have clear priori-
ties� Do we need a new rail launch bridge for ‘a war’? or, a complete 
route search capability�  Which capability needs to come first� 

These discussions lead us to consider the wider collective train-
ing environment at home� Exercises in Australia are focused al-
most exclusively on ‘A War’� The need to develop a base level of tac-
tical ability in a conventional environment is a logical start point 
for training� At some stage however, the training needs to move 
beyond this point� Repeating annual exercises built around year-
ly posting cycles will not allow the Army to progress� Combined 
Arms training activities need to be just that, combined training 
activities that train for ‘a war’ while reflecting the complexities 
of the contemporary operating environment with a conventional 
and asymmetric threat and complex human terrain� It could be 
argued that ‘a war’ is likely to be very similar to ‘the war’� 

This article is not meant to be a public attempt to bemoan 
the situation that the Corps is in� The Corps as a whole is as great 
an organisation as it has ever been� However, for far too long we 
have let personal opinion, personalists and the latest great idea 
or talk fest get in the way of clear progress� With the raising of 
the new Engineer Headquarters as part of the Modular Engineer 
Force initiative, now is the time to develop a clear vision and move 
forward� I hope that this article adds to current discussions and 
possibly contributes in a small way to future improvements�

Captain Jamie Twidale, CSM

Industry Engagement Opportunities

Working In IAD
The construction industry is a $100 billion-a-year industry in 
Australia, with around half of all spending activity on engineer-
ing infrastructure and the other half on residential and non-resi-
dential building works� 

Infrastructure Asset Development (IAD) Branch, Infra-
structure Division, Defence Support, is responsible for the 
development and delivery of Defence’s capital facilities 

projects� IAD Branch actively engages with industry to pro-
vide the necessary project management, contract administra-
tion, design, and construction services to meet key Defence 
project objectives�

In the 2009–10 financial year, IAD will manage around 200 
Defence projects, with a total estimated cost nearing $10 billion� 
The current annual expenditure on these projects is estimated 
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at around $1�2 billion, with the forward estimates providing an 
additional $4 billion of forecast expenditure�

One of the largest projects to be delivered by IAD is the $623�7 
million Hardened and Networked Army Facilities Project at the 
Edinburgh Defence Precinct near Adelaide� Another major project 
is the $793�1 million Enhanced Land Force Stage 1 Facilities 
project, which includes works at 10 locations across Australia�

IAD Branch is headed by Brigadier Bill Grice and contains 
a mix of about 100 military staff and Australian Public Service 
personnel, including 18 engineers from the Royal Australian En-
gineers Corps�

RAE staff employed in IAD are able to develop their project 
management skills and provide a direct link between Defence 
project sponsors and industry� Corps staff are vital in providing 
industry with guidance on Defence’s unique design requirements 

for facilities such as armouries, weapons training ranges and high-
ly classified operations rooms� 

Working in IAD is also a valuable opportunity for junior offic-
ers and Warrant Officers to manage large scale projects (often well 
in excess of $100 million), and provides an excellent understand-
ing of how the Defence construction industry works� IAD-posted 
military personnel are often deployed in support of providing 
force level engineering infrastructure and camps to Australia’s 
overseas commitments� 

Experience in IAD is one of the few opportunities for members 
of the Corps to interact outside of Defence with private sector con-
struction contractors, designers, project managers and a range of 
other key industry members� For many officers, IAD can represent 
a challenging staff posting, but it also enables them to gain valu-
able skills and experience that can be taken back to the Corps�

Construction Platoon
When thinking of postings within the corps, seldom do people’s 
thoughts stretch as far as the Army Logistic Training Centre 
(ALTC) located in the Albury Wodonga Military Area� Often when 
a RAE member receives a posting order to ALTC, they have to field 
several questions such as “Why are you posted there?” and “What 
job are you going to do?”

Located within ALTC is the Army School of Electrical and 
Mechanical Engineering (ASEME), the home of the majority of 
long term technical trade training within Army� ASEME conducts 

Initial Trade Training for all RAEME trades including Fitter Ar-
mament, Technician Electrical, RAEME Technician Electronics, 
Vehicle Mechanic and RAAF Ground Support Equipment Fitters� 
The school also conducts ITT for the RAE trades of ECN 072 Car-
penter, 314 Plumber and 125 Electrician� Supporting this training 
are a number of RAE positions as instructors as well as command 
and management positions�

The RAE courses conducted at ASEME are long term training 
courses being 14, 16 and 18 months in duration respectively� In 
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that time, trade trainees will become qualified to Cert III level with 
some training conducted at Cert IV level� The training is conducted 
in line with a civilian syllabus and curriculum, allowing trainees to 
become qualified and competent tradesman within Army� On com-
pletion of the trainee’s ITT course, they are posted to SME to con-
duct up to two and a half years of On-the-Job Training (OJT)�

The courses offered within ASEME are challenging in both 
theory and practical components� The training provided is of the 
highest quality and prepares trainees well for conducting OJT and 
working as tradesmen within the wider Army� Generally speak-
ing, trainees at ASEME will achieve higher standards, conduct 
a greater depth of tasks, and be trained in more areas of their 
trade than their civilian counterparts� This provides Army with 
well rounded, robust trainees rather than specialists who are not 
qualified or able to adapt to the challenges Army faces�

On top of trade training, trainees at ASEME are required to 
conduct an ongoing PT, sport and military training program to 
maintain their military standards� Trainees are required to be 
AIRN compliant on graduation preparing them for employment 
within a unit� The school conducts an annual field exercise, Ex 
Broad Horizons, which tests the trainees individual and section 
level soldier skills� Ex Broad Horizons is both physically and men-
tally challenging and not only maintains the trainee’s military 
skills, but aims to develop them to produce soldier/tradesmen 
for careers within Army�

ASEME accepts trainees through two main avenues; directly 
recruited into a trade position and through in service transfer� If 
you have been considering a change of career, would like to obtain 
a trade, or have previous trade experience you wish to utilise, con-
sider an in service transfer to one of the construction trade ECNs� 
Recognition of Current Competency (RCC) and Recognition of 
Prior Learning (RPL) may be granted to those with previous trade 
experience and is considered on a case by case basis�

A posting to ASEME as a staff member is both a challenging 
and rewarding one� During your tenure you will work with mature 
trainees who thoroughly enjoy their trade and their training� As 
well as being an out of Corps environment, you will work closely 
with civilian contractors who are passionate tradesman and care 
for the level of training they conduct� Scientific Management As-
sociates are currently contracted to deliver the majority of trade 
training on behalf of Army, and employ a highly experienced 
group of instructors who have been working and teaching in the 
region for several years� At present there are Sergeant positions 
available for two Electricians, three Carpenters, one Plumber, plus 
one WO1 Manager Works and one RAE LT�

If you require a posting to a training establishment to develop 
your career profile, consider a posting to ASEME� During your 
time you will work with long term RAE trainees which allows time 
to build an effective working relationship, rather than marching 
in and out several courses a year� You will be able to work relatively 
independently within a unit environment and be able to provide 
subject matter advice to the chain of command� You will have a 
large influence on the delivery and content of trade training and, 
with the current climate of training reform, be in a position to 
provide long lasting positive effects for Army�

If you would like further information regarding an in service 
transfer to a construction trade, speak with your chain of com-
mand� If you know someone considering either joining the Army 
or undertaking a trade apprenticeship, direct them to speak with 
Defence Force Recruiting� If you are considering a posting to ASE-
ME as a staff member, consult your Career Management Agency, 
or for further information, feel free to contact Construction Pla-
toon at ASEME� Our details are available through the Defence 
Corporate Directory�

Lieutenant Steven Barns.

Exercise Trail Walker 2009
This year saw the School of Military Engineering (SME) once again 
enter three teams into Exercise Trail Walker�  This is a fund rais-
ing adventure activity conducted over a forty eight hour period 
during 28 to 30 Aug 09 and covering 100 km of heart stopping 
terrain for OXFAM Australia�  The activity takes teams of four 
from Brooklyn (on the Hawkesbury River), South along The Great 
Northern Walk through Karing Gai National Park and Lane Cove 
National Park to complete the walk along the Sydney Harbour 
foreshore at Mosman�

OXFAM Australia is a not for profit organisation that raises funds 
to assist under privileged people both living within city centres, our 
neighbouring island communities and in particular our remote In-
digenous areas�  Each team was required to raise a minimum of one 
thousand dollars prior to participation in the activity�

The teams this year comprised of “Team Broadhurst,” (an all Offic-
er team), “Team Holdfast,” (a combination Warrant Officer and Cor-
poral team), and “Team Tarakan,” (an all Corporal team)�  The team’s 
fund raising was well supported through the SME Regimental Trust 
Fund and generous donations from individual staff and instructors�

The teams were very well supported by two personnel for each 
team who took care of most of the teams needs along the way and 
were always waiting patiently at each of the nine check points 
with the brew water boiling and a welcome smile�  Although I 
must admit that some of the smiles and light heartedness was 
lost during the early hours of Saturday morning, but returned 

when the sun finally rose and the bacon and egg rolls were being 
devoured with much gusto and appreciation�

Overall, the activity was a great success from an adventur-
ous training point of view and I think that all involved in the 
activity learnt something about them selves, both physically and 
mentally�  This year there were 504 teams entered from a broad 
spectrum and it was encouraging to see that the SME teams com-
pleted the activity within the top third overall�  From within the 
school, Team Broadhurst took out the honours with all of the 
team completing�  Joint-Runners up were team Holdfast and team 
Tarakan completing the walk with three members each.   
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The chief facility at the [ANZAC Beach] base was a pier con-
structed in June by a party of the 2nd Australian Field Company 
under Lieutenant Watson� (C.E.W. Bean, The Official History of Australia in 

the War of 1914-1918, Vol. II). This pier was completed on the 17th of 
June, 1915�

On the following day there was held the first Corps dinner 
of the Royal Australian Engineers� It was the idea of Lieutenant-
Colonel C�H� Foott, Assistant Adjutant and Quartermaster-Gen-
eral of the 1st Division and the senior Australian Sapper on the 
Peninsula, to celebrate both the completion of the jetty and the 
centenary of the Battle of Waterloo, 18 June 1815� He clearly 
hoped that this would become an annual dinner� (R.R. McNicoll, The 

Royal Australian Engineers 1902 to 1919)

This inaugural “Waterloo Dinner” was held in the dugout of 
Lieutenant Colonel Foott, and was attended by six Royal Austral-
ian Engineers (RAE) officers, six Royal Engineers (RE) officers, 
and one non-engineer officer (an assistant to Lieutenant Colonel 
Foott)� At the dinner, it was proposed that the pier be named 
“Watson’s Pier” after the builder�

The first known RAE Waterloo dinner to be held after 1915 

was held in Melbourne in 1924 with over 70 officers present� In 
early 1925, after the then Colonel Foott assumed appointment 
as Director of Engineers, the Directorate of Engineers suggested 
to Engineer Officers Messes in all states that they should hold 
similar dinners�

Since 1925, the annual RAE dinner has variously been titled 
the “Waterloo Dinner”, “the Annual Dinner”, “the Corps Dinner”, 
and a commemoration of “Waterloo Day”� This reflects some of 
the confusion that has existed since 1925 as to the relevance of 
the Battle of Waterloo to the dinner� The Waterloo Dinner has 
generally remained an officer dinner, although in some regions it 
is held as an all ranks event�

A tradition of the dinner is the attendance of Royal Austral-
ian Signal Corps officers� The Royal Australian Signal Corps was 
formed in 1925 from RAE, and of the original Waterloo diners, 
four of the six RAE officers (including LT Watson) and one of the 
six RE officers were signal officers� For many years after 1925, 
the Waterloo Dinner was held as a Engineer and Signal Officer 
reunion� The tradition of having the Signal Corps represented at 
the dinner is still observed�

The Waterloo Dinner

Above. Watson’s Pier at aNZaC Cove showing the stores on the beach and the loaded barges crowded with soldiers.

Soldier Career Management Army 

RAE Cell update
After another busy year, the RAE Cell at SCMA congratulates 

those Sappers who have achieved a promotion milestone and 
wishes those Sappers who have decided to move elsewhere with 
their careers the very best�

2010 is set to be another busy year beginning with a couple of 
staff changes�  WO1 Tony Quirk moves on after providing excel-
lent support to the Corps as the career manager for the Combat 
Engineer trades�  Tony is taking up the “stick” again as Corps RSM 
within CATC�  SGT ‘Roz’ O’Brien is heading to Canberra to the 
Office of the CDF after delivering outstanding support to the cell�  

Notably, Roz chose to transfer to RAAOC this year and we wish 
her well in her continued career in her new Corps�

MAJ Robert Bailey and WO1 Wes Snowden continue on as 
career managers and will transition a new arrangement for the 
management of the RAE soldiers�  The intent is to reshape the cell 
and management roles with the Senior Career Manager (SCM) as-
suming the management of all WO1 and WO2 trades� Two WO1 
career managers will cover CPL and SGT ranks (one managing 
Combat Engineers and Emergency Responders the other manag-
ing all other trades)�  A WO2 career manager will cover all LCPL and 
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SPR ranks�  This adjustment will re-balance the workload of the cell 
due to the growth of the Corps over the last few years, with a view 
to providing better management of soldiers as individuals�

Noteworthy is the new CA Directive 37/09 Warrant Officer 
Career Pathway Strategy (WOCPS)�  The directive describes how 
WO1’s will be managed in the future and should be reviewed by 
all WO’s and SNCO’s as part of their career management prepara-
tion�  The transition to this model is still in its infancy and further 
information will be published as things progress�

Delivering the EOD manning is still posing some issues, al-
though the efforts of SME and others to enhance the training 
throughput appear to be mitigating the problem�  Whilst EOD is 
still an important operational capability, and is managed as such, 
EOD is still linked to the Combat Engineering stream and pro-
vides an interesting challenge to deliver not only the EOD capabil-
ity, but also maintaining the Combat Engineer requirements�

RAE Cell is still responsible for the manning of individual and 
embedded operational rotations�  Soldiers interested in individual 
rotations should discuss this with their career manager, through their 
chain of command, to secure release and identify suitable positions�

You should all be aware that the new Employment Specifica-
tions have been released�  Members should endeavour to review 
these (they can be viewed on the DRN) and ensure they have 
a sound awareness of their trade requirements� Additionally, 
all soldiers should review and submit current Electronic Prefer-
ences and Restrictions (EPAR) through PMKeyS Self Service�  
EPAR are important for the management of all soldiers and are 
a reference point for career managers�  Submission of an EPAR 
should be done after reviewing the relevant Employment Speci-
fication and discussing career options with a relevant trade NCO 
or WO�

Soldiers are strongly encouraged to actively involve them-
selves with their career management�  This can best be achieved 
by understanding their individual trade requirements and their 
long term goals�  This, coupled with discussion with their career 
manager, will provide the greatest opportunity for a successful 
and rewarding service career�

The RAE Cell welcomes any queries, via the chain of command, 
on any career management issues�  We hope to see you during our 
Career Guidance visits�

Water Flows Uphill For 
Locals In Philippines

Construction Engineers from 21st Construction Regiment (21 
Const Regt), based in Holsworthy, have provided water to an 
isolated hill top community as part of the first ever Association 
of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) Regional Forum Voluntary 
Demonstration of Response (ARF VDR) disaster relief exercise in 
the Republic of Philippines�

The Australian team of two plumbers, two carpenters, two 
electricians and a liaison officer, (all reservists), worked with US 
and Philippines Army Engineers to install a pump and construct 
associated pipe work up a steep hill with challenging access to 
provide an onsite water point to the village in Sapang Bato near 
Angeles City in Central Luzon�

“The track up the hill that the villagers used every day to get 
water was just as bad as Kokoda – steep and slippery” said Sapper 
Scott Lawson, “We got an enormous amount of gratitude and re-
spect because we made such a difference to the community – that 
was very satisfying�” he said�

The ARF VDR represents a commitment by member nations to 
improve their ability to coordinate disaster relief management ac-
tions and is the first ever field exercise, following a successful desk-
top exercise co-hosted by Indonesia and Australia in May 2008� 

The community of Sapang Bato includes a large proportion of 
people made homeless by the eruption of Mt Pinatubo in 1991 
and they continue to live in very poor conditions�  The only water 
supply most of the community had was from a hand pump on the 
far side of a flood prone creek�

“The community will be forever reminded of the contribu-
tion of the Australian Engineers as the water project continues 
to provide them with tangible benefits for years to come�” said 
the Australian contingent commander, Wing Commander Paul 
Hickerton, from HQJOC�  

The ADF commitment to the exercise also included twelve 
medical, dental and environmental health personnel from 2nd 
and 3rd Health Support Battalions who, along with medical per-
sonnel from nine other nations, treated some 14,000 cases in four 

days, providing much needed vaccinations and medical treatment 
for the local people�  

“Many in both the medical and engineering teams were on their 
first overseas trip and all did an outstanding job under difficult some-
times primitive conditions,” said Wing Commander Hickerton�

The inclusion of these projects as a part of the ARF VDR was 
essential to demonstrate how multinational engineer and medical 
teams, together with local authorities and village personnel, can work 
together to rebuild communities in the event of natural disasters�

Twenty six nations participated in the exercise, which also 
included demonstrations of supplies deliveries by air and a mari-
time demonstration of a search and rescue operation, as well as 
the engineering and medical capability demonstrations�

The ADF engineer team included Sapper Alberto Magat, a car-
penter from 21 Const Regt, who was born in the region where the 
exercise was conducted, and served with the Philippines Army 
before moving to Australia 19 years ago� “I really enjoyed going 
back and doing something to help the people there” he said, “It 
was also very useful that I spoke the language,” he added�

Below. Corporal Mark Ransley from 2� Construction Regiment gets high-
fives from local children for providing water to their isolated hill top village.
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‘Giving something back’ has always been the philoso-
phy of Major Malcolm Botfield, who recently retired 
from the Army after 44 years of loyal service.

Major Botfield, who has served 17-years in 21 Construction Regi-
ment (21 Const Regt), which is part of the Holsworthy-based 5th 
Brigade, said he will miss the camaraderie and lifestyle of being 
in the Army�

“The Army has been so much more than just a job, I have gained 
so much and I have tried to give back just as much,” he said� 

Major Botfield’s long and distinguished career spans 44 years 
in both the ARA and the Reserve�

He enlisted on 02 Jan 1964 into the ARA as a 19th intake  
apprentice Carpenter & Joiner at the Army Apprentice School 
(AAS), after trying out for all three services and deciding that the 
Army was the best option as it had the shortest Return of Service 
obligation (ROSO)� 

The Army also provided the opportunity to gain a trade, which 
would help him to avoid a life time of working in the shearing 
sheds in his hometown of Coolah, NSW�

Major Botfield quickly realised that there was a worthwhile ca-
reer in construction in the Corps of Engineers beyond the ROSO 
and he set himself the goal of being promoted to Warrant Officer 
Class One, which at 16 years of age was a big goal� 

He really enjoyed his trade and he excelled during his apprentice-
ship to be appointed Apprentice Battalion Sergeant Major (BSM), of 
which he was very proud to have achieved something for his family, 
as his father passed away shortly after� In addition, he was awarded 
the Governor General’s Medal on graduation from the AAS�

Major Botfield’s ARA postings are too numerous to mention, 
but a few of note are: 1 Field Squadron South Vietnam 1970-71, 
SME Instructor 1974-77, AAS Wing Sergeant Major 1977-80 and 
12 CE Works Mendi Papua New Guinea 1980-82� 

“The main thing is the people, I have worked with so many skilled 
people and have gained something from everyone,” he said�

Major Botfield retired from the ARA in 1985 because he had 
achieved his goal and did not want to hold up someone else’s 

career by holding on to a position, which had happened to him 
during his career� 

He joined the ARA Emergency Reserve (ARAER) and then 
transferred to the General Reserve on the disbandment of the 
ARAER in 1991 and was posted to 21 Const Regt as a Construc-
tion Supervisor� 

When he joined the ARAER , Major Botfield’s passion for  
teaching Carpentry and Joinery and guiding students led him to 
study and become a teacher at TAFE, where he enjoyed giving back 
the knowledge, ethics and attitudes he gained during his career, 
as well as the technical skills� He maintained his technical skills 
with continual studies throughout his career�

Major Botfield served 17 years with 21 Const Regt and de-
scribes that time as the most enjoyable time of his career because 
of the people�

“The comradeship, the reliability, the professionalism and the 
skills of the Sappers made me look good in every job, and you are 
only as good as the people you work with,” he said�

His achievements in 21 Const Regt have included Squadron 
Sergeant Major of 102nd Construction Squadron (102 Const 
Sqn), commissioning to Captain in 1994, Regimental Operations 
Officer, and promotion to Major 2001� 

From 2001 to 2007 he was Officer Commanding 102 Const 
Sqn with the Squadron being responsible for “Raise, Train and 
Sustain,” to grow the Regiment�

“He is always the one to go beyond what you normally expect��� 
said Warrant Officer Class Two Jeff Williams�  I first met Mal 
when he was a WO1 and there was no one else around to dig in 
some sign posts, so there we were digging holes and sweating and 
just getting the job done� I’ve never seen a WO1 sweat before or 
since!” chuckled Jeff, who served with Major Botfield for over 10 
years at 21 Const Regt� 

Whilst every promotion from Apprentice through the ranks 
to WO1, then to Captain and Major, was a highlight in his ca-
reer, his promotion to Major in 2001 was the most significant 
and proudest moment as his Majority was presented by Major 
General Peter Gration on Goat Island at the RAE Corps Cente-
nary Dinner�

Major Botfield’s other proud achievements are his family: 
wife, Dianne, two sons, two daughters and grandchildren, who 
have supported him through out his military career�

Commanding Officer of 21 Const Regt, Lieutenant Colonel, 
Brendan Casey said “Major Botfield’s retirement is a great loss to 
the Regiment, he’s one of those people for whom you can’t find 
anyone who has a bad word to say about him�”

Major Botfield sees the Reserves as an essential part of the 
Army’s capability�

“Reserves provide the bench players, and lots are only too 
willing to get out onto the field� Time and time again they have 
to prove themselves, as the resources of the Reserves are under-
estimated – as at Kokoda and on present day deployments for 
example,” he said� 

“The Army has been so much more than just a job, I have 
gained so much and I have tried to give back just as much, its 
been a way of life”� 

Captain Elissa-Jane Bowden

44 Years of Giving Back
Major Malcolm Botfield

Above. “He is always the one to go beyond what you normally expect...” 
Major Mal Botfield retires after �� years of service to the RaE.
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With a ‘Can Do’ attitude and a strong work ethic, three Reservists 
from 21st Construction Regiment (21 Const Regt) have proved 
themselves more than capable, having completed a six-month de-
ployment in Afghanistan as part of the first ever Reservist Camp 
Maintenance Team (CMT)�

“The opportunity to represent our country and the Reserves 
made us work harder to prove ourselves” said Sapper Sean Phil-
lips, a shift supervisor with NSW Police�

Based in Tarin Kowt, Corporal Adam Elder (electrician), Lance 
Corporal Anthony Green (plumber) and Sapper Sean Phillips 
(plant operator) were kept busy utilising their trade skills main-
taining the facilities and infrastructure in the Dutch-led ‘Camp 
Holland’ on RTF4�

“There were always lots of jobs to keep us busy and we had very 
little downtime, which kept us focussed on the tasks and stopped 
us from missing home too much” said Corporal Elder, a driving 
instructor with the NSW Police Force�

The team’s first impressions on arriving in Tarin Kowt were 
shock and disbelief at the barren, desolate landscape and the op-
pressive heat, as well uncertainty about the tasks ahead�

True to trade-form, within two hours of getting off the plane, 
Lance Corporal Green was unblocking a drain, “The shock of being 
there disappeared as soon as we got stuck into our work, although I 
did not quite expect it to be that quick,” Lance Corporal Green said�

A sobering ramp ceremony for a deceased Australian soldier 
occurred on day 3 of their 200-day tour, reminding them of the 
dangerous working conditions�

Sapper Phillips said “It just got better and better, there was great 
camaraderie and mateship and our skills were in big demand�”

Working with the Dutch Army had its challenges as they often 
forgot that they needed to speak English to Australians, Corporal 
Elder recounted, “Sometimes at the end of a group discussion in 
Dutch, I would smile and ask ‘So, what are we doing?’ and it was 
all quickly explained�”

“The feedback we received was overwhelmingly positive,” 
said Lieutenant Colonel Brendan Casey, Commanding Officer, 21 
Const Regt� “Their skills, initiative and Can Do attitude ensured 
they were held in high regard by all�  We are very proud of them 

and they have forged a strong reputation in Afghanistan for sol-
diers from the Regiment,” he added�

Lance Corporal Green, a project foreman and former TAFE 
teacher at Chullora TAFE, had the opportunity to provide plumbing 
trade skills, literacy and numeracy classes for local Afghans, which 
were well attended� “I’ve come away more worldly and with a greater 
appreciation of other cultures,” he said, “and more grey hair!”

They all agreed the deployment was a great experience for con-
solidating their trade skills: “There was good quality trade work 
in a challenging operational environment and I’ve taken away an 
increased belief in myself as well as a sense of completion” Cor-
poral Elder said�

Their advice to others considering a similar opportunity is 
simple: “If you get the chance, do it, be prepared to embark on an 
adventure and don’t doubt yourself” Sapper Phillips said�

Lance Corporal Green’s advice is to make sure you are pre-
pared: “Go somewhere really hot, put on heaps of clothes and a 
12kg ballistic vest and dig a hole, it’s bloody hard, be prepared�”

Captain Elissa-Jane Bowden

Can Do in ‘The Ghan’

Below. (L-R) Sapper Sean Phillips (plant operator) Lance Corporal an-
thony Green (plumber) and Corporal adam Elder (electrician).

Triumph for  
Surveying Trail Blazer

In a series of remarkable firsts, Sergeant Tony Baker, a Reservist 
from 21 Construction Regiment has been awarded the Stewart 
Memorial Prize upon completion of the Navy’s H2 Hydrographic 
Surveying course 07/08�

The award is presented to the NCO who displays the highest 
level of ability, leadership and dedication throughout the practical 
and theoretical phases of the 26 week course�

However, surpassing this accomplishment, Sgt Baker was the 
first Army NCO to complete the course, which had its challenges: 
“I felt out of my depth at first,” he said with a chuckle, “but the 
instructors really helped me out with the Navy lingo and all man-
ner of things, including piloting a 9m vessel to a wharf� That’s not 

something that many soldiers ever tackle”
Sergeant Baker, from Littoral and Riverine Survey Squadron 

(LRSS), has drawn praise for his accomplishments from Navy and 
Army quarters� Lt-Col Brendan Casey, CO 21 Const Regt said “Ser-
geant Baker’s achievement is remarkable in its own right let alone 
considering he was the only Reservist on the six-month course 
and the only non-Navy student�” 

Sergeant Baker also gained a thorough understanding of how 
Navy Hydrographers work and Commodore Road Nairn com-
mented “this understanding and the network of contacts with 
Navy personnel are important to the future of Army and Navy in 
the joint environment�”
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RAE CORPS SHOP PRICE LIST
(PRICES ARE GST INCLUSIVE) (POSTAGE CHARGES ARE CASH ON DELIVERY)

PRICES ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE AS NEW STOCK IS ORDERED

GENERAL/SOUVENIR - RAE

PLU ITEM  PRICE PLU ITEM  PRICE 

B01-02 BADGE: BLAZER, POCKET, RAE CYPHER  $26.50 K08 PATCH , AUST, BLUE FLAG, BLACK FLAG  $10.00 

B03 BADGE: CAR, RAE  $23.00 K01-01 KEY RING, RAE ENAMEL  $4.50 

B04-02 BADGE: EMBROIDED, RAE CYPHER  $5.00 K01-03 KEY RING, RAE METAL  $4.50 

B04-03 BADGE CLOTH RASVY  $5.00 K07 KNIFE: LEATHERMAN, CHARGE, ALX $180.00

B06 BADGE: HAT, RAE, METAL  $5.50 K03-11 KNIFE: LEATHERMAN, WAVE  $150.00 

B08-01 BADGE: LAPEL RAE, STICK PIN  $5.00 K03-26 KNIFE: LEATHERMAN, CHARGE TITANIUM TTI  $196.00 

B08-02 BADGE: LAPEL RAE, BUTTERFLY CLIP  $4.50 K03-27 KNIFE: LEATHERMAN, SKELETOOL $110.00

B09-01 BADGE: TIE TAC WITH PIN, RAE  $6.50 K03-27 KNIFE: LEATHERMAN, SKELETOOL CX  $110.00 

B09-02 BADGE: TIE TAC WITHOUT PIN, RAE  $6.50 S15-03 STATUETTE: BAILEY BRIDGE TIMOR  $60.00 

BK01 BOOK: RAE CORPS HISTORY, VOL 1  $15.00 T01 TOILETRY BAG, AUSCAM/TAN  $17.00 

BK02 BOOK: RAE CORPS HISTORY, VOL 2  $15.00 HR03 POLAR HEART MONITOR A3  $141.00 

BK03 BOOK: RAE CORPS HISTORY, VOL 3  $15.00 K01-01 KEY RING: ENAMEL, RAE  $4.00 

BK04 BOOK: RAE CORPS HISTORY, VOL 4  $55.00 Z01-01 LIGHTER: ZIPPO, LUSTRE ETCHED RAE BADGE & CYPHER  $35.00 

BK05 BOOK: AUST MILITARY MAP MAKERS  $39.00 Z01-02 LIGHTER: ZIPPO, FLINTS (6 PER PACK)  $1.50 

BK07 BOOK: PODMORE ( CARTOON)  FREE M05-01 MUG: THERMOMATE MUG, BLUE,OLIVE  $6.50 

BK08 BOOK: SWAN STREET SAPPERS  $23.00 SS SILVER SAPPER  $116.90 

BK09 BOOK: BRIDGING THE GAP, 3 CER IN TIMOR 1999-2000  $26.00 H11 DRINK BOTTLE RAE  $5.00 

BK10 BOOK: A GREEN BAGGY SKIN  $17.50 PL02 PLAQUE: RAE/UBIQUE STYLE/TYPE 2  $39.00 

BK11 BOOK: MUD, SWEAT AND TEARS  $18.00 C03-01 FOLDER A4: GREEN PLASTIC  $17.00 

BK12 BOOK: NOT QUITE MEN, NO LONGER BOYS  $22.00 C03-02 FOLDER A5: GREEN PLASTIC  $8.00 

BK13 BOOK: STEW’S VIEW  $11.50 CW14 DOG TAG SILENCER  $2.00 

BK14 BOOK: WE`RE OFF TO SEE THE WIZARD VIA MUNGALLALA  $29.00 CW12 CSI FOLDER: AUSCAM/TAN/OLIVE KHAKI  $40.00 

BK15 BOOK: NO NEED FOR HEROES  $17.50 ID ID HOLDER: AUSCAM  $12.00 

BK16 BOOK: MAPMAKERS OF FURTUNA  $60.00 ID ID HOLDER: TAN  $12.00 

BK17 BOOK: ROLLING THROUGH 32  $35.00 C04-02 COASTER: METAL, RAE CYPHER  $5.00 

B K M -

01

BOOK MARK RAE  $3.00 C06 COOLER: STUBBY HOLDER, RAE BADGE & CYPHER, RED & 

BLUE

 $5.00 

BE-01 BELT BUCKLE RAE  $30.00 C01-03 CAP: RAE, DARK BLUE  $12.00 

B15-01 BOTTLE OPENER: RAE METAL/PLASTIC  $3.00 

C04-01 COASTER: METAL, RAE BADGE  $5.00 

CLOTHING - GENERAL

PLU ITEM  PRICE PLU ITEM  PRICE 

C02-01 CAP: BASEBALL, COTTON,  $20.00 S06 SME PT SHIRT KOOL DRY SIZES M -3XL  $24.00 

C07-01 CUFF LINKS: RAE OR RASVY  $20.00 S06-000 SME PT SINGLET KOOL DRY SIZES S - XL  $26.00 

J02-01 JERSEY: RUGBY JERSEY, EMBROIDED RAE  $70.00 T02-02 TIE: NECK TIE, RAE, POLYESTER  $22.00 

J03-01 JACKET: WINDJACKET WITH HOOD, BLACK  $160.00 T02-03 TIE: NECK TIE, RAE, SILK  $28.00 

S03-03 SHIRT POLO NAVY BLUE RAE CORPS BADGE/POCKET (NEW STYLE)  $29.00 

FIELD EQUIPMENT & CLOTHING

PLU ITEM  PRICE PLU ITEM  PRICE 

BV01 BIVY BAG: STANDARD SIZE AUSCAM  $195.00 P01-02 PACK: CROW 30L AUSCAM/BLACK  $69.00 

CW10 MAP CASE: AUSCAM  $20.00 P04 PACK: SPUR TROPICAL, AUSCAM/BLACK/TAN  $160.00 

CW11 MAP CASE: AUSCAM MK 2  $23.00 P06 PACK: SIERRA 1 SNIPER TROPICAL, AUSCAM/BLACK  $160.00 

F01 FIRESTEEL: ARMY  $18.50 SUR G2 SUREFIRE TORCH  $75.00 

H06 CAMELBACK: ADAPTOR FOR S10 RESPIRATOR  $17.00 SUR1 G2 SUREFIRE TORCH POUCH  $15.00 

N01 NOTEBOOK: FIELD MESSAGE NOTE BOOK  $8.00 S01 SHEMAGH: BLACK AND GREEN/ BLACK AND TAN  $15.00 

N02-01 NOTEBOOK: FIELD SURVEY NOTEBOOK, OM26  $8.00 S10-01 SLEEPING BAG: SOFTIE, MERLIN 3, BOOT REINFORCEMENT  $260.00 

N04-01 BRIT NOTEBOOK HOLDER/VUI TUI HOLDER  $20.00 P10-AC1 POUCH, SMALL UNIVERSAL  $18.00 

N02-02 FIELD SURVEY NOTEBOOK HOLDER  $20.00 S10-02 SLEEPING BAG: BURROW 1  $120.00 

W01 G-SHOCK WATCH: G9000  $120.00 S10-02 SLEEPING BAG: JUNGLE BAG WITH BUILT IN MOSSIE NET  $120.00 

WEB WEBBING: SAW VEST, AUSCAM  $207.00 

ENQUIRE WITH THE CORPS SHOP ABOUT MORE AVAILABLE ITEMS NOT LISTED. 

ORDER BY: TELEPHONE : 02 8782 5401, FAX:  02 8782 3501

EMAIL:  CORPSSHOP@AAMME.COM.AU

TRADING HOURS:  TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY AND THURSDAY  1000 - 1400



PMKeys No:     Rank/Title:   Surname: 

Unit/Sub Unit: 

Unit/Home Address: 

Telephone Number:      Fax: 

Email Address: ����������������������������������������������������������������������������������

PLU 
No Item Description Details  

(Colour/Size) Qty Price Each Total Price

SUB TOTAL

POSTAGE

TOTAL

POSTAGE:  Cash on Delivery (COD).  

ORDERS:  Email, telephone or fax orders are welcome. Please include a contact telephone number.

PAYMENT: EFTPOS, Bankcard, MasterCard, American Exp and Visa are accepted.

(Circle Type): EFTPOS Bankcard MasterCard American Exp Visa card

--- --- ---

Expiry Date: ��������������  Card Holders Name: ����������������� Signature:  ������������������������

ROYAL AUSTRALIAN ENGINEERS 
CORPS SHOP ORDER FORM 

ABN:  28 743 073 857

SME
Steele Barracks

Moorebank Avenue NSW 2173
Tel: 02 8782 5401 (Trading Hours)

Fax: 02 8782 3501
Email: corpsshop@aamme.com.au


